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Abstract

In real applications, changes of observed views and walking speeds

cause significant difficulties for gait recognition. View change will

significantly alter available visual features for matching, while speed

change will significantly alter walking patterns of each individual.

This thesis is to develop novel methods for recognizing gaits under

view and speed changes. Several methods are proposed from various

perspectives to address diverse aspects of these problems.

Our first method is proposed to enhance a well-known gait feature,

called Gait Energy Image (GEI), for a robust gait recognition under

changes of various walking conditions. A new Weighted Binary Pat-

tern (WBP) is constructed as a robust gait feature based on partial

ideas of Local Binary Pattern (LBP) on GEI. An adaptive weighting

technique is also introduced to discriminate significances of each bi-

nary bit in WBP. Although this proposed method can handle changes

of various walking conditions, its performance drops largely when view

change or speed change becomes significant. Our later methods in this

thesis are proposed to directly target such challenges.

Accordingly, the second method is proposed to address the problem of

significant view change, based on View Transformation Model (VTM).

In principle, VTM is used to transform gait from one view into an-

other view. Thus, gaits from different views can be normalized into

a common view using learned VTM (s). Two types of VTM are pro-

posed in this study, namely 1) decomposition-based VTM (dVTM); 2)

regression-based VTM (rVTM). dVTM is established through a ma-

trix factorization process by adopting Singular Value Decomposition

(SVD). The gait matrix of the training dataset is decomposed into



a view-independent matrix and a subject-independent matrix which

is used to construct dVTM s. However, the performance of dVTM

is bounded by limitations of linear processes on global gait features.

To further improve the performance, rVTM reformulates the VTM -

framework as a regression problem. It consists of multiple regres-

sion processes to model local correlated motions of gaits across views.

Among several regression tools adopted for rVTM, Sparse Regres-

sion (SR) achieves the best performance. Based on our experiments,

rVTM is shown to outperform dVTM and other existing methods in

the literature. However, its regression framework is based on map-

pings to single pixels, which can be unstable especially under large

view change.

To overcome the above limitations of the VTM -based methods, the

third method is proposed based on more relaxing mappings between

segments (i.e. groups of pixels) through a correlated motion co-

clustering method. It follows the solution track of motion correla-

tion analysis and explicitly takes into account inconsistencies among

different parts of individual gaits across views. To this end, for the

first time a bipartite graph multipartitioning is applied to co-cluster

correlated gait segments from different views. Canonical Correlation

Analysis (CCA) is then applied to further maximize linear correlation

of the co-clustered segments. Finally, a linear approximation is built

up to bridge these optimized gait segments across views. In this way,

it is possible to normalize gaits from different views into a common

CCA subspace where gait similarity can be measured accordingly.

The above proposed methods achieve outstanding performances on

gait recognition under view change. However, they rely on supervised

learning, which can be inefficient/incapable for untrained/unseen views.

To avoid this restriction, the fourth method is developed from a to-

tally different perspective to construct a new view-invariant gait fea-

ture without supervised learning. A view-normalization is processed

in an input layer (i.e. on gait silhouettes). That is, each sequence



of gait silhouettes recorded from a certain view is transformed onto

the common canonical view by using corresponding domain transfor-

mation obtained through Invariant Low-rank Textures (TILT). Then,

an improved scheme of Procrustes Shape Analysis (PSA) is proposed

and applied on a sequence of the normalized gait silhouettes to ex-

tract a novel view-invariant gait feature and consecutively measure a

gait similarity.

The other method is proposed in this thesis based on a statistical

shape analysis for gait recognition under speed change. A PSA scheme

is adopted for gait signature description and relevant similarity mea-

surement. In order to address challenges raised by speed changes, a

Higher-order Shape Configuration (HSC) is proposed to replace the

traditional shape descriptor. Moreover, instead of simply measuring a

similarity between two gaits by treating them as two unified objects, a

Differential Composition Model (DCM) is constructed to differentiate

impacts caused by speed changes on various body parts.

The proposed methods are comprehensively tested on a variety of

widely adopted gait databases. They are shown to achieve state-of-

the-art performances for gait recognitions under both view change

and speed change.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The study of human gait is innate to human interest and pervades many fields

including biometrics, clinical analysis, computer animation and robotics [1]. From

a surveillance perspective, gait recognition is capable of identifying humans at a

distance by inspecting their walking manners. It is an attractive modality which

can be performed surreptitiously in an unconstrained environment. Gait is one

of the few biometric features that can be measured remotely without physical

contact and proximal sensing, which makes it useful in surveillance applications.

In the real world, there are various factors significantly affecting human gait

including clothes, shoes, carrying objects, walking surfaces, observed views, and

walking speeds [2]. Among these factors, view change and speed change have

been regarded as two of the most common and challenging problems for gait

recognition.

In particular, view change will significantly alter available visual features for

matching, while speed change will significantly alter walking patterns of each

individual. Thus, gaits from different views and/or speeds must be normalized

before their similarity is measured. These problems will be addressed in this

study.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 begins with an

introduction to the problems and discussions of the challenges. Section 1.2 gives

literature reviews on related works. Section 1.3 introduces gait databases adopted

for our experiments. Section 1.4 summarizes our contributions. Section 1.5 con-

cludes with an outline of this thesis.
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1.1 Overall Problem Definitions and Research Challenges

camera

human

Ɵ

human

(a)
camera1 camera2

(b)

Figure 1.1: View change under two different cases. (a) Humans are free to walk in

any direction covered by a single camera. (b) Humans can walk through multiple

cameras. The blue line is an image plane. The red line is an optical axis. The

green arrows are walking directions. The grey polygons are areas covered by

cameras. The θ is an observed view which is an angle between an optical axis

and a walking direction.

1.1 Overall Problem Definitions and Research

Challenges

As mentioned above, the main objective of this thesis is to address the problems

of view change and speed change for gait recognition. This section will give the

problem definitions and expose the relevant challenges. Then, our motivations to

approach such problems will be explained.

1.1.1 Gait recognition under view change

1.1.1.1 Problem definition

In practice, observed view may change under two different cases. The first case

is shown in Figure 1.1(a) that a person may walk freely in any direction facing a

camera. The second case is shown in Figure 1.1(b) that a person may walk across

multiple cameras which have different settings such as the height and rotation

of the camera. Sample gait images under various views from the CASIA gait

database B [3] are shown in Figure 1.2.

As mentioned above, gaits can be recorded from different views. Consequently,

probe gait can possibly be captured under an arbitrary view which does not match

any view in the gallery dataset. In this study, three scenarios are defined for gait

recognition regarding view factor, namely 1) fixed-view gait recognition where

2
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0° 36° 72° 108° 144° 180°

Figure 1.2: Sample gait images under various views from the CASIA gait database

B.

probe gait and gallery gait are recorded from the same view; 2) cross-view gait

recognition where probe gait and gallery gait are recorded from two different

views; 3) multi-view gait recognition where probe gait(s) from single/multiple

view(s) is recognized by using gallery gaits from multiple views. Moreover, the

third scenario is also called multi-view to one-view gait recognition when the

probe gait of each individual is recorded from a single view, otherwise it is called

multi-view to multi-view gait recognition.

View-normalization is necessary for the second and third scenarios which will

be addressed in this thesis.

1.1.1.2 Challenge

Individual gaits will exhibit in dramatically different ways under various views.

Changes of view can lead to the following changes of gait information.

• visible body parts

• visible motions

• global shape statistics

• body proportions

• walking trajectories

• self-occlusions

Obviously, it is not reasonable to directly measure similarity between two gaits

under different views without any view-normalization process. Gait recognition

performance will dramatically drop when views change [4][5]. Moreover, previous

3
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works [6][7] have proved that gait information is maximized under side view (i.e.

90◦).

1.1.1.3 Motivation

Although individual gaits vary across different views, they are still related to

some extent depending on the degree of view change. This is because they are

captured from the same 3D human motion. In fact, they contain the follow-

ing associations: 1) shared gait information; 2) correlated gait information; 3)

unrelated gait information.

First, shared gait information is derived from common body parts and/or

motions visible across views. However, it can be misaligned due to different

geometric projections under different views. This should be rectified in a view-

normalization process.

Second, correlated gait information is induced from different seen features

but on correlated body parts and/or motions. For example, different parts of

the thigh share correlated motion because they are physically connected and are

likely to move in a unified motion. This type of information is important because

it is usually a major factor in bridging gaits across views. That is, some features

invisible in one view can be predicted by using correlated features visible in other

views. This process will be well formulated in a view-normalization process.

Third, due to self-occlusions, some motions visible in one view disappear to-

tally in other views. Such unrelated gait information will not contribute to gait

recognition under view change. It should be eliminated in a view-normalization

process.

Our proposed methods for cross-view and multi-view gait recognitions have

been motivated by these rationales.

1.1.2 Gait recognition under speed change

1.1.2.1 Problem definition

Walking speed is one of the most common factors affecting gaits because hu-

mans often change their walking speed depending on situations. Although speed

changes are useful for classifying gait styles (e.g. walking, running, jogging) [8],

4
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2 km/h 4 km/h 7 km/h

Figure 1.3: Sample gait images under various speeds from the OU-ISIR gait

database.

they are a nuisance for recognizing gaits. This is because an individual walking

pattern varies across different walking speeds. Sample gait images under various

speeds from the OU-ISIR gait database [9] are shown in Figure 1.3. Thus, to cope

with the problem of speed changes, either gait feature transformation between

different speeds or speed-invariant gait feature extraction is required.

In the absence of significant external factors, humans tend to walk at about

1.4 m/s (i.e. 5.0 km/h) [10][11][12]. Although humans are capable of walking

at speeds from nearly 0 m/s to upwards of 2.5 m/s (i.e. 9.0 km/h), humans

typically choose to use only a small range within these speeds [13]. Individuals

find exceptionally fast or slow speeds uncomfortable. Thus, large speed changes

(± > 2.0 km/h) may not be a critical problem in practice. In this way, relatively

small speed changes (± < 2.0 km/h) must be seriously considered in the context

of gait recognition.

1.1.2.2 Challenge

An increase in walking speed can lead to the following major impacts on human

gaits [14].

• arms swing higher

• legs lift up higher

• stride length becomes longer

• gait period is shorter

5
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In fact, speed change also affects other body parts including hip, knee, and

ankle. Moreover, different people may react differently to the change of walking

speed because of age, gender, individual body structure, etc., which makes the

situation more complicated.

1.1.2.3 Motivation

When a person changes his/her walking speed, dynamic information (e.g. the

movements of arms and legs) is changed while static information (e.g. thigh and

shin lengths) is unchanged. In this way, speed change will have only a small

impact on local shape information (e.g. tangents/curvatures around thigh and

shin contours). These rationales motivate us to develop a new speed-invariant

gait feature which is based on the higher-order derivatives (e.g. tangent and

curvature) of shape boundary information.

1.2 Related Works

The methods of gait recognitions under no walking variation (i.e. fixed view and

speed), under view change, and under speed change are reviewed in sections 1.2.1,

1.2.2, and 1.2.3 respectively.

1.2.1 Gait recognition under no change of walking condi-

tion (i.e. fixed view and speed)

A large number of gait recognition methods have been published recently, which

can be roughly divided into two categories, model-based methods [15][16][17][18][19]

[20][21][22][23][24] and motion-based methods [25][26][27][28][29][30][31][32][33][34].

1.2.1.1 Model-based gait recognition

The model-based methods generally aim to model kinematics of human joints

in order to measure physical gait parameters such as trajectories, limb lengths,

and angular speeds. For example, Cunado et al. [18] considered legs as an

interlinked pendulum. Then, a phase-weighted Fourier magnitude spectrum was

6
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used to recognize gait signatures which were derived from frequency components

of the variations in the inclination of human thigh. Johnson and Bobick [16]

used activity-specific static body parameters for gait recognition without directly

analyzing dynamics of gait patterns.

Lee and Elgammal [21] introduced a framework for simultaneous gait track-

ing and recognition using person-dependent global shape deformations which were

modeled using a nonlinear generative model with kinematic manifold embedding

and kernel mapping. Then, the generative model of global shape deformation was

used to estimate shape style, geometric transformation, and body pose within

Bayesian framework. Bouchrika and Nixon [17] used elliptic Fourier descriptors

to extract crucial features from human joints. However, methods in this cate-

gory have to deal with localizations of human joints, which are not robust on a

markerless motion [23]. It is also difficult to extract underlying models from gait

sequences [32].

1.2.1.2 Motion-based gait recognition

The motion-based methods typically analyze gait sequences without explicit mod-

elling of human body structures. The different methods in this category have been

developed from different perspectives. For example, Abdelkader et al. [35][36]

proposed an eigengait method using image self-similarity plots. Chai et al. [37]

introduced a Perceptual Shape Descriptor technique for recognizing gaits. Tan et

al. [30] used eight kinds of projective features to describe human gait and PCA

was applied for gait feature dimension reduction.

Han and Bhanu [27] proposed a concept of Gait Energy Image (GEI), and com-

bined real and synthetic templates to improve the accuracy of gait recognition.

Liu et al. [28] employed a population Hidden Markov Model (pHMM) to model

human gaits and generated dynamics-normalized stance-frames to recognize in-

dividuals. Recently, Wang et al. [32] developed a temporal template, named

Chrono-Gait Image (CGI), by encoding gait contours using a multi-channel map-

ping function. Roy et al. [29] modelled a gait cycle using a chain of key poses

which were then averaged to generate the gait feature, called Pose Energy Image

(PEI).
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1.2.2 Gait recognition under view change

Current research that directly targets the problem of gait recognition under view

change falls into three categories.

1.2.2.1 3D gait feature construction

Methods in the first category [38][39][40][41] are to construct 3D gait informa-

tion through multiple calibrated cameras. Methods in this category belong to

multi-view gait recognition because gaits from multiple views are acquired to re-

construct a 3D gait model. An image-based visual hull (IBVH) was invented in

[39] to render visual views for gait recognition. IBVH was computed from a set

of monocular views captured by multiple calibrated cameras. In this method,

canonical visual camera positions were estimated. Then, rendered images ob-

tained from these viewpoints were used for view-normalization. Bodor et al.

[38] applied an image-based rendering on a 3D visual hull model to automat-

ically reconstruct gait features under any required view. It integrated several

gaits which were acquired by multiple cameras under different views. The system

was required to calibrate individual cameras and to cross-calibrate them into a

common ground frame.

Zhang et al. [40] introduced a view-independent gait recognition method

based on a 3D linear model and Bayesian rule. The 3D linear model was con-

structed using PCA from a set of Fourier represented examples. The sets of

coefficients were used as signature to describe gait, which were derived from pro-

jecting 2D gait sequences under different views onto a 3D model by means of a

maximum of posterior estimate. Zhao et al. [41] reconstructed a 3D gait model

from video sequences captured by multiple cameras. Motion trajectories of lower

limbs that were extracted from 3D models, were used as dynamic features and

linear time normalization was exploited for matching and recognition. In general

3D analysis, at least two cameras are required. However, because of self-occlusion,

gaits from at least four cameras were required for sufficient 3D gait analysis [41].

There are a few limitations in this category: 1) it is only suitable for a fully

controlled and cooperative multi-camera environment such as a biometric tunnel
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[42]; 2) deploying a cooperative multi-camera setup into current surveillance sys-

tems is costly and complicated; 3) acquiring complex calibration information [43]

for the 3D reconstruction and/or 2D rendering process may involve an expensive

computation; 4) gait is a kind of non-rigid dynamic feature such that its analysis

is sensitive to several factors such as occlusions and shadows, so the 3D modeling

is not stable.

1.2.2.2 View-invariant gait feature extraction

The second category [44][45][46][47] is to extract gait feature which is invariant

to view change. These methods are applied for cross-view gait recognition. It is

difficult to seek a view-invariant gait feature because view-dependent information

is embedded complexly in gait. The different methods in this category may be

developed from completely different perspectives.

For example, Kale et al. [47] developed a method to generate a side-view

of gait from any arbitrary view. Two techniques were proposed based on: 1)

a perspective projection model; 2) an optical flow structure. The performance

of this method significantly dropped when an angle between image plane and

sagittal plane was large. Jean et al. [46] proposed a method to compute view-

normalized trajectories of body parts which were obtained from monocular video

sequences. The normalized feet and head 2D trajectories from tracked silhouettes

were used as view-invariant gait features since they always appeared like being

seen from a frontal parallel viewpoint. However, this method efficiently worked

only for a limited range of views. Han et al. [45] extracted view-invariant features

from GEI. In such a way, only parts of gait sequences that overlap between views

were selected for constructing a representation of cross-view gait matching.

A key method in this category was proposed in [44] to compute a self-calibrating

view-invariant gait recognition based on model-based gait features. Lower limbs’

poses were estimated based on markerless motion estimation. Then, they were

reconstructed in the sagittal plane using viewpoint rectification under an assump-

tion that articulated leg motion is approximately planar. Angular measurements

and trunk spatial displacements were derived from the rectified limbs’ poses and

used as a view-invariant gait feature. An advantage of this method is that it
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can efficiently perform cross-view gait recognition when view difference is large.

However, it also has a number of limitations: 1) the limbs’ poses estimation is not

robust from markerless motion; 2) it is not applicable for frontal view because

limbs’ poses become untraceable.

1.2.2.3 Gait feature transformation between different views

The third category [48][49][50][51][52] relies on learning mapping/projection re-

lationship of gaits across views. The relationship obtained through training will

normalize gait features from different views into shared/associated subspace(s)

before gait similarity is measured. Based on the literature review, methods in

this category can be applied for both cross-view and multi-view gait recognitions,

although this has not been mentioned in [48]. Compared with the first category,

the third category uses a simpler non-cooperative camera system. The relation-

ships between gaits from different views across cameras are determined through

the learning process. Compared with the second category, the third category

is more efficient and stable when sufficient training samples are supplied to the

learning process.

Because of the advantages of the third category, in recent years, a number of

methods have been proposed in this category. The efficient method based on a

concept of View Transformation Model (VTM) was introduced in [52] to trans-

form gait feature from one view into another view. VTM was established through

a matrix factorization process by adopting Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).

The gait matrix in the training dataset was decomposed into a view-independent

matrix and a subject-independent matrix which was used to construct VTM s.

The method proposed in [52] created VTM based on a frequency-domain gait

feature that obtained through Fourier Transformation.

To improve the performance of the method in [52], a VTM in [50] was created

based on GEI optimized by Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). The truncated

SVD was also introduced to avoid oversizing and overfitting of VTM. However,

the size of VTM in [50][52] depends on the size of the training dataset. To

obtain a reliable VTM, it requires a large training dataset causing a large size

of VTM which leads to an unpopular computational complexity. Moreover, the
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performance of the decomposition-based VTM [50][52] was bounded by limitations

of linear processes on global features.

Recently, to overcome these limitations, VTM construction is reformulated as

a regression problem [49]. The regression concept was used to reveal correlated

motions of gaits from different views. VTM was consisted of multiple regression

processes which were trained to estimate gait feature under one view using cor-

related information in gait feature(s) under other view(s). The local correlated

features under shared motions were exposed using rough body segmentations and

correlation coefficients.

Moreover, the method in [51] learned LDA-subspaces to extract discrimina-

tive information from gait features under each view in the training dataset. In

the testing phase, each gait feature was projected onto each of the subspaces

separately. Then, the final gait distance was a weighted sum of matching results

from each subspace. The method in [48] is another efficient method published

recently, which modelled correlations of gaits across views using Canonical Cor-

relation Analysis (CCA). Gait features from two different views were projected

into other two subspaces which were maximally correlated based on CCA. Then,

a correlation strength was applied to measure gait similarity.

A common limitation of the methods in this category is they rely on supervised

learning. That is, the relationship between any two views has to be established

beforehand through the training process. Consequently, it has to make sure that

gaits from all interested views must be available in the training database. Due to

uncertainty in a real surveillance environment, view change is not predictable. It

is practically impossible to establish the training process to cover all likely views.

Thus, when using methods of the third category, there are always some views

where we cannot achieve on cross-view gait recognition.

1.2.2.4 Overall comparisons on different solutions

Comparisons are shown in Table 1.1 to summarize key differences between these

three categories of methods for gait recognition under view change.

The methods in different categories contain different advantages and disad-

vantages. A proper method can be selected depending on a nature of each appli-

cation.
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Table 1.1: Comparisons between different categories of methods for gait recogni-

tion under view change.

Property Category 1 Category 2 Category 3

cross-view gait recognition ×
√ √

multi-view gait recognition
√

×
√

cooperative multi-camera system √
× ×

i.e. costly and complicated

key joints extraction on markerless
×

√
×

motion i.e. not robust

not applicable for
×

√
×

approximate frontal views

not applicable for
× ×

√

untrained/unknown views

supervised learning × ×
√

1.2.3 Gait recognition under speed change

Current research on cross-speed gait recognition falls into two categories.

1.2.3.1 Speed-invariant gait feature extraction

Some interesting works in this first category are briefed below. Liu et al. [28]

developed a HMM-based time-normalized gait feature. Similarity between two

normalized gait features was measured using a sum of shape distances corre-

sponding to gait stances in LDA space. The normalized gait dynamic based on a

population-based generic walking model has shown its effectiveness to compensate

the hard covariates caused by walking speed change.

Tan et al. [30] used eight kinds of projective features to describe human gait

and PCA was applied for reduction of raw gait feature dimension. Mahalanobis

distance was used to measure gait similarity. A projective normalization was used
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to improve the robustness of projective frieze patterns against speed variation.

Kusakunniran et al. [53] applied a partial LBP concept on Gait Energy Image

(GEI) and proposed adaptive weighting techniques to discriminate significant bits

of partial LBP in gait features.

However, a typical limitation of existing methods in this category is that the

performance is satisfying only to the small change of walking speed. They cannot

well handle the larger change of walking speed.

1.2.3.2 Gait feature transformation between different speeds

The essential of the second category is to learn mapping relationship between

gaits under different waking speeds. It transforms gait features using generic

speed transformation models. Therefore, gait similarity measurement can be

carried out under a common walking speed.

Tanawongsuwan et al. [54] applied knowledge learned from the stride length

analysis [55]. The linear relationship between stride length and walking speed at

the population/global level was used to normalize gaits across different speeds.

Tsuji et al. [9] proposed a factorization-based speed transformation model using

SVD to transform dynamic gait features from one speed to another.

The challenges to the second category are: 1) they are not applicable to un-

known walking speed which is not covered by supervised training for learning the

transform relationship; 2) they require model fitting and/or body part tracking;

3) they cannot achieve good performance for the case of large speed changes, al-

though this category of methods can efficiently address cross-view gait recognition

[49][50][52].

In our study, we find that walking speed change is a kind of internal factor

caused by a walking person, which will present different efforts on different per-

sons. We cannot treat it in the same way as in the case of view change which is a

kind of external factor caused by shooting environments. Consequently, seeking a

generic solution in the second category to cover any walking person becomes very

difficult. Therefore, this study chooses to seek a solution in the first category.
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lateral frontal oblique

Figure 1.4: Sample gait images under various views from the CASIA gait database

A.

normal (fn) with a bag (fb)

Figure 1.5: Sample gait images under various walking conditions from the CASIA

gait database C.

1.3 Gait Databases

This section lists the databases adopted in our study.

1.3.1 The CASIA gait database A

The CASIA gait database A [3] includes 20 subjects from three views, namely

frontal, oblique, and lateral views. Each subject walked along a straight-line path

back and forth twice. In this way, four videos were recorded for each subject from

each view. Figure 1.4 shows sample images from the CASIA gait database A.

1.3.2 The CASIA gait database B

The CASIA gait database B [3] is a large multi-view gait database which contains

124 subjects from 11 views (0◦, 18◦, ..., 180◦). Under each view, ten gait sequences

were captured for each person including six sequences in normal walking (without

carrying a bag and without wearing a coat), two sequences in walking when

carrying a bag, and two sequences in walking when wearing a coat. Moreover, this
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left camera (L) right camera (R)

Figure 1.6: Sample gait images under the left and right cameras from the USF

gait database.

slow fast slope with a ball

Figure 1.7: Sample gait images under various walking conditions from the CMU

Mobo gait database.

database can directly support the study of gait recognition under view change.

Figure 1.2 shows sample images from the CASIA gait database B.

1.3.3 The CASIA gait database C

The CASIA gait database C [56] contains 153 subjects. It was recorded under four

walking conditions, namely normal walking (fn), slow walking (fs), fast walking

(fq), and normal walking with a bag (fb). Ten gait sequences were recorded

for each subject (4 sequences for fn, 2 sequences for fs, 2 sequences for fq, 2

sequences for fb). The videos were all captured at night by infrared (thermal)

cameras. Figure 1.5 shows sample images from the CASIA gait database C.

1.3.4 The USF gait database

The USF gait database [2] is considered as a real scene captured in an uncon-

trolled environment. It is challenging because of several difficulties of the outdoor

environment such as wind, shadow, and illumination. This database consists of

persons walking in elliptical paths in front of cameras. It contains a set of 12
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challenge experiments which are designed to investigate the effect of five factors

(i.e. view, surface, shoe, carrying condition, time) affecting the performance of

gait recognition. Moreover, 122 subjects were recorded under two views/cameras

(L and R). The cameras’ lines of sight are verged at approximately 30 degrees.

Figure 1.6 shows sample images from the USF gait database.

1.3.5 The OU-ISIR gait database

The OU-ISIR gait database [9] contains 6 different walking speeds from 2 km/h

to 7 km/h with 1 km/h interval. Total 31 subjects are used in this study. Two

video sequences were recorded for each subject from each speed. Figure 1.3 shows

sample images from the OU-ISIR gait database.

1.3.6 The CMU Mobo gait database

The CMU Mobo gait database [57] contains 25 subjects from 2 different walking

speeds, namely slow walking (3.3 km/h) and fast walking (4.5 km/h). The videos

were captured in an indoor scenario. Each subject was recorded under four walk-

ing conditions, slow walking, fast walking, slow walking at a certain slope, and

slow walking when holding a ball. Figure 1.7 shows sample images from the CMU

Mobo gait database.

1.3.7 Overall comparisons on various gait databases

Table 1.2 shows comparisons of full details between different adopted gait databases.

1.4 Contributions

This thesis mainly addresses gait recognition under changes of walking condi-

tions focusing on an observed view and a walking speed. The other relevant

problems are also sorted out, including gait period analysis, view classification,

walking speed estimation, optimal view selection, and typical implementations

of gait recognition under view change for different cases such as cross-view gait

recognition and multi-view gait recognition.
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Table 1.2: Comparisons between different adopted gait databases.

Database
Number of Number of

Environment Year
Walking

subjects sequences variations

CASIA-A 20 240 outdoor 2001 view

CASIA-B 124 13,640 indoor 2005
view, cloth

carrying

CASIA-C 153 1,530 outdoor 2005 speed, carrying

USF 122 1,870 outdoor 2001

view, surface

shoe, carrying,

time

OU-ISIR 34-185 > 2,000 indoor 2007

view, speed,

cloth,

gait fluctuation

CMU 25 600 indoor 2001
view, speed,

carrying, surface

In this thesis, the first method is proposed for a robust gait recognition in

order to deal with changes of various walking conditions including walking speed,

view, carrying condition, floor type, cloth type, etc. WBP is developed as a new

robust gait feature upon GEI. Although GEI holds very rich gait information,

it contains many uncertainties across different walking conditions. To construct

WBP, partial ideas of LBP are applied to GEI to generate a binary pattern.

The pattern comprehensively describes features of GEI and also significantly

reduces such uncertainties. To enhance the recognition performance, an adaptive

weighting technique is proposed and applied to discriminate significances of bits

in the binary pattern.

The proposed WBP improves GEI to be robust to various walking variations.

However, its performance is not fully satisfactory when view changes or walking
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speed changes become significant. These problems will be addressed in the later

proposed methods. Instead of WBP, GEI is still adopted as a baseline gait feature

in our second and third proposed methods. This is because GEI adequately

captures both temporal and spatial information of walking manners. It is a core

used for bridging gaps between gaits from different views/speeds.

To more efficiently solve gait recognition under view change, the second method

is proposed based on VTM which is used to learn a mapping relationship between

gait features observed across views. It belongs to the third category of methods

for gait recognition under view change (see Section 1.2.2.3). Two types of VTM

including dVTM and rVTM have been developed in this study.

dVTM was introduced in [52] based on a matrix decomposition concept. This

method solves the view transformation problem via the equivalent decomposition

problem. A 2-D gait matrix is built up such that each row contains gait features

from the same view of different subjects and each column contains gait features

from the same subject under different views. Then, SVD is applied to decompose

the gait matrix into view-independent matrix and subject-independent matrix

which is used to transform gait features across views.

To improve the performance of the method in [52], we create dVTM based on

GEI optimized by Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). Moreover, the truncated

SVD is also introduced to avoid oversizing and overfitting of dVTM. In this way,

our method can be more computationally feasible and better able to achieve

higher accuracy.

However, the size of dVTM still depends on the size of the training dataset.

To obtain a reliable dVTM, it requires a large training dataset causing a large

size of dVTM which leads to an unpopular computational complexity. Moreover,

the performance of dVTM is also bounded by limitations of linear processes on

global features.

Thus, we reformulate VTM construction as a regression problem in rVTM in

order to overcome these limitations of dVTM. The regression concept is used to

reveal correlated motions of gaits from different views. rVTM consists of multi-

ple regression processes which are trained to estimate gait feature under one view

using correlated information in gait feature(s) under other view(s). The local
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correlated features under shared motions are exposed using rough body segmen-

tations and correlation coefficients. Three regression techniques are attempted in

the construction of rVTM, which include Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Support

Vector Regression (SVR), and Sparse Regression (SR). Based on our experiments,

SR is shown to achieve the best performance due to its sparsity constraints.

The proposed rVTM -based method can achieve high and reliable performance

when compared with other methods in the literature. However, its regression

framework is based on mapping between a group of pixels (i.e. called segment)

and a single-pixel. Such mapping can become unstable when the pixels shift due

to an occlusion and/or a shadow on gait. Besides, the VTM -based methods may

suffer from degeneracies and singularities caused by features visible in one view

but not in others, especially in the case of large view changes.

Sequentially, the third method is proposed to overcome the limitations of the

VTM -based methods above. It relaxes the mapping relationship across views by

using a segment to segment mapping through a correlated motion co-clustering

method. The correlation of gaits from different views is then maximized based on

the corresponding local segments rather than on the global gait features. In this

way, the correlation maximization of gaits from different views will be further

optimized by involving only related gait information in the local segments.

In this proposed method, a bipartite graph is used to model correlation be-

tween gaits from two different views, then bipartite graph multipartitioning is

used to co-cluster gaits across the two views into segments. Consequently, the

corresponding segments are the most correlated and contain the most similar gait

information. Then, CCA is applied to project the corresponding segments from

the two views into two CCA subspaces where their linear correlation is maxi-

mized. Finally, a linear approximation model is learned to linearly transform the

corresponding segments of gaits from the two CCA subspaces into the same CCA

subspace where the similarity will be carried out.

When compared with other methods in the literature, this proposed method

can significantly enhance gait recognition under relatively large view change sig-

nificantly. However, it cannot be efficiently applied for untrained/unseen views

as it also belongs to the third category of methods for gait recognition under view

change.
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To overcome this limitation of the third category, the fourth method is then

proposed from a different perspective in the second category (see Section 1.2.2.2).

In this method, a new view-invariant gait feature is developed using the following

processes. A new Gait Texture Image (GTI) is proposed, which represents original

gait information on a sequence of gait silhouettes under a certain view. Trans-

form Invariant Low-rank Textures (TILT) is applied on GTI in order to recover

the optimized domain transformation which represents the geometric projection

of the gait information from its original view onto the common canonical view.

The obtained domain transformation is then applied to project the corresponding

gait silhouettes onto the canonical view. In this way, a sequence of gait silhou-

ettes from any view can be normalized onto the common canonical view. Then,

Procrustes Shape Analysis (PSA) is applied on a sequence of the view-normalized

gait silhouettes to construct a novel view-invariant gait feature.

The last proposed method is also based on statistical shape analysis using

PSA but for gait recognition under speed change in the first category (see Section

1.2.3.1). In order to adopt PSA to address the problem of speed change, we carry

out complete analyses of impacts on gait recognition caused by various walking

speed changes. Accordingly, a new Higher-order Shape Configuration (HSC) is

proposed to replace a traditional Centroid Shape Configuration (CSC) in order

to handle the gait shape change caused by walking speed change. HSC describes

gait shape by using higher-order derivatives of shape boundary such as tangent,

curvature, and aberrancy. Based on our analyses, HSC is not significantly affected

by speed change. In the meantime, we also introduce a Differential Composition

Model (DCM) which reflects the different effects caused by walking speed change

on different body parts. DCM further improves discriminability of gait feature

using HSC -based PSA. This proposed method is shown to achieve the current

state-of-the-art performance for gait recognition under speed change.

These proposed methods contain different advantages and disadvantages. A

proper method can be selected depending on the purpose of a target surveillance

application. Also, the methods can be combined for a more efficient system to

cover more practical cases.

Moreover, as mentioned above in this section, some other relevant prob-

lems are examined along with the proposed methods of gait recognitions under
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view/speed changes. For example, it is important to estimate a gait period be-

cause gait is a periodic action and thus should be analyzed within completed

walking cycle(s). Our proposed method for gait period analysis is based on auto-

correlation of a waveform containing an aspect ratio (i.e width/height of silhou-

ette bounding box) along a time series of gait sequence. It can efficiently handle

all possible views and consumes significantly less computational time than other

existing methods which perform the analysis directly on gait silhouettes.

In practice, an automatic view classification is essential for gait recognition

under view change. It is required to know a view of each probe gait before an

appropriate view-normalization process can be applied. Our view classification

is performed on a complete LDA in PCA transformed space, which is efficient

and robust to outliers. Likewise, a walking speed estimation is essential for gait

recognition under speed change. In our study, a walking speed is approximately

measured as a period (in a unit of frame number) of one gait cycle. Given a video

frame rate, such a period can be calculated in a unit of time e.g. second. Then,

an absolute walking speed (e.g. m/s, km/h) can be estimated from a reference

database.

When a fewer number of cameras is specified for one place, our method is

proposed to optimally select cameras’ views such that they can efficiently cover

any other view through the proposed VTM -based methods. Furthermore, we also

develop various scenarios for improving gait recognition under view change. For

example, in cross-view gait recognition through middle view, gaits observed under

two different views are transformed into a middle view between the two views,

instead of one view into another. It is more accurate to transform gaits between

closer views. This is because gaits from a smaller view-difference share more

common/correlated information. Also, multi-view gait recognition can achieve

superior performance, when individual gaits are observed under multiple views.

This is because gaits from a greater number of views provide more visual infor-

mation for matching. Our methods are proposed to deal with gaits from multiple

views/cameras through learning processes, without camera cooperation, camera

calibration, and frame synchronization. Thus, the proposed methods can be flex-

ible and suitable for most surveillance applications.
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1.5 Thesis Outline

Subsequent chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses

necessary background knowledge. Chapter 3 explains pre-processes for gait analy-

sis and the proposed Weighted Binary Pattern (WBP) based on GEI for a robust

gait recognition. In Chapter 4, the VTM -based methods for gait recognition un-

der view change are proposed. Comparisons between dVTM and rVTM are also

discussed in term of problem formulations, VTM constructions, and recognition

performances. In Chapter 5, gait recognition under view change based on corre-

lated motion co-clustering is proposed. In Chapter 6, PSA-based gait recognition

is discussed. Moreover, complete analyses of impacts on PSA-based gait recog-

nition caused by various walking speed changes are carried out. Based on these

analyses, the improved scheme of PSA is proposed to address gait recognition

under speed change. In Chapter 7, we propose a new view-invariant feature for

cross-view gait recognition based on TILT and PSA. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes

our thesis and discusses some future works.

The works described in Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 have been presented in

[49][50][53][58][59][60][61][62][63].
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Chapter 2

Fundamental Knowledge

This thesis proposes many methods from several different perspectives to address

the problems of various walking variations focusing on view changes and speed

changes. Thus, many techniques are adopted and adapted accordingly in the

proposed methods. This chapter explains and discusses background knowledge

of these techniques.

2.1 Gait Energy Image (GEI)

GEI [27] is adopted in this thesis as a baseline gait feature. It captures several

key information of human gait including motion frequency, temporal and spatial

changes of human body, and global body shape statistic. It also well reflects the

gait rhythm. Since GEI is created from a gait sequence, it can avoid synchro-

nization difficulties and prevent noises from individual images.

In a window of complete walking cycle(s), GEI is constructed on the spa-

tial domain as gait feature [27][64]. Given a set of binary gait bounding boxes

({Bt(x, y)}Ngt=1, where Bt(x, y) is a pixel at position (x, y) of Bt and Ng is the total

number of frames from complete gait period(s)), GEI is obtained as:

G(x, y) =

∑Ng
t=1 Bt(x, y)

Ng

(2.1)

where the binary gait bounding box is a bounding box that just covers a gait

silhouette extracted from each frame. Bt are normalized to the same height and
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Figure 2.1: Sample GEI s under various views, clothes, and carrying conditions.

Subjects 1 and 2 are examples of normal walking. Subjects 3 and 4 are examples

of walking when carrying a bag. Subjects 5 and 6 are examples of walking when

wearing a coat.

their upper half are then aligned along their horizontal centroids, before being

used in Equation (2.1).

Figure 2.1 shows examples of GEI s from various subjects under various views,

clothes, and carrying conditions on the CASIA gait database B. From Figure 2.1,

the white color represents a pixel with highest intensity and the black color rep-

resents a pixel with lowest intensity. In this way, the lighter gray color represents

a pixel with higher intensity. A pixel with higher intensity in GEI corresponds

to a body part that moves less during a walking cycle (e.g. head, torso), while a

pixel with lower intensity corresponds to a body part that moves constantly (e.g.

legs, arms).

Moreover, it can be seen that GEI s vary on different views, clothes, and

carrying conditions. Therefore, it is difficult and inefficient to directly measure

similarity of GEI s across different walking conditions. More efforts are required

upon GEI s in order to make them more robust to changes of walking conditions,

or to normalize them onto a common/shared feature space.

In this thesis, the method proposed in Chapter 3 is a type to enhance a more

robust GEI. While, the methods proposed in Chapters 4 and 5 are to normalize

GEI s recorded from various views.
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1    2    3
6    5    4
7    8    9

0    0    0
1          0
1    1    1

Threshold 2D into 1D
00001111

Figure 2.2: The basic LBP operator.

Figure 2.3: Examples of multi-scale LBP operator. (a) The circular (8,1) neigh-

borhood. (b) The circular (8,2) neighborhood. (c) The circular (12,2) neighbor-

hood. The pixel values are bi-linearly interpolated when the sampling point is

not located at the point with integer coordinate.

2.2 Local Binary Pattern (LBP)

LBP [65][66] is a powerful feature for texture classification. In Chapter 3 of this

thesis, it is applied to describe contents of GEI which can be considered as a grey

texture image. LBP can improve the quality of GEI as it is capable of a grey-

scale invariant texture measurement. This makes GEI more robust to walking

variations.

LBP is an operator that describes the surrounding of a pixel by generating a

bit-code from binary derivatives of the pixel. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show examples

of the LBP operator.

In the simplest case, LBP takes 3×3 pixels surrounding of a center pixel (see

Figure 2.3(a)). Next is to compare each pixel to the center pixel and generate a

binary 1 if it has larger value than the center pixel, otherwise the operator will

generate a binary 0. This gives an 8-digit binary number. It is usually converted

to a decimal for the convenience. This process is applied on every 3× 3 blocks of

an image to generate a bunch of binary numbers. Then, a histogram is computed

to count the frequency of each number. Such histogram is used as a feature vector

representing the image. It can describe local structures such as edges, lines, spots,

flat areas, and corners.

In the method proposed in Chapter 3, instead of the histogram, the sequence
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of binary numbers will be directly used to construct gait feature. This is because

we still want to preserve spatial information of walking manners which is very

important for recognizing gaits.

2.3 Subspace Analysis

PCA and LDA are well-known subspace learning techniques. In this thesis, they

are used for dimensionality reduction, classification, and feature optimization.

Their fundamental concepts are briefly explained as belows.

2.3.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA is a well-known unsupervised technique for dimensionality reduction [67][68].

It will be used in the proposed method for view classification in Chapter 4. PCA

can be done by eigenvalue decomposition of a data covariance (or correlation)

matrix or Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of a data matrix [67].

Define a data matrix X with zero empirical mean, where each of its N rows

represents a different repetition of M−dimensional vector data. The zero empir-

ical mean is resulted from a process where the empirical (sample) mean of the

distribution has been subtracted from the dataset.

An eigen-decomposition of the covariance matrix XXT is performed to pro-

duce a matrix W = (w1, ..., wN), where wj are the eigenvectors arranged by their

eigenvalues in decreasing order. On the other hand, W can also be computed by

applying SVD on X such that X = WΣV T where the matrix Σ is an M × N
rectangular diagonal matrix with non-negative real numbers on the diagonal, and

the N ×N matrix V is the matrix of eigenvectors of XTX. The detail of SVD is

explained in Section 2.4.

For a reduced-dimensionality representation, the W space can be reduced

to Wm by selecting only first m (m << M) eigenvectors with the m largest

eigenvalues. For example, each GEI (Gi) can be projected into PCA subspace as

follow.

Ǵi = W T
mGi (2.2)
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2.3.2 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)

Theoretically, LDA [68] is a classical statistical approach used for supervised

dimensionality reduction, classification, and feature extraction. In Chapter 4 of

this thesis, it will be used for two purposes: 1) dimensionality reduction and

feature optimization of a gait feature (i.e. GEI ); 2) view classification. Thus, in

the proposed view classification method, both PCA and LDA are applied. This is

because, unlike LDA, PCA is not optimized for a class separability [69]. Benefits

from both tools are combined for our method.

LDA computes an optimal projection by searching the directions for maxi-

mum discrimination of classes. The projection is done by minimizing the trace

of within-class scatter matrix (Sw) and maximizing the trace of between-class

scatter matrix (Sb) simultaneously. However, since the scatter matrices are pro-

portional to the covariance matrix (St), St = Sb + Sw, LDA process is equivalent

to minimizing the trace of St and maximizing the trace of Sb simultaneously.

Therefore, LDA considers maximizing of the following objective to obtain the

projection matrix W [70].

J(W ) =
W TSbW

W TSwW
(2.3)

This is equivalent to solving the following generalized eigensystem [70].

Sbw = λSww (2.4)

Therefore, W = (w1, ..., wN) are eigenvectors of (Sw)−1Sb. Similarly to PCA,

to reduce the space dimension, only m (m << M) eigenvectors with the m largest

eigenvalues are selected.

2.4 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)

In the linear algebra, SVD [71][72] is a factorization of a real or complex matrix,

with many useful applications in signal processing and statistics. In this thesis,

SVD is applied to factorize the gait matrix regarding view factor. This process

is used for the dVTM construction in Chapter 4.
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Formally, SVD factorizes an M ×N matrix X into the following form.

X = UΣV T (2.5)

where U is an M×M unitary matrix, Σ is an M×N rectangular diagonal matrix

with non-negative real numbers on the diagonal, and V T (i.e. the conjugate

transpose of V ) is an N ×N unitary matrix. The matrix Σ contains the singular

values of X. The M columns of U = {ui}Mi=1 and the N columns of V = {vi}Ni=1

are called the left-singular vectors and right-singular vectors of X, respectively.

Moreover, SVD can be solved via the eigen-decomposition. The singular

values of X (i.e. the diagonal entries of Σ) are the square roots of the eigenvalues

of both XTX and XXT . The left-singular vectors (ui) and right-singular vectors

(vi) of X can be computed by solving the following generalized eigensystems.

XXTui = (Σi,i)
2ui

XTXvi = (Σi,i)
2vi

(2.6)

where Σi,i is a diagonal entry (i, i) of Σ. Thus, the left-singular vectors ui are

eigenvectors of XXT and the right-singular vectors vi are eigenvectors of XTX.

To construct dVTM in Chapter 4, the matrix X is built up in such a way

that each row contains gait features from same view but N different subjects,

and each column contains gait features from same subject but M different views.

In this way, the matrix U will be independent to subject but dependent to view,

and the matrix V will be independent to view but dependent to subject. Thus,

the matrix U will be used further for view transformation. It will also be generic

to any subject.

2.5 Regression Tools

To construct rVTM in Chapter 4, a regression is used to model correlated motions

of gaits from different views. Three regression techniques are attempted in this

study. Given a training dataset as {Di : (Xi, yi) |Xi ∈ X, yi ∈ <, i = 1...N },
where N is the number of training samples, y is the output (i.e. response) in real

value, X denotes the space of input patterns, and X = {xp}Pp=1 where P is the
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dimension of the input space (i.e. P predictors). The regression equation f(X)

for describing the case of linear function is defined as follow.

y = f(X) = < W,X > + b (2.7)

where W is a weight vector such that W = {wp}Pp=1, b ∈ <, and < ·, · > denotes

the dot product. The concepts of the three regression techniques (i.e. MLP, SVR,

SR) are briefly explained to describe the standard regression equation in (2.7) as

belows.

2.5.1 Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)

MLP [73][74][75][76] is selected as a regression tool for the rVTM construction

because of the following advantages. First, MLP has an ability to be used as

an arbitrary function approximation mechanism which learns from the training

data. Therefore, with sufficient training gait data, MLP can be used to non-

linearly create reliable rVTM s. Second, such rVTM s generated from MLP can

be extremely robust if the model structure, cost function, and learning algorithm

are appropriately selected. Third, MLP can be used naturally in online learning

and large dataset applications due to its fast and parallel implementation on

hardware.

The typical perceptron describes Equation (2.7) as follow.

y = φ < W, X > + b

= φ (
P∑
p=1

wp xp) + b
(2.8)

where φ is a transfer function for artificial neural network. It makes the network

to perform a specific task regarding how the units are connected to one another.

MLP is a modification of the typical perceptron such that it uses three or more

layers of neurons with non-linear activation functions. For example (see Figure

2.4), MLP with three main layers including input layer, one hidden layer, and

output layer is described in Equation (2.9).
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Figure 2.4: Example of the typical neural network with one hidden layer and one

output node.

y = φ < W, (φ < W h, X > + bh) > + b

= φ (
H∑
h=1

wh (φ (
P∑
p=1

whp xp) + bh)) + b
(2.9)

where H is the number of neurons in hidden layer, wh and bh are a weight vector

and a bias for the hth neuron in hidden layer respectively, and W h = {whp}Pp=1 is

a weight vector in input layer that corresponds to the hth neuron in hidden layer.

MLP can contain more than one hidden layer by logically extend Equation (2.9).

MLP performs a biased weighted sum of inputs (X) and passes this activation

level through transfer function (φ) to produce the corresponding output (y). A

regular choice of the transfer function is a sigmoid function as φ(d) = 1/(1 +

exp(−d)). Although the network has a simple interpretation as a form of input-

output model, it can model functions of almost arbitrary complexity.

In the training phase, the network’s weights and thresholds must be adjusted

to minimize the prediction errors. A well recognized example of a neural network

training algorithm is back-propagation by Gradient Descent [73]. A sufficient

number of training input-output pairs are needed to estimate the regression’s

parameters in order to obtain the regression model.

2.5.2 Support Vector Regression (SVR)

As a regression tool, SVR [77][78][79][80] has several advantages. First, it features

good generalization performance. It is a core requirement for most regression
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Figure 2.5: The soft margin lose settings for (a) a linear SVM and (b) a nonlinear

SVM.

applications including this study. Second, its representation is sparse. This is

because a regression model obtained by SVR depends only on support vectors,

a subspace of the training dataset. Therefore, the dimension of rVTM is sparse

and controllable. Third, unlike other regression tools, SVR does not have a local

minimum problem. Its solution is unique and globally optimal. Hence, we can

obtain a global optimized rVTM based on the supplied context of the training

data. Fourth, SVR is a kernel-based regression technique. Thus, a non-linear

kernel can transform an input space to an arbitrary high-dimension feature space,

which provides a better discriminality for the regression.

As shown in Figure 2.5, ε-SVR attempts to find a function f(X) that satis-

fies the following three aspects [77]. First, the error from the difference between

predicted and observed values is disregarded on the condition that it is less than

ε. Second, the soft margin loss function is allowed. Slack variables ξ, ξ∗ are intro-

duced to cope with predicted values that lie outside the absolute ε region. Third,

the flatness of W is attempted by minimizing the norm ||W ||2 = < W,W >. The

three aspects can be written as a convex optimization problem as in Equation

(2.10).

minimize
1

2
||W ||2 + C

N∑
i=1

(ξi + ξ∗i )

subject to


yi − < W,Xi > − b ≤ ε+ ξi
< W,Xi > + b− yi ≤ ε+ ξ∗i

ξi, ξ
∗
i ≥ 0

(2.10)
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where the constant C determines the trade-off between the flatness of f and the

amount up to which deviations larger than ε are tolerated.

The optimization problem in Equation (2.10) can be solved more easily in

its dual formulation. Thus, a standard dualization method utilizing Lagrange

multipliers is used and proceeded as follow.

L =
1

2
||W ||2 + C

N∑
i=1

(ξi + ξ∗i )−
N∑
i=1

(ηiξi + η∗i ξ
∗
i )

−
N∑
i=1

αi(ε+ ξi − yi+ < W,Xi > +b)

−
N∑
i=1

α∗i (ε+ ξ∗i + yi− < W,Xi > −b)

(2.11)

where L is the Lagrangian and ηi, η
∗
i , αi, α

∗
i ≥ 0 are Lagrange multipliers.

It follows from the saddle point condition that the partial derivatives of L with

respect to the four primal variables (W, b, ξi, ξ
∗
i ) have to vanish for optimality.

Thus, substituting these partial derivatives into Equation (2.11) yield the dual

optimization problem as follow.

maximize

{
−1

2

∑N
i,j=1(αi − α∗i )(αj − α∗j ) < Xi, Xj >

−ε
∑N

i=1(αi + α∗i ) +
∑N

i=1 yi(αi − α∗i )

subject to

N∑
i=1

(αi − α∗i ) = 0, αi, α
∗
i ∈ [0, C]

(2.12)

Support vector expansion can be obtained from the above process such that

W can be completely described as a linear combination of the training pattern

X as follow.

W =
N∑
i=1

(αi − α∗i )Xi (2.13)
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Substitute (2.13) into (2.7), then the complete algorithm can be described in

terms of dot products between the data as follow.

f(X) =
N∑
i=1

(αi − α∗i ) < Xi, X > + b (2.14)

The complexity of a function’s representation by SVR is independent of the

dimensionality of the input space X, and depends only on the number of support

vectors.

The SVR described above is a linear kernel-based SVR. To apply a non-linear

kernel to SVR, in Equations (2.12) and (2.14), the dot products < Xi, Xj > for

linear kernel are replaced with kernel k(Xi, Xj). Two non-linear kernels [81] are

used in this study. The first kernel is a polynomial kernel of degree d which can

be defined as follow.

Kpolynomial
d,s,k (Xi, Xj) = (s < Xi, Xj > + k)d (2.15)

where d is the degree of polynomial, s is the scale coefficient, and k is the bias.

The degree of the polynomial kernel controls the flexibility of the resulting

classifiers. When d = 0, it is in fact a linear kernel, which is not sufficient when

a nonlinear relationship between features exist. The second kernel that is widely

used is the Gaussian kernel or Radius Basic Function (RBF) kernel. The RBF is

defined as follow.

KRBF
σ (Xi, Xj) = exp(− 1

σ
||Xi −Xj||2) (2.16)

The σ > 0 is a parameter that controls the width of the Gaussian, which plays

a similar role to the degree of the polynomial kernel. σ in the Gaussian kernel

and d in the polynomial kernel determine the flexibility of the produced SVR in

fitting the data. A larger d or smaller σ may lead to overfitting.

2.5.3 Sparse Regression (SR)

To further improve the motion feature selection and the quality of regression

training processes for the rVTM construction, SR [82][83] by the elastic net is

adopted in place of MLP and SVR. The embedded feature selection in SR can be
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used to refine the motion feature selection in order to obtain more stable fitted

models in rVTM. This section provides fundamental knowledge of SR.

SR can be achieved using the lasso [82][84][85]. The lasso is a penalized least

squares method subject to a bound on L1 norm of regression coefficients. Thus,

the lasso estimates Ŵlasso by minimizing the lasso criterion as follow.

Ŵlasso = argmin
W

||y −
P∑
p=1

xpwp||22 + λ

P∑
p=1

||wp||1 (2.17)

where λ is a non-negative value, || · ||1 is L1 norm, and || · ||22 is the square of

L2 norm (|| · ||2). The lasso provides both continuous shrinkage and automatic

variable selection at the same time. Due to nature of L1 penalty, some coefficients

(wp) can be shrunk to exact zero if λ is large enough.

However, the lasso has several limitations [83]. The one which will affects

this study is that the lasso tends to arbitrarily select only one predictor from a

group of predictors that contains very high pairwise correlations. The resulting

regression model will become difficult because it may lose many useful predictors

which still are associated with the response. This will cause an unreliable rVTM

construction.

The elastic net [83] generalizes the lasso to overcome its drawbacks. The

elastic net penalty is a convex combination of ridge penalty (L2 norm) and lasso

penalty (L1 norm). Thus, the elastic net estimates Ŵelastic as:

Ŵelastic = (1 + λ2) argmin
W

||y −
P∑
p=1

xpwp||22

+ λ2

P∑
p=1

||wp||22 + λ1

P∑
p=1

||wp||1

(2.18)

where λ1 and λ2 are non-negative values. The elastic net can potentially encour-

age a grouping effect, where strong correlated predictors tend to be kept in the

model.

The ridge penalty is used to shrink coefficients of correlated predictors towards

each other. While the lasso penalty is somewhat indifferent to highly correlated

predictors and will tend to pick one and ignore the rest by shrink their coefficients
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to zero. Through the combination of two penalties in the elastic net, they can

select sufficient predictors with satisfying low redundancy to generate stable and

non-overfitting regression models for the rVTM construction in our proposed

method.

2.6 Bipartite Graph Partitioning

A bipartite graph partitioning [86][87] is adopted in Chapter 5 to co-cluster

correlated segments of gait features across different views. Then, the view-

normalization process will be applied on these local gait segments instead of

global gait features. This will enhance the performance of the view-normalization

process for gait recognition under view change.

A bipartite graph is defined as B = (V,E,W ) where V = S1∪S2 contains two

sets of vertices, E = {(a, b) : a ∈ S1, b ∈ S2} is the set of edges, and W = {wa,b} is

the sets of edge-weights. The classical bipartite graph bipartitioning is to partition

the graph vertices (V ) into 2 clusters as V1 = S1
1 ∪ S1

2 and V2 = S2
1 ∪ S2

2 where

S1 = S1
1 ∪ S2

1 and S2 = S1
2 ∪ S2

2 , by minimizing the following objective function.

cut(V 1, V 2) = f(S1
1 , S

2
2) + f(S2

1 , S
1
2) (2.19)

where f(S1
1 , S

2
2) =

∑
a∈S1

1 ,b∈S2
2
wa,b and f(S2

1 , S
1
2) =

∑
a∈S2

1 ,b∈S1
2
wa,b. This objec-

tive function can be approximately solved by spectral clustering, which starts

from constructing the Laplacian matrix L (|V | × |V | symmetric matrix) as in

Equation (2.20).

L(i, j) =


|V |∑
m=1

wV (i),V (m) , i = j

−wV (i),V (j) , i 6= j and there is an edge (i, j)
0 , otherwise

(2.20)

where V (i) is the ith vertex in the set of vertices V .

The graph bipartitioning can be understood as the projection of vertices onto

two points +1 or -1 in the discrete case. A good projection shall minimize∑
(a,b)∈E wa,b(qa − qb)

2 where qa is the projection value of vertex a such that
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qa = +1 if a ∈ V1 or qa = −1 if a ∈ V2. Intuitively, larger wa,b will result in higher

possibility of projecting vertices a and b onto a same point. Thus, given L and a

partition vector q = {qa}a∈V , the objective function for graph bipartitioning can

be obtained as the following equation.

cut(V1, V2) =
1

4
qTLq =

1

4

∑
(a,b)∈E

wa,b(qa − qb)2
(2.21)

However, the objective function should not only minimize cut value but also

balance a partition. The normalized graph cut (nCut) is introduced as follow.

nCut(V1, V2) =
cut(V1, V2)

f(S1
1 , S

1
2)

+
cut(V1, V2)

f(S2
1 , S

2
2)

(2.22)

The partition that minimizes nCut(V1, V2) is the optimal partition of vertices

(V = V1 ∪ V2 = (S1
1 ∪ S1

2) ∪ (S2
1 ∪ S2

2)) in graph B. It has been proved that the

second smallest eigenvector of the generalized eigenvalue problem in Equation

(2.23) provides a real relaxation to the discrete optimization problem of finding

the minimum normalized cut.

Lz = λDz (2.23)

where

L =

[
D1 − A
−AT D2

]
, D =

[
D1 0
0 D2

]
(2.24)

where A is the |S1| × |S2| matrix such that A(i, j) = wS1(i),S2(j), S1(i) and S2(j)

are the ith vertex and jth vertex in the sets of vertices S1 and S2 respectively, D1

and D2 are the diagonal matrices such that D1(i, i) =
∑|S2|

j=1A(i, j) and D2(j, j) =∑|S1|
i=1 A(i, j).

2.6.1 Bipartite graph bipartitioning via SVD

The eigenvalue problem in Equation (2.23) can be solved more computationally

efficient via SVD. To do this, Equation (2.23) is first rewritten (by substitution
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of L and D from Equation (2.24) and z = [x, y]T ) as follow.[
D1 − A
−AT D2

] [
x
y

]
= λ

[
D1 0
0 D2

] [
x
y

]
(2.25)

Assume that D1 and D2 are nonsingular, u = D
1/2
1 x and v = D

1/2
2 y, Equation

(2.25) is then rewritten as follow.

D
−1/2
1 AD

−1/2
2 v = (1− λ)u,

D
−1/2
2 ATD

−1/2
1 u = (1− λ)v,

(2.26)

Equation (2.26) is clearly defined as SVD of the normalized matrix An =

D
−1/2
1 AD

−1/2
2 where u and v are the left and right singular vectors respectively,

and (1− λ) is the corresponding singular value. Thus, instead of computing the

eigenvector corresponding to the second smallest eigenvalue of Equation (2.23),

we can equivalently compute the left and right singular vectors (u2 and v2) cor-

responding to the second largest singular value of An to provide a real relaxation

to bipartite graph bipartitioning. Computationally, working on An is much faster

since An is of size |S1| × |S2| while the matrix L is of size 2|S1| × 2|S2|.
Based on Equation (2.26) and the construction of A, each 1-D vector in u

corresponds to a vertex in S1 and each 1-D vector in v corresponds to a vertex

in S2. Any proper partitioning method (e.g. k-mean adopted in this study) can

be applied to split 1-D vectors in [u, v]T into two groups. Accordingly, the corre-

sponding vertices in S1 and S2 will be partitioned into two clusters as mentioned

above.

2.6.2 Bipartite graph multipartitioning via SVD

The above bipartitioning method can be extended for solving more general prob-

lem of the multipartitioning. Just as the second left and right singular vectors (u2

and v2) contain bi-modal information for bipartitioning, l left and right singular

vectors (U and V) often contain Nc-modal information for Nc-partitioning (i.e.

multipartitioning) where l = dlog2 Nce. As defined herein, U = [u2, ..., ul+1] ∈
<|S1|×l and V = [v2, ..., vl+1] ∈ <|S2|×l where ui and vi are the left and right

singular vectors respectively corresponding to the ith largest singular value of An.
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At this stage, through the singular vectors in U and V as discussed above,

the eigenvectors (Z) which relax the bipartite graph partitioning can be obtained

as follow.

Z =

[
x
y

]
=

[
D
−1/2
1 U

D
−1/2
2 V

]
(2.27)

Each l-dimensional vector in Z is a representative information of each vertex

in S1 and S2 of the graph B. According to Equation (2.27) and the constructions

of U and V , the first |S1| vectors in Z correspond to vertices in S1 and the rest

of |S2| vectors in Z correspond to vertices in S2.

Then, a simple clustering algorithm such as k-mean (k = Nc) can be applied on

these l-dimensional vectors in Z to cluster them into Nc groups which sequentially

provide the multipartitioning of the corresponding vertices (V ) of the graph B as

{Sk1 ∪ Sk2}Nck=1.

2.7 Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)

CCA [88][89] is used in Chapter 5 to maximize linear correlations of correlated

segments of gait features across different views. This process is applied to nor-

malize gait features onto a common CCA subspace where gait similarity can be

measured accordingly.

CCA seeks a pair of direction wX and wY such that the correlation ρ between

the two projections wX
TX and wY

TY is maximized, where X and Y are two sets

of variables.

ρ =
E[wX

TXY TwY ]√
E[wXTXXTwX ]

√
E[wY TY Y TwY ]

(2.28)

where E stands for the expected value. Equation (2.28) can be rewritten in terms

of covariance matrices as follow.

ρ =
wTXCXY wY√

wTXCXX wXwTYCY Y wY
(2.29)
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where CXX and CY Y are the within-set covariance matrices of X and Y respec-

tively and CXY is the between-set covariance matrix of X and Y . CCA maximizes

ρ by solving the derivative of Equation (2.29) and setting it to zero. This yields

the following eigenvalue equations.

C−1
XX CXY C−1

Y Y CY X wX = ρ2wX

C−1
Y Y CY X C−1

XX CXY wY = ρ2wY
(2.30)

where the square canonical correlation ρ2 is an eigenvalue, and wX ∈ <|X|×1 and

wY ∈ <|Y |×1 are eigenvectors.

2.8 Procrustes Shape Analysis (PSA)

In this thesis, PSA [90][91][92] is employed in Chapters 6 and 7 for gait recognition

(i.e. gait feature extraction using Procrustes Distance (PD) and gait similarity

measurement using Procrustes Mean Shape (PMS)). According to our research,

PSA is helpful for analyzing gait shapes, which may be inconsistent due to several

factors such as: 1) various poses and sizes throughout a walking cycle and/or a

camera’s viewpoint; 2) inconsistency of individual walking patterns; 3) change of

gait appearances caused by change of observed view; and 4) change of walking

patterns caused by change of walking speed. In this study, an improved scheme

of PSA will be proposed to tolerate these inconsistencies.

PSA is a process of performing shape preserving Euclidean transformation on

a set of shapes. It is able to achieve similarity measurement between two sets of

shapes by properly superimposing. This property is useful for gait recognition.

During the superimposition, the positions and the sizes of gait shapes are adjusted

by proper translation, rotation, and scaling.

The core idea of PSA is to find the best way to superimpose one shape onto

another shape, by minimizing the Euclidean distance of their shape configurations

(Z1 and Z2) as follow.

min
α, β
‖Z1 − α1k − βZ2‖2 , β = |β|ej∠β (2.31)
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2.8 Procrustes Shape Analysis (PSA)

where α1k represents translation, |β| and ∠β represent scaling and rotation of Z2

respectively.

To simplify the discussion, we consider a regular case where two shapes in

Equation (2.31) are invariant to translation. For example, they are registered at

their shape centroids. Then, the solution of Equation (2.31) can be obtained as

follow.

α = 0, β =
|Z∗1Z2|2

||Z2||2
(2.32)

where the superscript ∗ represents a complex conjugation transpose. The β

presents the similarity between two shape configurations. Therefore, in the frame-

work of PSA, Procrustes Distance (PD) dP (Z1, Z2) is used to quantify the dis-

similarity of two shape configurations as follow.

dP (Z1, Z2) = 1− argmin
β
‖Z1 − βZ2‖2

= 1− |Z∗1Z2|2

||Z1||2||Z2||2
(2.33)

where the β has been normalized as a value between 0 and 1. Therefore, the

dissimilarity is simply the subtraction of the similarity from one.

Moreover, PSA provides a way to define Procrustes Mean Shape (PMS) as an

average shape configuration (Z) for a given set of N shape configurations {Zi}Ni=1.

PMS is estimated by minimizing a sum of PDs between the mean shape (Z) and

each configuration (Zi) in the set as follow.

min
αi, βi

N∑
i=1

||Z − αi1k − βiZi||2, βi = |βi|ej∠βi (2.34)

where αi1k gives the translation of Zi, and |βi| and ∠βi gives the scale and the

rotation of Zi, respectively. Again, the PMS analysis can be further simplified

by assuming that the shape configurations are translation-invariant. Then, the

mean shape (Z) can be calculated without iteration as the dominant eigenvector
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2.9 Transform Invariant Low-rank Textures

of the complex sum of squares and products matrix SZ . The proof can be found

in [91].

SZ =
N∑
i=1

(ZiZ
∗
i )/(Z∗i Zi) (2.35)

2.9 Transform Invariant Low-rank Textures

Transform Invariant Low-rank Textures (TILT) [93] aims to extract invariant

information from regions in a 2D image that correspond to a very rich class of

regular patterns on a planar surface in 3D, whose appearance can be modeled ap-

proximately as a low-rank matrix. Such low-rank textures capture geometrically

meaningful structures in an image. They includes conventional local features such

as edges, corners, symmetric patterns, and all kinds of regular.

These low-rank textures also exist in gait analysis. For example, edges and

corners can be found in an gait image (e.g. Gait Energy Image (GEI) [27], Gait

Flow Image (GFI) [48], frequency-domain gait feature using Fourier Transfer (FT)

[52]) representing a video gait sequence of complete walking cycle(s). Particularly,

regular and symmetric patterns can be also found in gait since it is a periodic

action which contains repeated behavior.

In fact, an image of such a texture may be deformed by the camera projection

and undergoes certain domain transformation (e.g. affine or projective). The

transformed texture is no longer low-rank in the image domain. Thus, TILT is

to simultaneously recover such a low-rank texture from its deformed image, and

the associated deformation in a form of domain transformation. This is performed

using advanced convex optimization tools from the matrix rank minimization.

In gait analysis, the gait image can be deformed by change of observed view.

In Chapter 7 of this thesis, TILT will be used to recover domain transformation

which represents 3D geometry of a planar region in the gait image recorded un-

der a certain view. In this way, gait from any view can be normalized onto the

common canonical view (i.e. approximately side view) where low-rank texture of

the gait image is obtained, by using its corresponding recovered domain transfor-
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2.9 Transform Invariant Low-rank Textures

mation. The view-normalized gait will be used to generate a novel view-invariant

gait feature.

In this study, a 2D texture is considered as a function I0(x, y) ∈ <2. I0 is

a low-rank texture if the family of one-dimensional functions {I0(x, y0)|y0 ∈ <}
span a finite low-dimensional linear subspace as follow.

r = dim(span{I0(x, y0)|y0 ∈ <}) ≤ k (2.36)

where k is a small positive integer. If r is finite, then I0 is referred as a rank-r

texture.

Although many surfaces or structures in 3D exhibit low-rank textures, their

images do not. Suppose that a low-rank texture I0(x, y) lies on a planar sur-

face in the scene. The image I(x, y) which is observed from a certain view is a

transformed version of the original low-rank texture function I0(x, y).

I(x, y) = I0 ◦ τ−1(x, y) = I0(τ−1(x, y)) (2.37)

where domain transformation τ : <2 → <2 belongs to a certain Lie group such

as the rotation group SO(2), the 2D affine group Aff(2), and the homography

group GL(3).

In addition to domain transformations, the observed texture image can be

corrupted by noises and occlusions, or contains some pixels from the surrounding

background. Such deviations are modelled as follow.

I ◦ τ = I0 + E (2.38)

where E is a sparse error matrix by assuming that only a small fraction of image

pixels are corrupted by large errors.

Given a corrupted I observed from a certain view, next is to recover the low-

rank texture I0, the sparse error matrix E, and the domain transformation τ .

This naturally leads to the optimization problem as follow.

min
I0,E,τ

rank(I0) + γ||E||0 s.t. I ◦ τ = I0 + E (2.39)
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2.9 Transform Invariant Low-rank Textures

where ||E||0 denotes the number of non-zero entries in E. That is, Equation (2.39)

aims to find I0 with the lowest possible rank and E with the fewest possible non-

zero entries that agree with the observed I up to the domain transformation τ .

The γ ≥ 0 is a weighting parameter that trades off the rank of the texture versus

the sparsity of the error.

The optimization problem in (2.39) is not directly tractable due to the non-

convexity of the matrix rank and the NP-hard of `0-norm. Thus, it is replaced

with its convex relaxation. The rank(·) is replaced with the nuclear norm and

the `0-norm is replaced with the `1-norm. This yields a new optimization problem

as follow.

min
I0,E,τ

||I0||∗ + λ||E||1 s.t. I ◦ τ = I0 + E (2.40)

where || · ||∗ denotes the nuclear norm or the sum of the singular values, and || · ||1
denotes the `1-norm or the sum of the absolute values of the entires. However,

there is still difficulty in (2.40) which is the non-linearity of the constraint I ◦
τ = I0 + E. The practical solution via successive convex programming to the

optimization problem in (2.40) is given in [93].

Theoretical considerations in [94] suggest that the weighting parameter λ

should be of the form C/
√
m where C is a constant (typically set to unity)

and m is the number of pixels in the image.
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Chapter 3

Automatic Gait Recognition

using Weighted Binary Pattern

on Video

3.1 Introduction

Human identification by recognizing spontaneous gait recorded in real-world set-

ting is a tough and not yet fully resolved problem in biometrics research. In

practice, it may be required to recognize gait under various environments that

contain important factors affecting a person’s normal walking pattern. For ex-

ample, these factors may include various walking speeds and views, carrying an

object when walking, incline of a floor, and uncertainty of the environment itself.

Thus, it is crucial to develop a robust gait feature which can be recognized across

various walking conditions.

In this chapter, a robust gait recognition method is proposed to tackle these

problems. The proposed method is developed upon well-known Gait Energy Im-

age (GEI) [27]. GEI is a popular gait feature which has been proved to be

efficient for recognizing gait. It has been adopted by many methods and cited

by more than 350 papers. In this thesis, GEI will be used as a key baseline gait

feature throughout.

However, GEI is not robust to changes of gait shapes caused by changes

of walking conditions and/or environments. In order to achieve a more robust
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3.2 Pre-processing and Gait Period Analysis

gait recognition, a novel method based on Weighted Binary Pattern (WBP) is

proposed. WBP adopts partial ideas of Local Binary Pattern (LBP), but further

adjusts them to construct a binary pattern on GEI from a sequence of aligned

silhouettes. Then, an adaptive weighting technique is applied to discriminate

significances of bits in the binary pattern. Finally, a WBP operator is used to

create the gait feature.

Compared to most of the existing methods in the literature, this method can

better deal with gait frequency, local spatial-temporal human pose features, and

global body shape statistics. Based on our experiments on several well-known

benchmark databases, it is demonstrated that the proposed method achieves

high accuracy, but with low complexity and computational time.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 explains necessary pre-

processes for gait analysis. WBP is proposed in Section 3.3. Experimental results

are presented in Section 3.4 and the chapter concludes in Section 3.5.

3.2 Pre-processing and Gait Period Analysis

Given a gait sequence from a video, a silhouette can be extracted from each

frame [2] using a non-parametric background subtraction technique [95] that is

quite robust to lighting changes, camera jitter, and shadows. However, some

extracted silhouettes are incomplete due to (minor) segmentation errors. In this

study, mathematical morphological operations [96] are used for holes remedy and

noise elimination.

Moreover, gait is a kind of periodic action. Thus, it should be analyzed within

completed walking cycle(s) [50][97]. In our study, the similar method as that one

in [97] is applied to determine gait period of each gait sequence. This method

can efficiently handle the hard case of frontal view. It also performs the analysis

on the aspect ratio instead of the whole gait silhouette [98][99][100][101], which

will cost significantly less computational time.

A key process of our gait period analysis is to create a waveform of aspect

ratio: width/height of silhouette bounding box along the time series of gait se-

quence. It is often difficult to directly estimate gait period from the waveform,
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3.2 Pre-processing and Gait Period Analysis

especially for the case of frontal view. Thus, the normalization and autocorrela-

tion are applied to the waveform to obtain clearer repeated curve pattern which

can reliably indicate gait period (see Figure 3.1). The autocorrelation process is

briefed as below.

The gait period (Tframe) can be detected by maximizing the autocorrelation

of the normalized waveform of the aspect ratio ({a(i)}Nwi=0 where Nw is the size of

the waveform or the total number of frames in the gait sequence) as:

Tframe = 2× argmax
t

∑Nt
i=0 a(i)a(i+ t)√∑Nt

i=0 a(i)2

√∑Nt
i=0 a(i+ t)2

(3.1)

where Nt = Nw − t − 1 and gait period is estimated in a unit of frame number.

The autocorrelation signal contains two local peaks in one gait period because

of the bilateral symmetry of human gait under any view except frontal view

[97]. Therefore, the gait period is estimated as twice the local peak as shown in

Equation (3.1).

The detailed process of the gait period analysis is shown in Figure 3.1 using

the CASIA gait database A as the case study. Figure 3.1(a) shows three samples

of silhouette sequences obtained under side view, oblique view, and frontal view

respectively. Along the time of image sequences, the aspect ratio of each silhouette

bounding box is recorded (Figure 3.1(b)). In order to more precisely estimate

the gait period, each curve in Figure 3.1(b) is subtracted by its mean value and

normalized by its standard deviation. Then, the results are processed by mean

filtering [102] (Figure 3.1(c)).

Next is to determine the autocorrelation based on the results in Figure 3.1(c).

The autocorrelation between the curve in Figure 3.1(c) and its updated version by

shifting itself in some degrees (t) is calculated (see Equation (3.1)). In this study,

the offset range t is −40 ≤ t ≤ 40 as shown in Figure 3.1(d). From Figure 3.1(b)

and (c), it can be seen that the change of bounding box aspect ration is a kind

of periodic signal. Thus, when calculating autocorrelation in Figure 3.1(d), there

will be a peak when the offset t equals to a gait period or its integer multiple.

To more clearly identify the period transition position, first order derivative

(Figure 3.1(e)) is calculated based on the results of Figure 3.1(d). The period
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Figure 3.1: Gait period analysis. (a) Sample gait silhouettes under various views.

(b) Aspect ratio of silhouette bounding box. (c) Normalization of aspect ratio

followed by mean filtering. (d) Autocorrelation of aspect ratio under various

offset. (e) First order derivative based on (d). (f) Peak positions indicating the

periods.

transition position is defined at the zero crossing point along the positive-to-

negative direction. As mentioned, because of the bilateral symmetry of human

gait, the autocorrelation signals (under any view except approximate frontal view)

contain minor peaks located half way between each pair of consecutive major

peaks. So, the final period transition positions are shown and aligned using dash

lines on Figure 3.1(f).

Here, the aspect ratio is used instead of the whole gait silhouette [98][99][100][101]

in the autocorrelation because it can significantly reduce computational complex-

ity for the period analysis. This advantage will be very helpful for real-time ap-
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plication because the gait period estimation must be repeatedly applied to every

gait sequence.

3.3 Weighted Binary Pattern (WBP)

In combination of Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, a novel Weighted Binary Pattern

(WBP) will be extracted from the synthetic template i.e. GEI.

3.3.1 Partial local binary pattern based features

Partial ideas of Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [65][66] are adopted and further ad-

justed to generate a binary sequence from GEI for each individual gait sequence.

The binary sequence will be further developed to become a kind of gait feature.

LBP is derived from a general definition of texture in a local neighborhood.

In this study, it describes features of the targeted texture image (i.e. GEI ) where

human gait frequency, local spatial-temporal gait information, and global shape

of human body are embedded. LBP is made invariant against the rotation of

the image domain, and supplemented with a rotation invariant measure of local

contrast. In this way, LBP can be applied on GEI to make it more robust against

uncertainties of gait information due to changes of walking conditions.

In the proposed method, GEI is first constructed from a sequence of aligned

gait silhouettes within complete walking cycle(s) (see Section 2.1). Then, the

LBP operator (see Section 2.2) is applied to each bth block (e.g. 3× 3 pixels) on

GEI to generate a binary number (e.g. 8-digit binary number), denoted as sb.

The first block starts at top-left corner of GEI, then is shifted right or down by

1 pixel at a time to cover the whole GEI. The same order of blocks is used for

every GEI.

The original LBP uses a histogram to collect local statistics of the binary

pattern (sb) in each image block where LBP is carried on. However, we found

that the histogram also misses out the detailed local texture information although

it well demonstrates the local statistics. Thus, we do not use the histogram as a

common LBP. Instead, to preserve the more local information as much as possible,

a sequence of the binary numbers (S = {sb}NBb=1) is directly used as a gait feature,
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where NB is the total number of blocks on GEI. When the size of each image

block is B×B and the size of each GEI is M×N , NB = (M−B+1)×(N−B+1).

The difficulty is such kind of binary pattern (S) contains a large number

of bits. Treating all bits equally is not efficient and unnecessary. Hence, the

weighting technique is proposed in Section 3.3.2 to discriminate significances of

bits. The weight is calculated on each bit according to its ability of intra-person

and inter-person discriminability.

3.3.2 Variance bit-weighting analysis

From Section 3.3.1, the binary pattern (S) is extracted from GEI as a primary

gait feature. This section describes an adaptive variance bit-weighting technique

to discriminate significance of each bit in S. This process will give a final gait

feature, called WBP, which is defined as S plus weight values. However, in this

section, the gait feature is referred to the primary gait feature S.

The bit with higher weight value should be the bit which can better recognize

human gait. Thus, the question now is to have a way to measure the impor-

tance of individual bit. We borrow the idea of information measurement using

entropy. That is, variables containing rich information usually have more un-

certainty which can be inferred from the corresponding variance. Moreover, the

high significant bits should be able to maintain consistency of gait features be-

tween same subjects (i.e. intra-person) and also conserve differentiability between

different subjects (i.e. inter-person).

Thus, the following two steps are proposed to calculate the weight values for

the purposes as mentioned above. A training dataset is given as {Gk
j | 1 ≤ j ≤

N, 1 ≤ k ≤ Nj}, where Gk
j is a gait sample k of subject j, N is the total number

of training subjects, Nj is the total number of training samples of subject j, and

different gait samples of the same subject may be recorded from different walking

conditions. The method proposed in Section 3.3.1 is used to extract a primary

gait feature Skj from a gait sample Gk
j .

Step1: To calculate intra-person information within gait features from

same subject
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For each subject j, there are multiple gait features Skj extracted from multiple

walking video sequences Gk
j in the training dataset. Thus, it requires to generate

one representative gait feature S along with its intra-person information for each

individual subject. The representative gait feature for subject j (Sj) is estimated

as follow.

Sj(i) =

∣∣∣∣∣
∑Nj

k=1 S
k
j (i)

Nj

∣∣∣∣∣
I

(3.2)

where |a|I = 0 if a < 0.5, otherwise |a|I = 1, Skj (i) is the bit i of Skj , and Sj(i)

is the bit i of Sj. In other words, the bit i of the representative gait feature for

subject j is ’0’ if the majority of bit-i values from training gait features of the

subject j is ’0’, otherwise it will be assigned to ’1’.

Since each bit i in the representative gait feature of subject j is determined

from multiple gait features of subject j, therefore we can calculate disperse or

invariance of variable Xij, where Xij contains bit-i values from all gait features of

subject j in the training dataset. After the mean (µij) and the variance (σij) of

the variable Xij is obtained, Equation (3.3) calculates the invariant intra-person

information for the bit i of the representative gait feature of subject j.

pij = 1−√σij (3.3)

where µij and σij are calculated as follows.

µij =

∑Nj
k=1 S

k
j (i)

Nj

(3.4)

σij = E[(Xij − µij)2] =
1

Nj

Nj∑
k=1

(Skj (i)− µij)2 (3.5)

where E is the expected value.

At this stage, pij gives a quality of the bit i for describing subject j.

Step2: To calculate inter-person information between representative

gait features from different subjects
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Once we get the representative gait feature along with its intra-person in-

formation for each subject, then inter-person information for the bit i from N

different subjects is estimated as below.

wi =

√∑N
j=1 pij(Sj(i)− µi)2

N
(3.6)

where pij is calculated from Equation (3.3), Sj(i) is the bit-i value from the

representative gait feature of subject j, and µi is the mean value of Sj(i), j = 1,

..., N .

The value calculated in Equation (3.6) is used as the bit weight. wi gives a

quality of the bit i for distinguishing different subjects.

3.3.3 Similarity measurement

A weighted distance is calculated as below to measure gait similarity.

d =

NI∑
i=1

wi|S1(i)− S2(i)| (3.7)

where d is a distance between two gait features (S1 and S2), wi is calculated from

Equation (3.6), and NI is the total number of bits in the gait feature. The smaller

value of d, the more possibility that S1 and S2 belong to the same subject.

3.4 Experiments

The proposed gait recognition method has been tested on three well-known gait

databases, the CASIA gait database A, the CMU Mobo gait database, and the

CASIA gait database C. The brief explanation is given below in each subsection.

We manage our purposed method into two layers. At the first layer, only the

binary patterns generated from Section 3.3.1, called Partial-Local Binary Pattern

(P-LBP), are used to generate gait features. At the second layer, the variance bit

weighting scheme described in Section 3.3.2 is applied to binary patterns resulted

from Section 3.3.1 to generate gait features, known as Weighted Binary Pattern

(WBP).
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Table 3.1: Experimental results on the CASIA gait database A.

Method 0◦(%) 45◦(%) 90◦(%)

P-LBP(8,1) 92.50 86.25 86.25

WBP(8,1) 100.00 100.00 98.75

P-LBP(12,2) 87.50 90.00 83.75

WBP(12,2) 97.50 97.50 92.50

P-LBP(16,3) 87.50 83.75 5.00

WBP(16,3) 97.50 97.50 5.00

P-LBP(24,4) 87.50 5.00 5.00

WBP(24,4) 95.00 5.00 5.00

Regarding experimental validation, the leave-one-out cross validation is used

for the case of fixed walking condition. On the other hand, for the case of across

walking conditions, one walking condition is used for gallery data and another

walking condition is used for probe data. In our experiments on both the CASIA

gait database A and the CMU Mobo gait database, we show the results when

using various parameter setups for P-LBP and WBP. In addition for the CASIA

gait database C, Cummulative Match Scores (CMS) [30] are used to quantitively

assess the recognition performance. The CMS value α corresponding to rank r

indicates a fraction 100 ·α % of probes whose top r matches must include the real

identity matches.

3.4.1 Results on the CASIA gait database A

This database is used to testify the proposed gait feature based on different pa-

rameter setups of P-LBP(p,r) and WBP(p,r), where p is a number of neighboring

pixels being considered and r is a radius from reference pixel (see Figure 2.3).

From Table 3.1, it is clearly seen that the parameter of (p,r)=(8,1) has the best

performance for all walking directions. This is because the setup of (p,r)=(8,1)
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Table 3.2: Comparison of rank 1 performance on the CASIA gait database A.

Method 0◦(%) 45◦(%) 90◦(%)

BenAbdelkader et al. [35] 72.50 – –

BenAbdelkader et al. [36] 82.50 – –

Collins et al. [103] 71.25 – –

Lee et al. [104] 87.50 – –

Phillips et al. [105] 78.75 – –

Wang et al. [106] 88.75 – –

Su et al. [107] 89.31 – –

Lu et al. [108] 82.50 – –

Wu et al. [109] 90.00 90.00 83.00

Geng et al. [110] 90.00 95.00 90.00

The proposed method (WBP) 100.00 100.00 98.75

can capture the best local pattern information of human gait. When the radius

r is increased, it still works fairly well for 0◦ but bad for 45◦ and 90◦. This is

because the oblique and frontal views contain less obvious gait identity informa-

tion. Moreover, it can be seen that WBP can provide the better performance

than P-LBP for all walking directions.

Moreover, from Table 3.2, it is clearly seen that the proposed WBP -based

method outperforms other existing methods for all three views by achieving all

final accuracies close to 100%.

3.4.2 Results on the CMU Mobo gait database

In this experiment, the parameter used for P-LBP and WBP is (p,r)=(8,1) and

only lateral view is considered since it is the best case from the observation

above. Table 3.3 demonstrates experimental results on the case of fixed walking

condition. That is, both gallery data and probe data are under the same walking
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Table 3.3: Experimental results on the CMU Mobo gait database for the case of

fixed walking condition.

Walking condition P-LBP WBP

Slow walk (fs) 100.00 100.00

Fast walk (fq) 100.00 100.00

Slow walk with a ball (fb) 98.67 100.00

Slow walk at a fixed slope (fi) 98.00 98.67

Table 3.4: Experimental results on the CMU Mobo gait database for the case of

across walking conditions.

Gallery Probe P-LBP WBP

fs fq 88.00 92.00

fq fs 86.67 92.00

fs fb 64.67 72.67

fb fs 72.00 74.67

fq fb 58.00 60.67

fb fq 58.00 63.33

conditions. Table 3.4 demonstrates experimental results on the case of across

walking conditions. That is, gallery data and probe data are under the different

walking conditions.

As shown in Table 3.3, the proposed methods including P-LBP and WBP

achieve very good performance on the CMU Mobo gait database for the case

of fixed walking condition. In addition, from Table 3.4, WBP can significantly

outperform P-LBP in the case of across walking conditions.

Moreover, the proposed WBP -based method is compared with other existing

methods which use the same CMU Mobo gait database, as shown in Table 3.5.

It can be seen that the performance of our proposed method still can be ranked
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Table 3.5: Comparison of rank 1 performance on the CMU Mobo gait database.

Gallery Probe Chai et al. [37] Shi et al. [111] Tan et al. [30] WBP

fs fs 84.00 93.76 100.00 100.00

fq fq 73.00 96.53 100.00 100.00

fb fb – 91.68 96.00 100.00

fi fi – 90.81 – 98.67

fs fq – – 96.00 92.00

fq fs – – 92.00 92.00

Table 3.6: Twelve experiments on the CASIA gait database C for the case of

across walking conditions, where fs is slow walk, fn is normal walk, fq is fast

walk, and fb is normal walk with a bag.

Exp. A B C D E F G H I J K L

Gallery fs fn fq fn fb fn fb fs fb fq fq fs

Probe fn fs fn fq fn fb fs fb fq fb fs fq

on the top.

3.4.3 Results on the CASIA gait database C

In this section, the experiments are carried out for both cases of fixed and across

walking conditions as above. To simplify the explanation, our experiments for

the case of across walking conditions are categorized into 12 small tests which

are labeled as A, B, C, ..., K, L (see the details in Table 3.6). The recognition

performances (i.e. CMS curves) of the proposed methods are shown in Figures

3.2 and 3.3.

As shown in Figure 3.2, the proposed WBP achieves very high accuracy for

the case of fixed walking condition. In Figure 3.3, for the case of across walking

conditions, the high performances are obtained for the tests A, B, C, D, E, and
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Figure 3.2: CMS curves on the CASIA gait database C for the case of fixed

walking condition.

F (see descriptions of the labels in Table 3.6). This is because, for the tests A,

B, C and D, the normal walking pattern is still quite closed to the slow and fast

walking patterns. For the tests E and F, both walking conditions share the same

normal walking pattern. The only difference is that one is with a bag and another

is without a bag.

The moderate performances are achieved for the tests G, H, I, and J. In these

tests, there are changes in two walking conditions including carrying/not carrying

a bag and walking speed. The proposed WBP can still achieve fairly good results.

However, the results for the tests K and L are not very good because large speed

changes can significantly alter individual walking patterns.

Moreover, Table 3.7 shows comparison between the proposed method (WBP)

and other existing methods on the same CASIA gait database C. It can be seen

that the proposed method achieves the highest performance, especially in the last

case of (fn, fb).
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Figure 3.3: CMS curves on the CASIA gait database C for the case of across

walking conditions.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter has proposed a new method to extract a robust gait feature, Weighted

Binary Pattern (WBP), from a synthetic template (i.e. GEI ) of a video sequence

of walking human. To build up WBP, partial ideas of LBP are adopted and

adjusted to construct the binary pattern, in stead of the histogram, on GEI ex-

tracted from a sequence of aligned silhouettes. Then, the variance bit weighting

is applied to such binary pattern to discriminate the significance of each bit in

the gait feature. In other words, less important and redundant bits are taken off.

The extensive experiments on the three well-known gait databases show that the

proposed method outperforms other existing methods in the literature.

In addition, the proposed method can be further improved in three aspects.
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Table 3.7: Comparison of rank 1 performance on the CASIA gait database C.

(Gallery , Probe) (fn , fn) (fn , fs) (fn , fq) (fn , fb)

GEI [27] 96 74 83 50

Uniprojective [30] 97 84 88 36

HTI [56] 94 85 88 51

Wavelet packet [112] 93 83 85 -

Orthogonal projections [113] 98 80 80 18

NDDP [114] 97 85 74 16

Gait curves [115] 91 65 70 26

The proposed method (WBP) 99 86 90 60

First, the pre-processing stage can be introduced to select noise-free frames from

a video sequence to generate the synthetic template. Second, multiple synthetic

templates can be generated for each walking cycle rather than only one synthetic

template generated in this study. Third, a non-linear binary pattern comparison

technique will be added for an improvement on the similarity measurement. These

aspects will be considered in the future work.

NOTE: Although GEI is shown to be less robust than the proposed WBP,

it is still used as a baseline gait feature in our proposed methods in Chapters

3 and 4. This is because GEI contains very rich gait information preserving a

spatial representation of human shape. The rich content of GEI will provide

substantial correlations across views/speeds which are naturally bridged by the

spatial information.
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Chapter 4

Gait Recognition under Various

Views based on View

Transformation Model

4.1 Introduction

The aim of this study is to develop robust gait recognition which can tolerate view

changes and to discuss other related challenges including automatic view detection

and view optimization for building up VTM. A novel method is proposed to

solve the problem of view changes by using VTM. It aims to learn a mapping

relationship between gait features observed across views. In principle, VTM is

used to transform gait feature from one view (source) into another view (target).

In this way, gait features from various views can be transformed into a common

view using trained VTM s. Then, gait similarity measurement can be carried out

without difficulty.

Moreover, trained VTM s will be generic to any subject. The dataset used

for constructing VTM s can be independent from the dataset used for recogniz-

ing gaits. To construct a more accurate VTM, it is practical to invite enough

experienced actors to perform the required walking actions. In this way, precise

gait data can be obtained from many subjects and on every required view for

VTM construction. VTM s can cover a very dense view range such as (0◦, 10◦,

20◦, ..., 180◦). In the recognition phase, depending on a detected view of probe
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4.1 Introduction

data, corresponding trained VTM can normalize its view onto any other view to

match the data in gallery dataset.

In this chapter, the methods are proposed based on two types of VTM, namely

dVTM and rVTM. dVTM is established through a matrix factorization process.

SVD is adopted to decompose the gait matrix into a view-independent matrix

and a subject-independent matrix which is used further to construct VTM s. The

gait matrix is created using the training dataset such that each row contains

gait information from the same view but different subjects, and each column

contains gait information from the same subject but different views. The proposed

method constructs dVTM based on GEI optimized by LDA. The truncated SVD

is also introduced to avoid oversizing and overfitting of dVTM. However, the

performance of dVTM is limited by its linear processes on global features.

To improve the recognition performance, a new method is proposed to re-

formulate VTM construction as a regression problem based on carefully selected

local motion features, called rVTM. Instead of linear processing carried out by

dVTM, rVTM follows a non-linear approach to build up a more efficient VTM.

The regression concept is used to reveal correlated motions of gaits from differ-

ent views. rVTM consists of multiple regression processes which are trained to

estimate gait feature under one view using correlated information in gait fea-

ture(s) under other view(s). The local correlated features, called Region of In-

terest (ROI), under shared motions are exposed using rough body segmentations

and correlation coefficients.

Among three adopted regression techniques (i.e. Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP),

Support Vector Regression (SVR), and Sparse Regression (SR)), SR can achieve

the highest performance. This is because SR can further refine ROI due to its

unique sparsity properties such that it may reduce the data redundancy in ROI

significantly. In detail, ROI is comprised of a group of pixels on GEI and each

pixel is selected independently from the source gait feature to ensure only a high

correlation with the target gait feature. Thus, pixels of ROI can be selected from

overlapped motion areas due to overfitting in the training process. In that case,

these pixels will be repeatedly used in the regression process. This is known as

data redundancy in ROI.
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4.2 Problem Formulation

To address this problem, SR based on the elastic net is adopted to reduce

the possible data redundancy. ROI will be further selected for the second time

throughout the training process of the sparse regression. This refined ROI will

contain significantly reduced redundant information and will be helpful in ob-

taining stable and non-overfitting regression models in rVTM construction. Our

experimental results have also indicated that the proposed rVTM -based method

outperforms the state-of-the-arts for gait recognition under various views.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Problem formulation is an-

alyzed in Section 4.2. Pre-processing is explained in Section 4.3, followed by

adopted gait features discussed in Section 4.4. dVTM and rVTM constructions

are proposed in Sections 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. Gait similarity measurement

is given in Section 4.7. Implementations of gait recognition under various views

for different practical cases are described in Section 4.8. Experimental results are

shown in Section 4.9 and conclusions are drawn in Section 4.10.

4.2 Problem Formulation

In this section, dVTM and rVTM are formulated in their general forms. The

advantages of rVTM are also discussed over dVTM. In this study, GEI [27] is

adopted to represent global gait information under complete walking period(s).

GEI is an appearance-based gait feature which has been proved to be very ro-

bust and efficient for gait recognition [27][64]. However, it contains high view-

dependent information. In order to achieve the efficient gait recognition system

which is also robust to view change, the proposed view-invariant system is devel-

oped based on GEI using the concept of generic VTM. As mentioned in the intro-

duction, VTM is generic because it is trained using the independent dataset and

can be applied for view normalization of any known/unknown subject. Moreover,

view change is a kind of external factor which will affect the shooting conditions

but is independent to subjects being shot. Thus, it has the similar impacts to all

subjects.

dVTM is a conventional approach [52] for VTM construction based on a ma-

trix decomposition concept. This method solves the view transformation prob-

lem via the equivalent decomposition problem. In this method, the gait matrix
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4.2 Problem Formulation

A ∈ <NvN×Ns is first built up such that each row contains gait features from

the same view of different Ns subjects and each column contains gait features

from the same subject under different Nv views, where N is the dimension of gait

feature. Then, SVD (see Section 2.4) decomposes A into a subject-independent

matrix (P ) and a view-independent matrix (V ) such that A = USV T = PV T

where U ∈ <NvN×Ns , S ∈ <Ns×Ns , V ∈ <Ns×Ns , P = [Pθ1 , ..., PθNv ]T and

V = [V1, ..., VNs ]
T . Therefore, gait features of subject m can be factorized into

two components as in Equation (4.1).

Gm,θi = PθiVm

Gm,θk = PθkVm
(4.1)

where Gm,θi and Gm,θk are GEI s of subject m from θi and θk respectively, Vm

is the intrinsic vector of subject m, and Pθi and Pθk are projection matrices to

transform the intrinsic vector to gait features under θi and θk respectively. Thus,

given GEI of any subject from view θi (Gθi), it can be transformed into view θk

as below.

Gθk = PθkP
−1
θi
Gθi (4.2)

where P−1
θi

is the pseudo inverse of Pθi . However, dVTM still has many constraints

as mentioned in the introduction. To tackle these constraints, view transforma-

tion is completely reformulated into a problem of regression (i.e. rVTM ).

The basic idea to achieve cross-view gait recognition based on rVTM is briefly

summarized here. First, GEI s from different views of a person share common

features. Second, a pixel in GEI is highly correlated to its neighboring pixels in

the area of shared motion. Such similarity and embedded relations of the gait

features from different views can be revealed using regression. Inspiring by these

rationales, a group of pixels in GEI, namely Region of Interest (ROI), from one

view can be used to estimate the corresponding correlated pixel in GEI from

another view.

Based on the proposed rVTM, Equations (4.3) and (4.4) present the idea that

uses the regression procedure to predict a pixel in GEI under one view from the
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4.2 Problem Formulation

corresponding selected ROI in GEI under another view.

Gθk = f(Ŵ ,Gθi)

Ŵ = argmin
W

||Gθk − f(W,Gθi)||2
(4.3)

where f is a function that contains well refined regression processes, W is a weight

vector, Gθk = {gnθk}
N
n=1, Gθi = {gnθi}

N
n=1, gnθk and gnθi are the nth pixels in Gθk and

Gθi respectively, N is the total number of pixels in GEI, and || · ||2 is L2 norm.

Then, Equation (4.3) can be expressed as follow.


g1
θk

g2
θk

.

.

.
gNθk

 =



f1

(
Ŵ1, ROI

1
θi

)
f2

(
Ŵ2, ROI

2
θi

)
.
.
.

fN

(
ŴN , ROI

N
θi

)


Ŵn = argmin

Wn

||gnθk − fn
(
Wn, ROI

n
θi

)
||2

(4.4)

where fn is a regression function, Wn is a weight vector, ROInθi ⊂ Gθi , and each

pixel in ROInθi is highly correlated to the corresponding target pixel (gnθk). The

detailed explanation for selection of ROI and regression training process of f are

given in the later sections of this chapter.

rVTM contains several advantages over dVTM as follows.

• Direct problem formulation: rVTM directly adopts the regression concept

to solve the view transformation problem. In contrast, dVTM indirectly

solves the view transformation problem. The SVD is first adopted to solve

the equivalent decomposition problem. Then, its intermediate results is

sequentially used to answer the view transformation problem. That is when

dVTM obtains the optimized solutions for the decomposition problem, it

might not be optimal for the consequent view transformation problem.
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Figure 4.1: The proposed framework of VTM -based gait recognition.

• Intuitive method analysis: rVTM rationally solves the view transforma-

tion problem using a sensible objective by explicitly analyzing the problem

based on existing correlated gait information. In contrast, dVTM solves

the problem based on a vague problem statement. First, it can be argue

that gait feature might not be able to be implicitly factorized into explicit

two components. The latent structure of gait feature might be more com-

plex. Second, from Equation (4.1), P and V are virtually defined for the

decomposition analysis. There has been no proof to confirm the physical

meaning of P and V as the view projection and the intrinsic gait feature

respectively.

• Local feature selection: From Equation (4.4), the regression model fi is

trained based on the well selected ROI which is a local subset of a global

feature GEI. In contrast, dVTM requires the global gait feature in the de-

composition process. P and V from Equation (4.1) are formed as linear

combinations of all pixels in GEI such that P and V are not sparse. Based

on our study, the local feature can provide the better view transforma-

tion than the global feature which instead contain irrelevant and unreliable

information for the transformation process.

• Nonlinear problem solving: The performance of dVTM is bounded by lim-

itations of a linear process. In contrast, the performance of rVTM can be
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4.3 Pre-processing and View Classification

enhanced by arbitrary choices of nonlinear kernels.

Regarding the computational complexity, training VTM may take time but

transformation process itself is very fast given a trained VTM. In our experiment,

it took approximately 10 minutes to train one VTM but it took only less than

0.001 second to use VTM for one view transformation.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the proposed framework of VTM -based gait recognition.

The processes for constructing VTM and building up the gallery database can

be done offline. Gait period estimation and GEI extraction are explained in

Sections 3.2 and 2.1 respectively. The key components of VTM construction will

be explained in the rest of this chapter.

4.3 Pre-processing and View Classification

The pre-processing (e.g. gait period estimation) for the standard gait recognition

is explained in Section 3.2. In addition, this section gives an explanation of addi-

tional pre-processing (i.e. view classification) for gait recognition under various

views.

As mentioned in the related works (see Section 1.2.2.3), the methods of the

third category (which include our proposed VTM -based methods) require the

knowledge of view for each gait sequence before applying the corresponding view

transformation model. To this end, a view estimation step is necessary and pro-

posed. This step is called “automatic view classification”. The term of “classifi-

cation” is used because, in our design, views are discretized into a finite number

of classes. In the previous work [48], view classification methods have been in-

troduced. However, view classification with high performance is still an open

challenge.

Given a gait feature G ∈ <N and a pre-defined similarity measurement func-

tion d, the corresponding view for G can be determined by θ = argmin
θi,1≤i≤Nv

d(G, µi)

where µi is the representative gait feature under view θi. In this study, instead

of calculating the similarity between G and µi directly in the gait feature space

<N , they are transformed into a more robust feature space before the measure-

ment. The proposed method projects gait features into LDA in PCA transformed
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4.3 Pre-processing and View Classification

space [116]. Compared with LDA, LDA in PCA transformed space is more robust

to outliers, which combines the benefits of both PCA and LDA. Moreover, this

complete LDA in PCA transformed space can be more efficient than the straight-

forward strategy of PCA plus LDA [117][118] because it can prevent losing dis-

criminative information in PCA step. The main idea of LDA in PCA transformed

space is briefly summarized below. The detailed process can be referred to [116].

4.3.1 LDA in PCA transformed space

In the proposed view classification, the gait feature space <N is transformed into

the LDA in PCA transformed space <l+d using a projection matrix Φ. In this

particular transformation, Φ = W T
mY where Wm ∈ <m×N is a PCA projection

matrix which is constructed based on a training dataset (G = {Gs}Nss=1 containing

Ns samples of gait features from Nv views) and Y = Y1 : Y2 (Y ∈ <m×(l+d), Y1 ∈
<m×l, Y2 ∈ <m×d) is a matrix containing l+d Fisher optimal discriminant vectors

which are calculated in LDA step.

To calculate Y [116], the gait feature space <N is first transformed into the

PCA space <m using Wm. In this PCA transformed space, the within-class scatter

matrix is created and further split into its null space and its orthogonal comple-

ment. It can be verified that all discriminatory information with respect to Fisher

criterion is contained in these two subspaces. Based on a revised Fisher criterion

in [116], the isomorphic mapping technique is employed for the calculation of

the Fisher optimal discriminant vectors (Y ) in these two subspaces where Y1 is

calculated in the null space and Y2 is calculated in the orthogonal complement.

4.3.2 View classifier

Given θ1, ..., θNv are Nv different views, view (θ) of each gait (G) can be deter-

mined as follow.

θ = argmin
θi,1≤i≤Nv

d(ΦTG,ΦTµi) (4.5)

where µi is the mean of training gait features under view θi and d is a chosen

similarity measurement function e.g. Euclidean distance [119]. Compared with
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the method for view classification based on GP or SVM in [48], our method is

rather simple, lower computational complexity, and more robust to the outliers.

Experiments to verify efficiency of the proposed view classifier will be carried out

in Section 4.9.

4.4 Gait Feature Preparation

GEI (as explained in Section 2.1) is adopted as a baseline gait feature in this

study. For dVTM, LDA is applied on GEI to acquire an optimized version of

the feature. There are two main advantages of using LDA. The first benefit is

to significantly reduce dimension of gait feature, which is very useful aspect in

real-time applications. The second benefit is to maximize a margin between gait

features from different subjects and as well to minimize a distance of gait features

that belong to the same subject.

As mentioned above, by applying LDA on GEI, it can achieve the reduction

of impacts from gait feature’s geometric properties and gait feature’s dimension.

Therefore, the optimized GEI is expected to be better factorized in the process

of dVTM construction, being compared to the original spatial-domain GEI. GEI

can be projected into LDA subspace before efficiently used in dVTM construction.

This is because dVTM is built up mainly based on statistical analysis relying on

mathematical concept, without using any sensible context in the feature space.

In contrast, the original GEI is used in rVTM construction. This is because

spatial gait information in the feature space is necessarily required to build up

rVTM. Such information provides correlated features across views which will be

used for bridging gaps between gaits from different views. For more detail, a

correlated motion analysis on GEI s under various views is discussed below.

It can be seen from Figure 2.1 that GEI s under various views are different.

However, they are captured from the same 3D gait of an individual. Therefore,

they must contain common information especially for the case of small view dif-

ference. This section observes correlations between GEI s from different views

based on correlation coefficients [120]. Refer to each row in Figure 4.2, one pixel

(p) in GEI from the target view is selected as an example, then the correlation

coefficient is calculated between p and each pixel in GEI from the source view.
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90° 108° 144° 162° 126°

Figure 4.2: Correlated motions between GEI s from different views. The darker

red color represents the higher correlation. The first four columns present

correlation coefficients between each pixel in GEI s from various source views

(90◦,108◦,144◦,162◦) and selected pixel in GEI from the target view (126◦) shown

in the last column. Each row corresponds to different target pixels (red pixels in

the last column).

From Figure 4.2, several important points can be observed. First, source

pixels which are close to the location of corresponding target pixel, usually have

higher correlation (presented by darker red color). Second, based on a set of

training data, a target pixel in one body part (e.g. leg) may be fairly correlated

to source pixels from other body parts (e.g. arm). Such correlated information

is not reliable because: 1) it is a weak correlation, for example, arms’ swing

can be naturally related to legs’ movement; 2) it is not generic. For example,

different persons may present various relationships between his arms’ and legs’

movements. Therefore, when this kind of correlated information is used in a

regression process, it may lead to overfitting and unstable regression model for

our rVTM construction. In this study, this problem will be addressed using rough

body segmentations.

It is also observed that GEI s from closer views shares stronger correlations.

GEI s from different source views provide various information correlated to GEI

from the target view. Such that, we propose a more reliable view transformation

to predict GEI from one view by using GEI s from multiple views (so called
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4.5 Solution based on dVTM

multi-view to one-view rVTM ).

From the analysis, it can be seen that there is a kind of relation existing

between different gait pixels under different views. Given that such relation

can be established through a regression process, a new rVTM can be possibly

constructed.

4.5 Solution based on dVTM

This section describes dVTM construction using a Truncated Singular Value

Decomposition (TSVD) technique. dVTM is developed based on GEI optimized

by LDA as a gait feature.

In the proposed method, a gait matrix A is first created from the training

dataset, as the left-hand side matrix in Equation (4.6). Each row contains gait

information under the same view but from Ns different subjects. Each column

contains gait information from the same subject but under Nv different views.

Then, SVD factorizes the gait matrix A into a subject-independent matrix P and

a view-independent matrix V as follow.

A =


G1,θ1 ... GNs,θ1

. . .

. . .

. . .
G1,θNv

... GNs,θNv

 = USV T =


Pθ1
.
.
.

PθNv

 [ v1 ... vNs
]

(4.6)

where Gk,θi( 1 ≤ k ≤ Ns, 1 ≤ i ≤ Nv) denotes the gait feature of subject k under

view θi. U is the NvNg × Ns orthogonal matrix where Ng is the dimension of

the gait feature. V is the Ns ×Ns orthogonal matrix. S is the Ns ×Ns diagonal

matrix containing the singular values. P = [P1, ..., PθNv ]T = US where Pi is the

Ng ×Ns sub-matrix of US. vk is the Ns dimensional column vector of V .

A vector vk is an intrinsic gait feature of subject k for any view. Pθi is a

projection matrix which can project an intrinsic vector v of any subject to the

gait feature vector under a specific view θi. Thus, gait feature can be written in

factorized form as follow.

Gk,θi = Pθiv
k (4.7)
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The subject-independent matrix P is used to construct dVTM in common for

any seen or unseen subject. For example, gait feature transformation from view

θi to θj is obtained as below.

Gk,θj = Pθjv
k

= Pθj(P
+
θi
Pθi)v

k

= PθjP
+
θi

(Pθiv
k)

= PθjP
+
θi
Gk,θi

(4.8)

where P+
θi

is the pseudo inverse matrix of Pθi .

Thus, dV TMθi→θj that is used to transform gait feature from view θi to θj is

constructed as in Equation (4.9).

dV TMθi→θj = PθjP
+
θi

(4.9)

In order to simplify SVD computational complexity and make it less sensitive

to trivial elements, a reduced version of SVD is adopted. There are three main

advantages of using a reduced version of SVD. First, it reduces the dimension

of dVTM. Therefore, it makes the algorithm perform faster. Second, it is more

economic for storage. Third, it improves the accuracy of view transformation

process because it avoids over-fitting problem in some how by removing the less

important elements from the transformation model. These three benefits become

significant when there are sufficient training data for constructing dVTM.

There are several reduced SVD solutions. TSVD [121] is an efficient one and

selected in this study. In Equation (4.6), it can be seen that S is a diagonal

matrix containing the singular values as follows.

S =



σ1

σ2

σ3

.
.
.
σNs


(4.10)
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where σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ ... ≥ σNs ≥ 0 are the singular values of the matrix A. Its

rank is Ns. Then, the reduced rank approximation for TSVD is by setting all

but the first r (r < Ns) largest singular values to zero. Thus, the dimension of

Pk in Equation (4.6) is reduced from Ng × Ns to Ng × r. The other significant

aspect is that such optimization avoids over-fitting problem by removing the less

important elements from the transformation model.

4.6 Solution based on rVTM

As mentioned above in Section 4.2, rVTM is built up from N regression processes,

where N is the total number of pixels in GEI. Each regression process is trained

to predict a pixel in GEI under target view using a relevant group of pixels or a

Region of Interest (ROI) in GEI under source view. A regression function (fn)

in rV TMθi→θk (see Equation (4.4)) is defined as follow.

ĝnθk = fn(Ŵn, γn(Gθi))

= fn(Ŵn, ROI
n
θi

)
(4.11)

where Gθi and Gθk are GEI s under views θi and θk respectively, rV TMθi→θk is

the transformation model used to transform Gθi to Gθk , g
n
θk

is the nth pixel in Gθk ,

ROInθi is a group of pixels in Gθi for prediction of the corresponding target pixel

gnθk , and γn is ROI selection process. As similar to dVTM, to build up a reliable

rVTM, a sufficient number of training pairs (Gθi , Gθk) from different subjects are

required.

rVTM can then be obtained through a regression (offline) training procedure

based on an independent training dataset containing multiple subjects and suf-

ficient various walking patterns from different views. In order to maintain the

performance and reliability of rVTM, it can be continuously refined using online

training processes. Moreover, in Equation (4.11), it can be seen that W and ROI

(i.e. the key components of rVTM ) are independent of subjects of interest. That

is, rVTM is obtained regardless of individual gait features. Thus, rVTM can be

used for view transformation for any seen or unseen subject.
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As formulated in Equation (4.4), each regression is to train ROI in source

GEI to predict the corresponding pixel in target GEI. Then, all estimated target

pixels are merged to form a new GEI under the target view. Two important

tasks, 1) ROI selection process (γn) and 2) regression training process (fn), are

clearly explained in the following subsections.

When the ROI selection and regression training process are successfully op-

erated, then rVTM is obtained as a set of the trained regression processes as

follow.

rV TM = {fn}Nn=1 (4.12)

In the testing phase, for example, rV TMθi→θk can be used for view transfor-

mation as follow.

Gθk = Gθi � rV TMθi→θk

= {W T
n ROI

n
θi
}Nn=1

(4.13)

where ROInθi and Wn are obtained based on Equation (4.15) and Equation (4.17)

or (4.18) or (4.21) respectively.

4.6.1 ROI selection

The ROI selection process contains two main steps: 1) locating a candidate area

(Ac) based on a rough body segmentation and 2) using correlation strength to

select elements of ROI from Ac. Ac is an area in source GEI which is likely to

contain relevant gait pixels to the corresponding target pixel. Seeking ROI is

performed in local region Ac instead of global GEI. In this way, predicting pixels

in GEI under target view through ROI will be more reliable. Otherwise, it will

be affected by noise such as shadows and analogous pixels which actually belong

to motion in other body parts.
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VTMƟi →Ɵk
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Figure 4.3: ROI selection. The blue lines are major axes. The red lines are body

segmentations. The brown rectangle is a candidate area (Ac).

4.6.1.1 Step 1: Locating a candidate area (Ac) based on a rough body

segmentation

In the first step to allocate Ac, GEI is first segmented into five regions by one

vertical line and two horizontal lines as shown in Figure 4.3. To be different from

torso and legs, head is not split because it looks more like a whole.

The vertical line is a major axis which vertically divides GEI into left and right

sides. It is calculated from the dominant eigenvector of the covariance matrix of

the tracked silhouette [43][122][123]. To make it clear, given {(xi, yi)|xi ∈ <, yi ∈
<, i = 1, ..., Np} denotes a set of 2D-coordinates of foreground pixels in the gait

silhouette image, where Np is the total number of foreground pixels in the gait

silhouette image. The covariance matrix can be generated as follow.[
COV (x, x) COV (x, y)
COV (y, x) COV (y, y)

]
2×2

(4.14)

where COV (x, y) =
∑Np

i=1((xi − x)(yi − y))/Np and x and y are the means of

x and y, respectively. Thus, the major axis is the eigenvector of the covariance

matrix corresponding to the larger eigenvalue. For each camera view, major axes

calculated from different sample silhouettes can be slightly different. Thus, the

average (in terms of the axis’s slope) is used as a representative major axis of

GEI under the camera view.

The horizontal lines are rough body segmentations which horizontally segment

GEI into three parts, head (hair + face), upper body (torso + arms), and lower

body (legs + feet). The portions of human body of GEI s under any two views can

be significantly different when the two views are captured from different cameras

with different parameters setting. The two horizontal lines are analyzed from the
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Figure 4.4: Projection histograms for body part segmentation process. The blue

line is a border between head and upper body, and the red line is a border between

upper body and lower body.

projection histogram of GEI on a direction of the major axis as shown in Figure

4.4. To do this, GEI is first projected on the major axis to create the histogram.

Then, the histogram is smoothed by an average filter.

From Figure 4.4, a border between head and upper body is at the first saddle

point from top to bottom or from head to feet. A border between upper body

and lower body is claimed to be at the hip which is approximately located at the

peak position of the histogram based on the observation (see Figure 4.4). This

method is the rough body segmentation which does not require extremely high

precision. It will be used to allocate the candidate area for ROI which will be

then carefully filtered.

Once GEI is divided into five regions as shown in Figure 4.3, assume that

the target pixel (gnθk) is located in the region Ak: “Left-Lower body” region in

Gθk , then the corresponding source pixel (gcθi) must be located in the equivalent

region Ai: “Left-Lower body” region in Gθi , where gnθk and gcθi pixels are assumed

to correspond to the same 3D gait motion, but under different views θk and

θi, respectively. Thus, a position of gcθi in Ai is estimated corresponding to the

position of gnθk in Ak, which is proportional to sizes and rotations of the areas. Ac

includes gcθi and its neighboring pixels.
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Figure 4.5: Relationship between source ROI and its corresponding target pixel.

The first row is the ROI selection for rV TM36◦→54◦ and the second row is the

ROI selection for rV TM18◦→162◦ . For each row, the first image contains the

allocated ROI (red pixels) for predicting the corresponding target pixel (red

pixel) as shown in second image. The third image shows the relationship between

the target pixel (y-axis) and the selected pixel from corresponding source ROI

(x-axis) from various pairs of training samples (Gs,θi , Gs,θk).

4.6.1.2 Step 2: Using correlation strength to select elements of ROI

from Ac

In the second step, ROI ’s pixels are selected from Ac using correlation strength

as follow.

ROInθi = {p : |COR(p, gnθk)| > T}, p ∈ Ac (4.15)

where T is the threshold and COR is the correlation coefficient [120]. Given a

training dataset which containsNs pairs of GEI s from θi and θk ({Gs,θi , Gs,θk}
Ns
s=1),

COR(gmθi , g
n
θk

) between the two pixel-variables is calculated as follow.

COR(gmθi , g
n
θk

) =

∑Ns
s=1(gms,θi − ḡ

m
θi

)(gns,θk − ḡ
n
θk

)√∑Ns
s=1(gms,θi − ḡ

m
θi

)2

√∑Ns
s=1(gns,θk − ḡ

n
θk

)2
(4.16)

where gms,θi and gns,θk are values of the mth and nth pixels in GEI training samples

Gs,θi and Gs,θk respectively, ḡmθi =
∑Ns
s=1 g

m
s,θi

Ns
, and ḡnθk =

∑Ns
s=1 g

n
s,θk

Ns
.

The value of T is decided based on cross validation tests. This method pro-

vides the most relevant pixels (ROInθi) which have the closest motion-relation

with the target pixel (gnθk). Figure 4.5 shows examples of ROI selections based

on the proposed method. It can be seen that regression model can be fitted well

to the relationship between the target pixel and its corresponding ROI.
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4.6.2 Regression training process

Three regression tools (MLP, SVR, SR) are employed as a case study. Given a

training dataset of pairs {(Gs,θi,, Gs,θk)}
Ns
s=1 where Gs,θi is GEI of training sample

s from view θi, Gs,θk is GEI of training sample s from view θk, Ns is the total

number of training samples, Gθ = {gnθ }
N
n=1, and N is the total number of pixels

in GEI. The followings are explained based on this given training dataset.

4.6.2.1 Multi-layer perceptron (MLP)

MLP from Equation (2.9) is adopted to solve each model fn from Equation (4.11)

as follow.

gnθk = fn(ROInθi)

= φ < W, (φ < W h, ROInθi > + bh) > + b

= φ(
H∑
h=1

wh(φ(
P∑
p=1

whpROI
n
θi

(p)) + bh)) + b

(4.17)

where H is the total number of nodes in the hidden layer, P is the total number

of pixels in ROI, and ROInθi(p) is the pixel p in ROInθi .

For each regression process (fn), three layers in MLP are defined [73][74] with

ROI in source GEI as the input layer (P neurons), 20 neurons in the hidden

layer, and the corresponding pixel in target GEI as the output layer (1 neuron).

A sigmoid φ(d) = a/(1 + exp(−d))− b is used as an activation function, where a

and b are coefficients. In our study, a is 2 and b is 0.5. Hence, φ(d) is between

-0.5 and 1.5 which covers the range of the GEI ’s pixel value ([0,1]). In addition,

the back propagation by Gradient Descent [73][74] is used to update weights in

the training phase according to the desired values.
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4.6.2.2 Support Vector Regression (SVR)

SVR from Equation (2.13) is adopted to solve each model fn from equation (4.11)

as follow.

gnθk = fn(ROInθi)

=
Ns∑
s=1

(αs − α∗s)K(ROIns,θi , ROI
n
θi

) + b
(4.18)

where ROIns,θi is the pixel values of ROInθi from training sample s, and K is the

kernel.

The three kernels (linear, polynomial, RBF) are evaluated in this study. Un-

derstandings of the parameters and the natures of the applications and the train-

ing data, highly assist in selecting the SVR’s parameters. However, the param-

eters are usually selected by users based on a priori knowledge and/or an user

expertise [124]. In this study, the following methods are used to estimate the

initial values for the parameters. The optimal parameter set is then found simul-

taneously by minimizing the prediction error on the validation dataset.

The first main parameter is ε or the width of the tube for SVR as shown

in Figure 2.5. To obtain an optimized solution, the ε may vary for each rVTM

construction of its particular pair of views. The value of ε should be proportional

to the noise level. Therefore, the more difference between two views, the bigger

ε should be defined. This is because gaits from very different views contain less

common motion information (higher noise level). The SVR model should be more

flexible than the model for closer views. Cherkassky et al. [124] proposed the

following empirical dependency.

ε = τσ

√
ln Ns

Ns

(4.19)

where τ is the constant, σ is the standard deviation of noise, and Ns is the number

of training data samples.

The second main parameter is the variable C in Equation (2.10), the trade-off

between the model complexity and the degree to which deviations larger than ε are

tolerated in the optimization formulation. If C is too large, then the objective is to
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minimize the empirical risk only, regardless of the model complexity which might

lead to model over-fitting. Cherkassky [124] proposed the use of the following

prescription for the regularization parameter.

C = max(|y + 3σy|, |y − 3σy|) (4.20)

where y is the mean of the training responses, and σy is the standard deviation

of the training responses.

Besides, the parameters for each individual kernel should be properly de-

termined because they also are the factors to control the performance of SVR

process. These include d in Equation (2.14), the degree of the polynomial kernel

and σ in Equation (2.15), the width of the Gaussian kernel. In this study, the use

of cross-validation on the validation dataset is applied to estimate values of the

kernel parameters. However, it could be automatically estimated in [125][126].

Once the initial values of required parameters is obtained, the optimal parame-

ter set is found simultaneously by minimizing the prediction error on a selected

validation dataset.

In this study, the implementation of SVR is based on the well known SVM-

Light Support Vector Machine library [127].

4.6.2.3 Sparse Regression (SR)

In order to achieve the reliable regression for rVTM, the feature selection is

essential to filter pixels in source GEI. Without a reliable feature selection, the

regression process will definitely fail. By using SR as a regression tool, two layers

of feature selection are applied.

The first layer is ROI selection as explained in Section 4.6.1. It is applied to

ensure that selected ROI is highly correlated to the corresponding target pixel.

ROI selection is a primary process of the feature selection to remove irrelevant

information from source GEI. It is done based on the rough body segmentation

and correlation strength. However, such rough ROI still contains redundant

information because each pixel in ROI is selected independently (see Equation

(4.15)). Pixels in ROI can be selected from overlapped motion areas, which

provide the same information to the regression process. In order to prevent
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overfitting which will cause an unstable regression process, this work adds one

more processing layer on top of the previous rough ROI selection. It will refine

the selected ROI using the implicit feature selection functions embedded inside

SR.

SR by the elastic net from Equation (2.7) is applied to train regression function

(fn) in Equation (4.11) and simultaneously reduce redundant information from

selected ROI. This refined ROI can successfully avoid overfitting of regression

model for rVTM construction. The elastic net is applied to estimate a weight

vector (Ŵn) in Equation (4.11) as follow.

Ŵn = (1 + λ2) argmin
Wn

||gnθk −
P∑
p=1

ROInθi(p)wn(p)||22

+ λ2

P∑
p=1

||wn(p)||22 + λ1

P∑
p=1

||wn(p)||1

(4.21)

where λ1 and λ2 are non-negative values, ROInθi(p) is the pth pixel in ROInθi ,

wn(p) is the pth index of weight vector Wn, and P is the number of pixels in

ROI. The elastic net can be efficiently solved based on LARS algorithm [83].

As mentioned, the ridge penalty (L2) is used to shrink coefficients of correlated

predictors towards each other. Meanwhile, the lasso penalty (L1) tends to select

only one from highly correlated predictors. In Equation (4.21), L1 and L2 are

combined to select proper predictors from selected ROI for the final regression

model.

The refined ROI is ensured to have sufficient predictors with satisfying low

redundancy to obtain stable and non-overfitting regression models for rVTM

construction in our proposed method. Figure 4.6 shows the refined ROI through

sparse regression process. The red pixels in (d) are target pixels under target

views. (a), (b) and (c) show different ROI s under source views (corresponding to

each target pixel in (d)) produced by the different methods. The first two rows

demonstrate two samples of ROI s produced for rV TM0◦→18◦ . The last two rows

demonstrate two samples of ROI s produced for rV TM90◦→108◦ .

From Figure 4.6(a) and (d), it can be seen that the ROI s contain some pixels

from arm region, while the corresponding target pixel are located in leg region.
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  (a)        (b)         (c)        (d)

Figure 4.6: Examples of ROI s. The red areas in (a), (b) and (c) are ROI s

produced by the different methods, which correspond to each red pixel in (d).

The red pixels in (d) are the target pixels under the target view 18◦ (first 2 rows)

and target view 108◦ (last 2 rows). (a) ROI produced by SR on the whole GEI.

(b) ROI produced based on Equation (4.15) where T is 0.8. (c) Refined ROI

using SR on the rough ROI regions shown in (b).

Based on our observation, these weak and non-generic relationships can lead to

overfitting of regression models in rVTM construction. Thus, the rough body

segmentation for computing ROI is an important component to maintain the

reliability and performance of rVTM. From Figure 4.6(b) and (c), it can be seen

that SR can eliminate some redundant pixels in the ROI s. This process also

significantly helps to avoid overfitting of rVTM.

4.7 Gait similarity measurement

To measure the similarity between any two gait features (i.e. GEI s) from two

different views (G1,θi , G2,θj), the gait features are first normalized to the same

view (θk) by using the trained VTM (s) (either dVTM or rVTM ) as follow.

G1,θk = G1,θi � V TMθi→θk

G2,θk = G2,θj � V TMθj→θk
(4.22)

where θi ≤ θk ≤ θj given θi ≤ θj. Next, the view-normalized gait features are
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projected into PCA subspace [68] using the PCA projection matrix Wm ∈ <m×N

(see Section 2.3.1) as follow.

E1 = W T
mG1,θk = {en1}mn=1

E2 = W T
mG2,θk = {en2}mn=1

(4.23)

where Wm is calculated based on the training gait samples under view θk. Then,

the simple but widely adopted Euclidean distance [119] is used to measure the

gait dissimilarity (d) as follow.

d(G1,θi , G2,θj) =

√√√√ m∑
n=1

(en1 − en2 )2 (4.24)

where the smaller value of d, the more possibility that the two gaits belong to

the same subject.

4.8 Typical Implementations for Different Cases

of Gait Recognition under Various Views

This section explains how to apply the VTM concept for different cases of gait

recognition under various views. The performance of each case will be discussed

in Section 4.9.

4.8.1 Cross-view gait recognition based on a one-view to

one-view VTM

When a difference between two views in cross-view gait recognition (e.g. θi and θj)

is small, then the view normalization requires only one VTM to either transform

gaits from θi to θj or from θj to θi. For example, θi = 72◦ and θj = 90◦, then

either V TM72◦→90◦ or V TM90◦→72◦ is required. The reason is mainly because

VTM is very efficient and reliable for the transformation between close views.
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4.8.2 Cross-view gait recognition based on one-view to

one-view VTMs through middle view

In our study, it is observed that VTM is not very reliable for the transformation

between far views. To improve the performance, two VTM s are required for the

view normalization. That is, two VTM s are required to transform gaits to θk

from θi and θj respectively. For example, θi = 72◦ and θj = 108◦. Instead of

using single V TM72◦→108◦ or V TM108◦→72◦ , V TM72◦→90◦ and V TM108◦→90◦ are

used. As being explained in the first case, VTM s across two near views are more

stable. This is because gaits from the smaller view difference share more common

feature information.

4.8.3 Multi-view gait recognition based on a multi-view

to one-view VTM

In practice, one-view to one-view transformation is not precise enough especially

for the case of large view difference. This is because the orthogonality is de-

generated when processing gait silhouette images. To overcome this problem,

multi-view to one-view transformation is extended for multi-view gait recognition

where gaits from multiple views are used to recognize gait from a single view.

For example, gaits are recorded in the gallery dataset from Nv views, namely

θ1, θ2, ..., θNv . They can be used to recognize probe gait on view θk by using

multi-view to one-view VTM.

A multi-view to one-view dVTM (which is extended from Equation (4.8)) is

constructed as follow.

Gs,θk = Pθk


Pθ1
.
.
.

PθNv


+ 

Gs,θ1

.

.

.
Gs,θNv

 (4.25)

On the other hand, each regression in a multi-view to one-view rVTM (which

is extended from Equation (4.11)) is modelled as follow.

ĝnθk = fn(Ŵn, ROI
n
θ1

: ROInθ2 : ... : ROInθNv ) (4.26)
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where “:” is the concatenation between ROI vectors.

In our study, it has been seen that gaits from multiple views provide more

information. Thus, Equations (4.25) and (4.26) will generate more precise view

transformation results.

Multi-view to one-view VTM can be claimed as an implicit 3D gait model.

The construction of VTM s is equivalent to the 3D model reconstruction and the

view transformation using VTM is equivalent to the 3D rendering. However,

the proposed VTM -based method might be more preferred because of the fol-

lowing reasons. First, it does not require expensive and complicated setup and

maintenance of 3D system, camera calibration, and frame synchronization. Sec-

ond, it contains a low computational complexity which is suitable for real-time

applications.

4.8.4 Optimal view selection for multi-view gait recogni-

tion

In theory, the more number of cameras, the better performance can be obtained.

However, in many practical situations, it is impossible to install too many cam-

eras in a single location. Therefore, the practically workable idea is to choose

a reasonable number of views which can construct VTM s to efficiently cover

multi-view to one-view transformations.

Supposing there are Nv positions where a camera can be installed, due to

certain practical constraints, we can install Nc cameras at Nc positions only

(Nc << Nv). Therefore, there are totally CNv ,Nc possible combinations (CNv ,Nc =
Nv !

Nc!(Nv−Nc)! based on the permutation rule) to allocate Nc cameras from Nv posi-

tions. In [51], all possible combinations are testified for a given training dataset.

The optimal combination is determined when the best gait recognition perfor-

mance is achieved based on the training dataset. Depending on values of Nv and

Nc, such kind of testing may take very long time.

In this study, a simple but efficient technique is introduced. It selects one view

from each group of similar perspective views. The combination is then carried out

from such representative views rather than from all views. A practical method is

to categorize views into Nc groups first using any clustering method (e.g. k-mean
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clustering [128]) on gait features (i.e. GEI s). Then, the performance testing

mentioned above is carried out for all combinations which select one view from

each group. For example, Nv = 11 views are clustered into Nc = 4 groups

containing 2,3,3,3 views. Then, total 2 × 3 × 3 × 3 = 54 experiments must be

carried out. Otherwise, we need to execute C11,4 = 330 testing experiments as

mentioned in [51].

4.9 Experiments

The CASIA gait database B is used in our experiments. The database is ran-

domly divided into two groups. The first group of 24 subjects are used for: 1)

construction of VTM ; 2) learning of view classifier; 3) selection of optimal set of

views. Typically, a larger number of training samples may contribute to a more

efficient and generic VTM by learning from possible more variety gait samples. In

our experiments, 24 subjects are used for the training processes. According to our

observation, 24 subjects are enough to achieve satisfying training performance.

Then, the rest of 100 subjects in the second group are used for evaluating

performance of: 1) automatic view classification; 2) gait recognition under var-

ious views. That is, VTM construction process is independent from subject

recognition process. In this way, the generality of VTM is demonstrated. As

an example, Figure 4.7 illustrates the transformed GEI s through the proposed

rVTM -based method. It shows that the proposed method can effectively perform

view transformation based on GEI s.

The experiments are completed using the computer machine with Quad Pro-

cessor 2.66 GHz and 4 GB Ram. The training time for one VTM using the

proposed method is approximately 10-20 minutes. However, in the testing phase,

it takes only less than 0.001 second to achieve one view-transformation. Moreover,

the training processes can be completed offline beforehand.

To compute each experimental result using the proposed method for cross-

view gait recognition based on a one-view to one-view VTM, probe gait data is

transformed to a feature set under view that matches one of the views in the

gallery gait dataset. Then, gait similarity is measured using Euclidean distance

in PCA subspace and Nearest Neighbor (NN) is used as a classification method.
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(a)     (b)     (c) (d)     (e)      (f)  (g)     (h)      (i)

Figure 4.7: Examples of transformed GEI s. Each row is obtained from a different

subject. The first two rows are examples of normal walking, the third and fourth

rows are examples of walking when carrying a bag, and the last two rows are

examples of walking when wearing a coat. (a) is G0◦ . (b) is transformed G18◦

from (a). (c) is corresponding G18◦ . (d) is G126◦ . (e) is transformed G108◦ from

(d). (f) is corresponding G108◦ . (g) is G126◦ . (h) is transformed G144◦ from (g).

(i) is corresponding G144◦ .

4.9.1 View classification

The proposed view classification based on LDA in PCA transformed space (see

Section 4.3) is compared with the methods in [48] using GP- or SVM-based

classification. It can be seen from Table 4.1 that the proposed classifier gives

better overall results than SVM- and GP-based classifiers.

To further evaluate the performance of the proposed view classification, we

compare overall performance of cross-view gait recognition where view is auto-

matically classified with the case where view is given manually beforehand. By

follow the case explained in Section 4.8.1, the performance of cross-view gait

recognition is tested. Table 4.2 shows the evaluation results. In this evaluation,

it is essential to build up V TMprobe→gallery. View of probe data can be automat-

ically classified using the proposed method (1st case mentioned above) or can be

given manually beforehand (2nd case mentioned above). The first two rows of

Table 4.2 list views of probe data and gallery data respectively. A% in the table

stands for accuracy of view classification (i.e. view of probe data being classified
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Table 4.1: Rank 1 view classification results (%) for each view from the CASIA

gait database B.

Method 0◦ 18◦ 36◦ 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦ 144◦ 162◦ 180◦ Average

SVM [48] – – 95 41 85 64 24 44 98 – – 64

GP [48] – – 84 91 85 74 86 91 94 – – 86

Our method 90 91 91 98 99 91 93 94 92 93 91 94

Table 4.2: Influence of automatic view classification on the overall performance

of cross-view gait recognition.

Probe 0◦ 0◦ 54◦ 54◦ 90◦ 90◦ 126◦ 126◦

Gallery 180◦ 18◦ 36◦ 72◦ 72◦ 108◦ 108◦ 144◦

P
er
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rm
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ce
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vi
ew

cl
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ss
ifi

ca
ti
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d
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re
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v
a
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cr
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ss
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ie
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it
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n

(A
%

,B
%

)

0◦ (90,88) (90,78) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

18◦ (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

36◦ (0,0) (0,0) (2,0) (2,1) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

54◦ (0,0) (0,0) (98,95) (98,93) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

72◦ (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (2,2) (2,1) (0,0) (0,0)

90◦ (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (91,87) (91,88) (0,0) (0,0)

108◦ (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (7,5) (7,3) (5,3) (5,3)

126◦ (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (94,91) (94,90)

144◦ (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (1,0) (1,0)

162◦ (1,1) (1,1) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

180◦ (9,6) (9,6) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

Result1 95 85 95 94 94 92 94 93

Result2 98 88 99 98 97 96 99 98

as the corresponding view listed in the first column). B% in the table stands for

accuracy of cross-view gait recognition after view of probe data being classified

as the corresponding view listed in the first column. The last two rows in the

table are overall performance of cross-view gait recognition.

‘Result1’ is the overall performance when automatic view classification is

adopted, which in fact equals to the sum of B% in each experiment (i.e. each

column). ‘Result2’ is the performance when view of probe data is known in any

way beforehand (e.g. provided by the CASIA gait database B). From the results,

it is seen that overall cross-view gait recognition with the proposed automatic

view classification is comparable to the case where view is precisely known be-
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Figure 4.8: Comparisons on cross-view gait recognition (%) using the proposed

rVTM -based methods without ROI selection (GEI-SVR, GEI-SR) and the pro-

posed rVTM -based methods with ROI slelection (ROI-SVR, ROI-SR).

forehand. However, it is obvious that introducing automatic view classification

can improve usability of cross-view gait recognition in the real world.

4.9.2 Performance evaluation on ROI selection

This section is used to evaluate the performance on ROI selection in our rVTM

construction as mentioned in Section 4.6.1. Cross-view gait recognition based on

a one-view to one-view VTM (see Section 4.8.1) is evaluated using two versions

of the framework including: 1) the framework without ROI selection (i.e. GEI is

used as input for each regression in rVTM construction); 2) the framework with

ROI selection.

Two regression techniques (i.e. SVR and SR) are used as a case study. Ac-

cordingly, the experiments are carried out using four rVTM -based methods: 1)

GEI-SVR; 2) GEI-SR; 3) ROI-SVR; 4) ROI-SR. GEI-SVR and GEI-SR are

the proposed rVTM -based methods without ROI selection by using SVR and

SR respectively as a regression tool. ROI-SVR and ROI-SR are the proposed

rVTM -based methods with ROI selection by using SVR and SR respectively as

a regression tool. RBF kernel is used for SVR.
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Figure 4.9: Comparisons on cross-view gait recognition (%) using different VTM -

based methods including FT-dVTM, GEI-dVTM, MLP-rVTM, SVR-rVTM, and

SR-rVTM.

From Figure 4.8, it can be seen that without ROI selection, the performances

of GEI-SVR and GEI-SR significantly decrease. However, GEI-SR still achieves

much better performance than GEI-SVR due to the implicit feature selection

property inside SR. It proves the good feature selection performance embedded

in SR and also sparsity of GEI in regression process.

From Figure 4.8, with ROI selection, ROI-SVR and ROI-SR can achieve

significantly better performance. As mentioned, this is because ROI selection

can remove noises and uncorrelated information from GEI for each regression

process in rVTM construction.

Another important benefit of ROI selection is to reduce computational com-

plexity. In this study, GEI contains 900 pixels while ROI contains approximately

30 pixels. That is, ROI selection process can reduce dimension of regression’s

input from 900 to 30. Average time to train one rVTM using ROI as regression’s

input is approximately 10 minutes, while it takes approximately 6 hours to train

one rVTM using GEI as regression’s input.

ROI selection process is taken in the rest of experiments to further evaluate

the performance of the proposed rVTM -based method.
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4.9.3 Cross-view gait recognition based on a one-view to

one-view VTM

The performance of cross-view gait recognition proposed in Section 4.8.1 is eval-

uated. First, the experiments are carried out to verify efficiency of VTM -based

methods. Accordingly, the experiments are carried out using five methods: 1) FT-

dVTM ; 2) GEI-dVTM ; 3) MLP-rVTM ; 4) SVR-rVTM ; 5) SR-rVTM. FT-dVTM

[52] is the conventional method to construct dVTM based on the frequency-

domain gait feature using Fourier Transfer (FT). GEI-dVTM is the proposed

dVTM -based method by using TSVD on the optimized GEI. MLP-rVTM, SVR-

rVTM, and SR-rVTM are the proposed rVTM -based methods by using MLP,

SVR, and SR respectively as a regression tool.

Based on our observations (see our published work in [49] for the detailed

experimental results), among the three kernels for SVR, it can be seen that RBF

kernel provides the highest accuracy, followed by polynomial kernel and linear

kernel respectively. Thus, in this section, only the results of RBF kernel is shown

for SVR-rVTM.

From Figure 4.9, several key points are concluded as below.

• Among dVTM -based methods, the proposed GEI-dVTM significantly out-

performs FT-dVTM [52]. This is because of the following reasons. First,

GEI in the spatial-domain can achieve more efficiency than FT-based gait

feature in the frequency-domain. GEI contains more non-zero or meaning-

ful pixels than FT-based gait feature, which can be considered as a better

feature for SVD matrix decomposition process. Second, LDA acquires op-

timized GEI in the proposed method. This improves the performance of

dVTM construction. In the experiments, LDA significantly reduces dimen-

sion on the optimized GEI by 90% of the original GEI. It captures projected

principal gait features with 99% significance. Third, compare to SVD used

in FT-dVTM [52], TSVD used in the proposed method can improve dVTM

construction by avoiding overfitting. TSVD is strongly preferable for online

real-time applications. This is because TSVD can significantly reduce the

size of dVTM by 40% from the original size using SVD. Thus, it can also

achieve the reduction of computational time and memory storage.
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• Among rVTM -based methods, it can be seen that SR-rVTM provides the

highest accuracy, followed by SVR-rVTM and MLP-rVTM respectively.

As mentioned in Section 4.6.2.3, it is because of additional feature selection

embedded inside SR. This benefit can not be obtained by adopting MLP or

SVR. Moreover, SVR-rVTM can perform better than MLP-rVTM because

of the sparseness of SVR on noisy training dataset and its potential power

of non-linear kernel (i.e. RBF).

• Particularly, rVTM (i.e. MLP-rVTM, SVR-rVTM, SR-rVTM ) signifi-

cantly outperforms dVTM (i.e. FT-dVTM [52], GEI-dVTM ) in all cases.

SR-rVTM achieves the accuracy up to 95% in average for the case of small

view-difference (±18◦). However, FT-dVTM [52] and GEI-dVTM achieves

the accuracy only up to 70% and 85% respectively. This is because rVTM

contains more solid and realistic problem formulation. Moreover, it is shown

that selecting local features for the regression processes in rVTM instead

of global features as being used in dVTM provides better performance for

gait recognition under view changes. The local features are more robust for

the view transformation process.

• In addition, it is obviously seen that transformation of gaits between two

closer views results in the better performance because the gaits share more

common motion information.

Since SR-rVTM achieves the best performance among the proposed VTM -

based methods as discussed above, it will be used for the rest of the experiments

in this chapter.

Next, comprehensive comparisons are carried out between the proposed SR-

rVTM and other non VTM -based methods that also directly address the problem

of view change for gait recognition. Figure 4.10 illustrates the first rank for cross-

view gait recognition by using four different methods: 1) the baseline method

which simply matches GEI across views without any view transformation [3]; 2)

view rectification using self-calibrating [44]; 3) GFI-CCA [48]; 4) SR-rVTM (the

proposed method). Some missing results have not been reported by [44] and [48].
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Figure 4.10: Comparisons on cross-view gait recognition based on an one-view to

one-view VTM (%) using different methods.

From Figure 4.10, it can be seen that the proposed method significantly out-

performs the baseline method [3]. It also performs better than [44][48] for the

cases of small view change, but worse for some cases of large view change. In

our method, this limitation of large view change can be overcome using: 1) one-

view to one-view VTM s through middle view (see Section 4.8.2 and 4.9.4); 2)

a multi-view to one-view VTM (see Section 4.8.3 and 4.9.5) for multi-view gait

recognition, which have not been discussed by [44][48].

4.9.4 Cross-view gait recognition by transforming gaits

under source and target views into another common

view

As mentioned, when a difference between views of probe and gallery gaits is

relatively large, cross-view gait recognition by transforming one view directly

into another view will not perform well. A practical solution is to transform both

views into a common view in the middle (see Section 4.8.2). Then, gait similarity

is measured on this new view. This is because it is more reliable to transform

gait feature to a closer view.
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Figure 4.11: Comparisons on cross-view gait recognition based on one-view to

one-view VTM s through middle view (%) using different methods.

Cumulative Match Score (CMS) curves are drawn in Figure 4.11 to verify this

solution. CMS with rank r means it indicates fraction of probes yielded a correct

match within the top r candidates. It also can be seen that rVTM outperforms

dVTM under this same scenario.

4.9.5 Multi-view gait recognition based on a multi-view

to one-view VTM

This section is used to evaluate the performance of multi-view to one-view VTM

for multi-view gait recognition where gaits from multiple views are used to recog-

nize gait from a single view (see Section 4.8.3). Multi-view gait recognition using

the proposed VTM -based method does not require any multi-camera system,

camera calibration, and video synchronization.

To generate results in Figure 4.12, gait feature(s) from gallery dataset is/are

transformed to match view of probe gait feature. Figure 4.12 shows that the per-

formance of multi-view gait recognition using two-view to one-view transformation

is significantly better than cross-view gait recognition using standard one-view to

one-view transformation.

The reason is simply because gaits from multiple views provide more suffi-

cient information for the view transformation process. It also can be seen that
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Figure 4.12: Comparisons on multi-view gait recognition based on a multi-view

to one-view VTM (%) using different methods.

Table 4.3: Evaluation of multi-view gait recognition (%) using the proposed

method.

Number of gallery 0◦ 18◦ 36◦ 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦ 144◦ 162◦ 180◦
views

3 100 92 81 91 99 96 85 97 98 97 97

4 100 99 99 100 96 97 99 98 96 100 98

rVTM (e.g. SR-rVTM ) outperforms dVTM (e.g. GEI-dVTM ) for multi-view

gait recognition.

4.9.6 View selection for multi-view gait recognition

This section demonstrates the performance of our view selection for multi-view

gait recognition. The CASIA gait database B which is employed in this experi-

ment, contains 11 views. Two systems are tested by using gaits under 3 and 4

gallery views respectively to recognize gaits under any 11 views.

Based on Section 4.8.4, the 11 views are clustered into groups using k-mean

clustering [128] on GEI s. For the system with 3 gallery views, the 11 views are

clustered into 3 groups as group1: 0◦, 18◦, 162◦, 180◦, group2: 36◦, 54◦, 126◦, 144◦

and group3: 72◦, 90◦, 108◦. For the system with 4 gallery views, the 11 views
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Table 4.4: Comparisons on multi-view gait recognition (%) using different meth-

ods.

Method REI+LDA [51] The proposed method
using 3 gallery views using 3 gallery views

Average performance 91 94

Method 3D model-based method [41] The proposed method
using 4 gallery views using 4 gallery views

Average performance 70 98

are clustered into 4 groups as group1: 0◦, 180◦, group2: 18◦, 36◦, 162◦, group3:

54◦, 126◦, 144◦ and group4: 72◦, 90◦, 108◦.

Based on our evaluation on the training dataset, the optimal views for the

systems with 3 and 4 gallery views are {0◦, 72◦, 144◦} and {0◦, 54◦, 108◦, 162◦}
respectively. To evaluate the recognition performances of the systems on the

testing dataset, for example of the system with 4 gallery views, gaits from views

0◦, 54◦, 108◦ and 162◦ are used to train 11 VTM s. Then, V TM0◦+54◦+108◦+162◦→0◦ ,

..., V TM0◦+54◦+108◦+162◦→180◦ are used to recognize gait from each single view (see

Section 4.8.3). The similar experiment is carried out for the system with 3 gallery

views.

Refer to Table 4.3, the proposed method (i.e. SR-rVTM ) achieves very high

performance for recognizing gaits under each single view by using only 3 or 4

gallery views. Refer to Table 4.4, by using 3 gallery views, the proposed method

achieves average accuracy of 94% which is better than the method in [51]. By

using 4 gallery views, the proposed method significantly outperforms the 3D

model-based method [41] which can achieve about 70% accuracy. This is because

3D gait motion is a complicated dynamic shape model. The 3D gait analysis is

usually interfered by noises from various factors such as low resolution video, poor

foreground segmentation, shadow, partial occlusion, etc. which directly affect the

performance of its analysis.
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Table 4.5: Performance of cross-view gait recognition (%) under various walking

conditions.

Probe Gallery
Separated VTM Mixed VTM

Normal With a bag With a coat Normal With a bag With a coat

0◦ 180◦ 98 94 95 96 93 94

0◦ 18◦ 88 85 85 82 81 83

54◦ 36◦ 99 94 95 95 92 94

54◦ 72◦ 98 89 94 94 88 91

90◦ 72◦ 97 87 93 93 86 90

90◦ 108◦ 96 89 92 93 87 90

126◦ 108◦ 99 93 97 94 92 96

126◦ 144◦ 98 94 95 94 91 94

4.9.7 Cross-view gait recognition under various conditions

In this experiment, we consider 3 different walking conditions including: 1) nor-

mal walking (without carrying a bag and without wearing a coat); 2) walking

when carrying a bag; 3) walking when wearing a coat. Gait recognition is carried

out on each walking condition separately. However, VTM (i.e. SR-rVTM ) is

trained using two different ways including: 1) VTM is trained for each walking

condition separately; 2) VTM is trained for mixed walking conditions. This is

used to verify robustness of VTM under mixed walking conditions when com-

pared with VTM under single walking condition.

From Table 4.5, VTM from mixed walking conditions gives just slightly worse

performance than VTM from single walking conditions. That is, when VTM is

constructed using the training dataset which covers sufficient walking samples,

VTM can be efficiently used for the view transformation of gaits under various

walking conditions.

4.9.8 Cross-view gait recognition under outdoor environ-

ment

The proposed method is further evaluated using the practical dataset (outdoor)

i.e. the USF gait database. This database is challenging because of several
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Table 4.6: Performance of cross-view gait recognition (%) under outdoor environ-

ment using the experiment A of the USF gait database.

[2] [27] [28] [129] [130] [131] [132] Our method

73 83 85 83 80 86 80 89

difficulties of the outdoor environment such as wind, shadow, and illumination.

The USF gait database contains a set of 12 challenge experiments which are

designed to investigate the effect of five factors affecting the performance of gait

recognition. Among the 12 experiments, the experiment A is adopted for our

evaluation because it observes view change for gait recognition which matches

the focus of this study.

In the experiment A, probe and gallery gaits are recorded from different cam-

eras L and R respectively. In our experiments, 22 subjects are used for VTM

(i.e. SR-rVTM ) construction. The rest of 100 subjects are used for evaluating

cross-view gait recognition. From Table 4.6, the proposed method (which achieves

89%) outperforms other methods in the literature (which achieve below 86%).

4.10 Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter has proposed the methods for gait recognition under view change

based on two types of VTM, dVTM and rVTM. In this study, dVTM is con-

structed based on the matrix factorization process by using TSVD on the opti-

mized GEI. TSVD is applied to factorize the gait matrix on the training dataset

into the subject-independent matrix and the view-independent matrix. Such

subject-independent matrix is dependent to the trained views and then is used

to build up dVTM. Thus, in the testing phase, dVTM can be used for the view

transformation process in generic for any seen/unseen subject. Based on our

experiments, the proposed dVTM -based method is shown to significantly out-

perform the conventional dVTM -based method, by applying the reduced version

of SVD and the optimized version of GEI. However, its performance is still limited

due to its linear processes on global features.
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In this thesis, VTM is reformulated as the newly proposed rVTM. rVTM is

constructed based on the concept of correlated motion regression. Regression

processes are used to formulate and model correlated motions among gaits across

different views. To achieve a reliable regression, ROI selection is a core process

to filter source gait feature and remain with only relevant information to predict

corresponding information in target gait feature. In this study, three regression

techniques including MLP, SVR, and SR are independently adopted as regression

tools for rVTM construction. As a result, SR provides the highest performance.

This is because SR can reduce redundancy in ROI based on its sparse properties.

Such refined ROI can be used to generate more stable and non-overfitting re-

gression fitted models in rVTM construction. Based on our experiments, rVTM -

based methods are shown to be significantly better than dVTM -based methods

in all cases. Consequently, the proposed rVTM -based method (i.e. SR-rVTM )

also outperforms the other methods in the literature.

In fact, any regression tool can be applied for the rVTM construction by

following the framework proposed in this study. The proposed method can be also

applied to any suitable gait feature, if it is able to preserve correlation between

motions from different views. This property is a fundamental assumption of

rVTM. To further improve the efficiency of our rVTM construction, the process

of ROI selection should be improved to be more reliable and robust for different

realistic situations such as walking when carrying a bag and partial occlusions.

To improve the gait recognition performance, the proposed VTM -based method

is further applied for multi-view gait recognition using multi-view to one-view

transformation. The experiments show that multi-view to one-view transforma-

tion significantly outperforms standard one-view to one-view transformation in

all cases. As mentioned in Section 4.8.3, the proposed multi-view to one-view

VTM can be claimed as an implicit 3D model-based method. However, it is

shown to be more efficient than the 3D gait model-based method for multi-view

gait recognition. Moreover, considering real applications of gait recognition un-

der various views, this chapter has also proposed an efficient view classification

method and discusses several implementation matters under the different cases.

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the methods in the third

category [48][49][50][51][52] including the proposed VTM -based method cannot
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be used for the view-normalization of untrained views because they rely on super-

vised learning. However, these methods can be extended in somehow for cross-

view gait recognition of any trained/untrained view using the following technique.

In fact, current gait feature can tolerate small change of view. That is, the

gait feature of untrained view can be approximated by another one of nearby

trained view as long as the gap between these two views is less than tolerable

limitation mentioned above. For cross-view gait recognition based on VTM, we

may use sufficient number of cameras to record gaits under multiple views which

can be used to train a sufficient number of VTM s. The gap between any two

consecutive views is smaller than the largest view-offset which can be tolerated

by the adopted gait feature. So, VTM s which are constructed with such camera

setup approximately, can cover all views. By using a more robust gait feature, a

less number of cameras will be required for VTM construction process.
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Chapter 5

Gait Recognition under Various

Views based on Correlated

Motion Co-clustering

5.1 Introduction

In recent years, several methods (see Section 1.2.2) have been proposed from

different perspectives for gait recognition under view change. The existing state-

of-the-art [48][49] relies on analysis of correlated walking motions across views.

The efficient method using rVTM was introduced in [49] (i.e. our method pro-

posed in Chapter 4). rVTM was used to transform correlated gait information

from one view onto another view. Its regression framework is based on map-

ping between a group of pixels, which is called ‘segment’ in this chapter, and a

single-pixel. Such mapping could become unstable when the pixels shift due to

an occlusion and/or a shadow on gait. The VTM -based methods may also suffer

from degeneracies and singularities caused by features visible in one view but not

in others, especially in the case of large view changes.

The method in [48] is another recent published state-of-the-art procedure,

which projected global gait features from two different views into two subspaces

for achieving correlation maximization. This method regarded the global gait

feature as a whole in the projection procedure. The performance is limited when

the unrelated gait information from different views is involved in the projection.
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Probe gait feature
from one view

Gallery gait feature
from another view

Segments
of probe gait

Segments
of gallery gait

* Transformed segment of probe gait and corresponding projected segment of 
gallery gait are in the same subspace.

Bipartite graph modelling

Similarity measurement

Canonical Correlation Analysis

Projected segments 
of probe gait

Projected segments 
of gallery gait

Linear approximation

* Transformed segments 
of probe gait 

Gait partitioning model

Bipartite graph
multipartitioning via SVD

Correlation optimization

View normalization

Gait similarity

Figure 5.1: The proposed framework for cross-view gait recognition.

Obviously, when view changes, certain gait information may disappear from one

view to the others. Such gait information will not contribute to the gait recogni-

tion under various views. Instead, it will be a barrier for recognizing gaits if it is

not carefully eliminated.

This chapter proposes a novel method that can overcome the limitations of the

current state-of-the-art methods [48][49]. The proposed method relaxes the map-

ping relationship across views by using a segment to segment mapping through

a correlated motion co-clustering method. The correlation of gaits from different

views is then maximized based on the corresponding local segments rather than

on the global gait features. In this way, the correlation maximization of gaits

from different views will be further optimized by involving only the related gait

information in the local segments.

Figure 5.1 shows the framework of the proposed solution for cross-view gait
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5.1 Introduction

recognition. Given a training dataset containing individual gaits from two dif-

ferent views, our framework contains three main steps in the training process,

namely 1) gait partitioning model using bipartite graph multipartitioning (see

Section 5.3); 2) correlation optimization using CCA (see Section 5.4); 3) view

normalization using linear approximation (see Section 5.4).

The first step is to learn the gait partitioning model for cross-view gait recog-

nition. A bipartite graph is used to model the correlation between gaits from two

different views, then a bipartite graph multipartitioning is applied to co-cluster

gaits across the two views into segments. Consequently, the corresponding seg-

ments are the most correlated and contain the most similar gait information. The

second step is to maximize the correlation between gaits from different views.

CCA is then applied to project the corresponding segments from the two views

into two subspaces where their linear correlation is maximized. Such subspaces

can be called CCA subspaces. The final step is to learn a linear approximation

model in order to linearly transform the corresponding segments of gaits from the

two CCA subspaces into the same CCA subspace.

In the testing phase, probe and gallery gaits are co-clustered into segments

using the relevant (i.e. regarding their views) trained gait partitioning model.

Then, the correlation optimization model (i.e. CCA projection matrices) and the

linear approximation model which have been obtained in the training process,

are applied to the gait segments to project them onto a common CCA subspace

where the similarity measurement can be carried out properly.

When compared with the state-of-the-art [48][49], the proposed method demon-

strates the following advantages.

• By co-clustering correlated motion patterns across views, the proposed

method achieves a robust mapping between a gait segment under one view

and the other most correlated gait segment under another view in the op-

timized subspaces.

• Since the proposed method is performed on the local gait segments rather

than the global gait feature, it can avoid spurious correlations.

• When compared with other methods in the literature, the proposed method

can enhance gait recognition under large view change significantly.
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5.2 Gait Feature Preparation

0° 18° 36° 54° 72°

108° 126° 144° 162° 180°

Figure 5.2: The correlations between GEI s from 90◦ and other views (i.e.

0◦, 18◦, 36◦, 54◦, 72◦, 108◦, 126◦, 144◦, 162◦, 180◦) as indicated on the top of each

image. The lighter color represents the higher correlation.

• The proposed method can be extended for multi-view gait recognition with

very encouraging performance, where camera cooperation and geometry

constraints are not required.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Adopted gait feature is

explained in Section 5.2. Gait partitioning model is proposed in Sections 5.3.

Correlation optimization and linear approximation are described in Section 5.4.

Cross-view and multi-view gait recognitions are discussed in Section 5.5. Exper-

imental results are shown in Section 5.6 and conclusions are drawn in Section

5.7.

5.2 Gait Feature Preparation

GEI (see Section 2.1) is also used as a gait feature in this chapter. This is because

it contains high correlations of walking motions across different views. The pre-

processing including gait period estimation and view classification are explained

in Sections 3.2 and 4.3.

As mentioned in Section 2.1, although GEI s under various views are different,

they are captured from the same 3D gait of an individual. Therefore, they must

share correlated information especially for the case of small view difference. This

is analyzed as follows.

In Figure 5.2, each image shows the correlation between GEI s from 90◦ and

another view as indicated on the top of the images. In each image, columns repre-
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Table 5.1: Table of notations related to gait features.

Symbol Explanation

Gθg , Gθp GEI s from views θg and θp respectively

Gn,θg , Gn,θp The nth samples of Gθg and Gθp respectively

Gk
θg
, Gk

θp
The kth segments of Gθg and Gθp respectively

piθg , p
i
θp

The ith pixels of Gθg and Gθp respectively

pin,θg , p
i
n,θp

Values of the ith pixels of Gn,θg and Gn,θp

respectively

Nb, Nd Sizes (i.e. total numbers of pixels) of Gθg

and Gθp respectively

Note: Nb and Nd are not necessarily the same

Ng, Np Sizes (i.e. total numbers of pixels) of Gk
θg

and Gk
θp

respectively

Note: Ng and Np are not necessarily the same

sent pixels of GEI from 90◦ and rows represent pixels of GEI from another view.

The correlation coefficient (see Equation (5.4)) between each pixel of GEI from

90◦ and each pixel of GEI from another view is calculated and then illustrated in

the images of Figure 5.2. The lighter color shows the higher correlation. Twenty

four subjects from the CASIA gait database B are used in this analysis.

From Figure 5.2, several important points can be observed. First, neighboring

pixels are highly correlated because they likely belong to the same/correlated

body parts. Second, GEI s from closer views share stronger correlations because

they share more visual information. Third, not all pixels of GEI are correlated

with each other. Thus, it will be more efficient to bridge gaps between GEI s from

different views on the local correlated segments rather than normalization on the

global GEI.

Moreover, to avoid any confusion, Table 5.1 lists key notations related to gait
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5.3 Gait Partitioning Model

features which are frequently used in this chapter.

5.3 Gait Partitioning Model

As analyzed in Section 5.2, not all information of GEI s from different views is

correlated. Thus, GEI s should be co-clustered into segments such that the corre-

sponding segments across the views contain the most correlated gait information.

Sequentially, the correlation optimization can be applied on the corresponding

segments instead of the global GEI s, in order to avoid spurious relationships

between unrelated information.

In this section, gait partitioning model is proposed to achieve this co-clustering

using a bipartite graph multipartitioning (see Section 2.6). By describing gaits

from different views (Gθg and Gθp) with a bipartite graph, partition such a graph

can yield the co-clustering of Gθg and Gθp .

The gait partitioning model is learned from a training dataset, which is ex-

plained below. The training dataset is given as {Gn,θg , Gn,θp}Nan=1 where each pair

contains GEI samples of the same subject from different views, Gn,θg and Gn,θp

are the nth samples of Gθg and Gθp respectively, and Na is the total number of

training samples.

5.3.1 Problem formulation based on co-clustering

Given Gθg = {piθg}
Nb
i=1 and Gθp = {piθp}

Nd
i=1 where piθg and piθp are the ith pixels in

Gθg and Gθp respectively, and Nb and Nd are the total number of pixels in Gθg

and Gθp respectively, Gθg and Gθp are simultaneously clustered into Nc disjoint

segments as follow.

Gθg = G1
θg ∪ ... ∪G

Nc
θg

Gθp = G1
θp ∪ ... ∪G

Nc
θp

(5.1)

where the corresponding segments (Gk
θg

and Gk
θp

, 1 ≤ k ≤ Nc) are the most

correlated.
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5.3 Gait Partitioning Model

That is, a given pixel piθg belongs to Gk
θg

if its correlation with Gk
θp

is greater

than its correlation with any other segments in Gθp . Thus, given Gθp = G1
θp
∪

... ∪GNc
θp

, the corresponding segmentation of Gθg will be determined as follow.

Gk
θg = {piθg :

∑
p∈Gkθp

γ(piθg , p) ≥
∑
p∈Gmθp

γ(piθg , p), ∀m = 1, ..., Nc} (5.2)

where γ is an absolute value of the correlation coefficient between the two pixel-

variables [2]. In the same way, when given Gθg = G1
θg
∪ ... ∪ GNc

θg
, the induced

segmentation of Gθp is given by follow.

Gk
θp = {piθp :

∑
p∈Gkθg

γ(piθp , p) ≥
∑
p∈Gmθg

γ(piθp , p), ∀m = 1, ..., Nc} (5.3)

From Equations (5.2) and (5.3), it can be seen that co-clustering of GEI s from

different views is recursive in nature. This is because segments of Gθg determine

segments of Gθp which in turn determine segments of Gθg . This process can be

achieved by a bipartite graph multipartitioning. In general, the proposed gait

partitioning method can be applied to other types of gait features, which is not

limited to GEI.

5.3.2 Bipartite graph modelling on gait features from dif-

ferent views

The bipartite graph is used in this study to model correlations between gaits from

different views. The bipartite graph is a triple B = (V,E,W ) where V = Gθg∪Gθp

contains two sets of vertices representing pixels in GEI s, E = {(piθg , p
j
θp

) : piθg ∈
Gθg , p

j
θp
∈ Gθp} is the set of edges, and W = {wpiθg ,pjθp : wpiθg ,p

j
θp

= γ(piθg , p
j
θp

)}
is the sets of edge-weights. The weight represents the correlation between two

pixel-variables (piθg , p
j
θp

) from two different views (θg, θp) based on the absolute

value of the correlation coefficient (γ) [2] as follow.

γ(piθg , p
j
θp

) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑Na

n=1(pin,θg − p̄
i
θg

)(pjn,θp − p̄
j
θp

)√∑Na
n=1(pin,θg − p̄

i
θg

)2

√∑Na
n=1(pjn,θp − p̄

j
θp

)2

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (5.4)
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Gɵg

Gɵp

G1ɵg

G1ɵp

Gkɵg

Gkɵp

GNcɵg

GNcɵp

V1 Vk VNc

Figure 5.3: Graph partitioning. Green and red circles (i.e graph vertices) rep-

resent pixels in Gθg and Gθp respectively. Black lines are edges connecting each

pixel in Gθg to each pixel in Gθp . Blue lines are graph cuts.

where pin,θg and pjn,θp are values of the ith and jth pixels in GEI training samples

Gn,θg and Gn,θp respectively, Na is the total number of training samples, p̄iθg =∑Na
n=1 p

i
n,θg

Na
, and p̄jθp =

∑Na
n=1 p

j
n,θp

Na
.

5.3.3 Bipartite graph multipartitioning on gait features

from different views

Given the bipartite graph B on Gθg and Gθp from Section 5.3.2, SVD is applied to

cluster the graph vertices (V ) of B into Nc partitions as V1 = G1
θg
∪G1

θp
, ..., VNc =

GNc
θg
∪GNc

θp
where Gk

θg
and Gk

θp
(1 ≤ k ≤ Nc) are not necessary to have the same

size. As shown in Figure 5.3, this process achieves gait partitioning simultaneously

as Gθg = G1
θg
∪ ... ∪GNc

θg
and Gθp = G1

θp
∪ ... ∪GNc

θp
.

The gait partitioning model can be obtained based on the bipartite graph

multipartitioning which is explained in Section 2.6, through the following steps

in Algorithm 1. First, the matrices A ∈ <Nb×Nd , D1 ∈ <Nb×Nb , and D2 ∈ <Nd×Nd

are constructed such that A(i, j) = wpiθg ,p
j
θp

, D1 and D2 are diagonal matrices,

D1(i, i) =
∑Nd

j=1A(i, j), and D2(j, j) =
∑Nb

i=1A(i, j). Then, the matrix An is

formed based on these matrices A, D1, and D2.

As mentioned in Section 2.6, l left and right singular vectors (U and V)

of An contain Nc-modal information for Nc-partitioning (i.e. multipartition-

ing) where l = dlog2 Nce. As defined herein, U = [u2, ..., ul+1] ∈ <Nb×l and

V = [v2, ..., vl+1] ∈ <Nd×l where ui and vi are the left and right singular vectors

respectively corresponding to the ith largest singular value of An, and Nb and Nd

are the dimensions of Gθg and Gθp respectively.
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5.3 Gait Partitioning Model

Algorithm 1 The gait partitioning model based on the bipartite graph multipar-

titioning

Input: A training dataset {Gn,θg , Gn,θp}Nan=1 where each pair contains GEI s of

the same subject from different views

Output: The gait partitioning model

1: Compute A, D1 and D2 based on the training dataset (see Equation (2.24))

2: Form An = D
−1/2
1 AD

−1/2
2

3: Compute l = dlog2 Nce left and right singular vectors of An (U =

(u2, u3, ..., ul+1) and V = (v2, v3, ..., vl+1))

4: Form Z =

[
D
−1/2
1 U

D
−1/2
2 V

]
5: Perform k-means (k = Nc) on the l-dimensional vectors in Z to obtain the

desired Nc-way multipartitioning {Gk
θg
∪Gk

θp
}Nck=1

6: return Achieve the gait partitioning model as Gθg = G1
θg
∪ ... ∪ GNc

θg
and

Gθp = G1
θp
∪ ... ∪GNc

θp

At this stage, the eigenvectors (Z) which relax the bipartite graph mutiparti-

tioning are obtained through the singular vectors in U and V. Each l-dimensional

vector in Z is a representative information of each vertex (which corresponds to

each pixel in Gθg and Gθp) of the graph B. According to Equation (2.27) and the

constructions of U and V , the first Nb vectors in Z correspond to pixels in Gθg

and the rest of Nd vectors in Z correspond to pixels in Gθp .

Then, a simple clustering algorithm such as k-mean (k = Nc) can be applied on

these l-dimensional vectors in Z to cluster them into Nc groups which sequentially

provide the multipartitioning of the corresponding vertices (V ) of the graph B

({Gk
θg
∪ Gk

θp
}Nck=1) that agrees with our intuition in Equations (5.2) and (5.3).

Accordingly, this results in the gait partitioning model as stated in Equation

(5.1).
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Linear Approximation

5.4 View-Normalization based on Correlation Op-

timization and Linear Approximation

It can be concluded from the proposed gait partitioning model that when GEI s

are clustered into Nc segments, the corresponding segments (Gk
θg
, Gk

θp
) are the

most correlated and likely to contain the same gait information but under different

views (θg, θp). In this section, CCA (as briefed in Section 2.7) is applied to

optimize the correlation of each pair of segments (Gk
θg
, Gk

θp
) where the size of Gk

θg

(Ng) and the size of Gk
θp

(Np) are not necessarily the same as mentioned above.

5.4.1 Correlation optimization

CCA has the ability to model the relationships between two sets of variables (i.e.

Gk
θg

and Gk
θp

in this study). It also performs the data reduction in this multivariate

analysis. In this chapter, CCA is applied to compute a pair of projection vectors

wkg and wkp such that the correlation ρ between the two projections (wkg )
TGk

θg
and

(wkp)
TGk

θp
is maximized. wkg ∈ <Ng×1 and wkp ∈ <Np×1 are eigenvectors of the

following eigenvalue equations.

C−1
gg Cgp C

−1
pp Cpg ω

k
g = ρ2ωkg

C−1
pp Cpg C

−1
gg Cgp ω

k
p = ρ2ωkp

(5.5)

where Cgg and Cpp are the within-set covariance matrices of Gk
θg

and Gk
θp

re-

spectively, and Cgp is the between-set covariance matrix of Gk
θg

and Gk
θp

.

In this study, for the subspace optimization, we use CCA projection matrices

(Wk
g and Wk

p) which contain the first Ne eigenvectors where their corresponding

eigenvalues are approximately 1. As defined herein, Wk
g = {wkg,i}Nei=1 ∈ <Ng×Ne

and Wk
p = {wkp,i}Nei=1 ∈ <Np×Ne where wkg,i and wkp,i is the ith pair of eigenvectors

corresponding to the ith largest eigenvalue (ρi) of Equation (5.5), and ρi ≈ 1.

The CCA projection matrices are used to maximize the correlation between

Gk
θg

and Gk
θp

. They are also used to reduce the gait feature dimensions (i.e.

Ne < Ng and Ne < Np).

Therefore, Gk
θg
∈ <Ng and Gk

θp
∈ <Np can be projected into CCA subspaces

as G̃k
θg

= (Wk
g)
TGk

θg
∈ <Ne and G̃k

θp
= (Wk

p)
TGk

θp
∈ <Ne respectively.
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5.5 Gait Recognition under Various Views

5.4.2 Linear approximation

Let aki ∈ < and bki ∈ < be the projections of Gk
θg

and Gk
θp

through the projection

vectors ωkg,i and ωkp,i respectively. Thus,

aki = (ωkg,i)
TGk

θg , b
k
i = (ωkp,i)

TGk
θp (5.6)

Suppose that the corresponding correlation value ρi is approximately 1, then

aki and bki are approximately linearly correlated. Thus, there are coefficient βki

and constant εki to define the linear equation as follow.

aki = βki b
k
i + εki (5.7)

Given the training dataset {Gn,θg , Gn,θp}Nan=1 (where each pair contains GEI

samples of the same subject from different views, Gn,θg and Gn,θp are the nth

samples of Gθg and Gθp respectively, and Na is the total number of training

samples), βki and εki can be calculated according to the regression analysis [133]

as follow.

βki =

∑Na
n=1(ωkp,i)

TGk
n,θp

(ωkg,i)
TGk

n,θg∑Na
n=1((ωkp,i)

TGk
n,θp

)2

εki =
1

Na

Na∑
n=1

(ωkg,i)
TGk

n,θg −
βki
Na

Na∑
n=1

(ωkp,i)
TGk

n,θp

(5.8)

Therefore, ~βk = {βki }Nei=1 and ~εk = {εki }Nei=1 can be used to linearly transform

GEI from θp to θg under the trained CCA subspaces (G̃k
θp→θg = ~βkG̃k

θp
+ ~εk). In

this way, two sets of gaits previously under different views are now transformed

onto a same view where the gait similarity measurement can be carried out.

5.5 Gait Recognition under Various Views

Two scenarios of gait recognition under various views are addressed as follows.
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Algorithm 2 Cross-view gait similarity measurement

Input: Two GEI s from different views (G1,θg and G2,θp)

Output: The gait similarity

1: GEI s are co-clustered into Nc segments based on the trained GEI partitioning

model:

G1,θg = {Gk
1,θg
}Nck=1 and

G2,θp = {Gk
2,θp
}Nck=1

2: GEI s are transformed into the trained CCA subspaces:

G̃1,θg = {G̃k
1,θg
}Nck=1 = {(Wk

g)
TGk

1,θg
}Nck=1 and

G̃2,θp = {G̃k
2,θp
}Nck=1 = {(Wk

p)
TGk

2,θp
}Nck=1

3: GEI from θp is transformed to θg under the trained CCA subspaces:

G̃2,θp→θg = {G̃k
2,θp→θg}

Nc
k=1 = { ~βkG̃k

2,θp
+ ~εk}Nck=1

4: return Gait similarity is a sum of cosine similarities of corresponding seg-

ments:

sim =
∑Nc

k=1

G̃k2,θp→θg ·G̃
k
1,θg

||G̃k2,θp→θg || ||G̃
k
1,θg
||

5.5.1 Cross-view gait recognition

Based on the training processes in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, the view-normalization

model for θg and θp can be defined as follow.

Mθg ,θp = { Gk
θg , G

k
θp , Wk

g , Wk
p,

~βk, ~εk }Nck=1 (5.9)

In the cross-view recognition phase, given any two testing samples G1,θg and

G2,θp , gait similarity is measured by following the steps in Algorithm 2 based

on the trained Mθg ,θp . The higher sim, the more possibility that the two gaits

(G1,θg , G2,θp) belong to the same subject.

5.5.2 Multi-view gait recognition

As mentioned in the introduction, multi-view gait recognition is defined as the

scenario where there are at least two views available for gallery and/or probe gaits.

For example, there are A views available for gallery gait (Gθg1 , Gθg2 , ..., GθgA)
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and B views available for probe gait (Gθp1 , Gθp2 , ..., GθpB), of each person. Thus,

gallery and probe gait feature vectors are defined as follow.

GθA = Gθg1 : Gθg2 : ... : GθgA

GθB = Gθp1 : Gθp2 : ... : GθpB

(5.10)

where ‘:’ is the concatenation. Then, the same method for cross-view gait recog-

nition (Sections 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5.1) is applied for multi-view gait recognition given

the extended feature vectors described in Equation (5.10). That is, GθA and GθB

will be in place of Gθg and Gθp respectively in Algorithm 2.

5.6 Experiments

The CASIA gait database B is used in our experiments (Sections 5.6.1, 5.6.2, and

5.6.3). This database directly supports the study of gait recognition under view

change, which contains 11 views (0◦, 18◦, ..., 180◦). The database is randomly

divided into two groups. The first group of 24 subjects are used for the training

processes: gait partitioning model, correlation optimization, and linear approxi-

mation (see Sections 5.3 and 5.4). The rest of 100 subjects are used for evaluating

the performance of gait recognition under view change. Therefore, the training

processes are independent from the subject recognition process. It demonstrates

generality of the trained models.

Moreover, our experiment in Section 5.6.4 is carried out based on the USF

gait database which is considered as a real scene. This database is challenging

because of several difficulties of the outdoor environment such as wind, shadow,

and illumination. It is recorded from two views/cameras (L and R). The cameras’

lines of sight are verged at approximately 30 degrees. In our experiment, 22

subjects are randomly selected and used for the training processes. The rest of

100 subjects are used for evaluating cross-view gait recognition.

In our experiments, the proposed method is implemented using the library

functions of OpenCV 2.0 in Microsoft Visual C++ 8.0 environment on the com-

puter with Quad Processor 2.66 GHz and 4 GB Ram. Regarding the computa-

tional complexity, the training processes may take time but the view-transformation
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Case 1
Ɵg: 72° Ɵp: 90°

Case 2
Ɵg: 54° Ɵp: 90°

Case 3
Ɵg: 108°, 144° Ɵp: 126°

Case 4
Ɵg: 72°, 108° Ɵp: 90°, 126°

Figure 5.4: Sample results of GEI partitioning model. GEI s are clustered into 2

and 4 segments as shown in rows 2 and 3 respectively. Row 1 shows sample GEI s

from different views. Different colors are used to distinguish different segments.

process itself in the recognition phase is very fast. In our experiment, it took ap-

proximately 10 minutes to train one view-normalization model but it took only

less than 0.001 second to achieve one view-transformation. The training processes

can be completed offline beforehand.

5.6.1 GEI partitioning model

This section is to illustrate sample results of our GEI partitioning model proposed

in Section 5.3. From Figure 5.4, cases 1 and 2 are cross-view gait recognitions

when the view-differences are 18◦ and 36◦ respectively, case 3 is multi-view to

one-view gait recognition, and case 4 is multi-view to multi-view gait recognition.

From Figure 5.4, several important points can be observed. First, pixels

representing the similar motion regions are clustered into the same segment. For

example, from the third row in case 1, yellow segments correspond to body parts

that move less during a walking cycle (i.e. head, torso, middle side of legs),

red and green segments correspond to body parts that move constantly during

a walking cycle (i.e. arms, outer side of legs), and blue segments correspond to

background and stride (i.e. movements between legs).

Second, the corresponding segments from different views are likely to contain

correlated gait information from the same body parts. For example, from the

third row in case 4, red and green segments represent the front-most and back-

most parts respectively of human body, which contain correlated gait information

across views. Although these segments from different views may include gait
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information of different body parts, these body parts are still related to some

extent (e.g. different areas of the same 3D leg) depending on the degree of view

change. Moreover, blue segments represent the middle parts of human body,

which usually contain shared gait information across views. Yellow segments

represent strides and backgrounds captured from different views.

Third, the corresponding segments (i.e. segments with the same color in

Figure 5.4) from different views are allocated in different x-y positions of GEI,

although they are likely to contain the same body part as mentioned above.

This is because they belong to the different geometric representations of different

views.

Based on the above observations, applying CCA on the corresponding seg-

ments instead of the global gait features (i.e. the proposed method) can avoid

spurious relationships between unrelated motions.

5.6.2 Cross-view gait recognition

The performance on cross-view gait recognition proposed in Section 5.5.1 is eval-

uated and compared with other six methods (see Table 5.2) including: 1) the

baseline method which simply matches GEI across views without any view-

normalization [3]; 2) view rectification using self-calibrating [44]; 3) FT-dVTM

[52]; 4) GEI-dVTM [50]; 5) SVR-rVTM [49]; 6) GEI-CCA [48]. These methods

[3][44][48][49][50][52] are the key methods of gait recognition under view change.

In Table 5.2, some missing results have not been reported by [44]. In our experi-

ments, Nearest Neighbor (NN) is used as a classifier for gait recognition.

In this section, the experimental results corresponding to four probe views

(0◦, 54◦, 90◦, 126◦) are shown in Table 5.2. These views are selected to represent

the common situations: frontal view (0◦), oblique view (54◦, 126◦), and literal

view (90◦). In our experiments, it was observed that the performances for the

rest of probe views are similar as shown in Table 5.2.

In this experiment, for a fair comparison, the related method in [48] is reimple-

mented and adjusted to be consistent with the proposed method in the following

aspects: 1) gait feature; 2) gait similarity measurement; 3) training and testing

datasets. In this way, advantages of the proposed gait partitioning model can be
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clearly demonstrated. From Table 5.2, it is clearly seen that our method outper-

forms the method in [48] especially for the case of large view change. For example,

when compared with [48], our method improves the performance averagely by 7%

and 12% for ± 18 and ± 36 degrees of view changes respectively.

Among the VTM -based methods [48][49][50], the method in [49] provides

the highest accuracy. However, it performs worse than our method in all cases

(especially for the case of large view change). This is because our method relies

on the more robust segment to segment mapping on the optimized subspaces.

The performance improvement of the proposed method against [49] is further

demonstrated in multi-view gait recognition (see Section 5.6.3).

Moreover, our method significantly outperforms the baseline method [3]. It

also performs better than [44] for most cases except some cases of relatively

large view-difference. In our method, this limitation of large view-difference can

be overcome based on multi-view gait recognition (see Sections 5.5.2 and 5.6.3)

which has not been discussed by [44].

For example, in the case of θg = 54◦, θp = 90◦ (±36 degrees of view change)

from Table 5.2, [44] achieves 74% which is better than 66% achieved by the pro-

posed method. However, multi-view gait recognition in the case of θg = 54◦, θp =

18◦, 90◦ (±36 degrees of view change) from Table 5.3 shows that the proposed

method achieves the improved recognition performance of 83%. Also, the method

in [44] cannot be efficiently applied for frontal views (0◦,18◦,144◦,162◦,180◦) be-

cause limbs’ poses (i.e. gait information used in [44]) become unreliable and/or

untraceable under these views.

Furthermore, it is clearly seen that cross-view gait recognition between two

closer views achieves better performance because the gaits share more information

when their views are closer.

5.6.3 Multi-view gait recognition

In Section 5.5.2, it shows the capability of the proposed method in a multi-camera

environment but without camera cooperation. Two scenarios are demonstrated

here: 1) multi-view to one-view gait recognition where gallery gaits from multiple

views are used to recognize probe gait from one view; 2) multi-view to multi-view
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gait recognition where gallery gaits from multiple views are used to recognize

probe gaits from multiple views. These scenarios are quite common in the real

world, where gallery and/or probe gaits from multiple views are available.

5.6.3.1 Multi-view to one-view gait recognition

Table 5.3 shows that the performance of two-view to one-view gait recognition is

significantly better than cross-view gait recognition. The reason is because gaits

from multiple views provide more information for view-normalization process.

Moreover, based on our literature review, there are two existing methods

[49][50] applicable for this scenario of multi-view to one-view gait recognition.

They are used in the comparison. It can be seen that the proposed method

outperforms the VTM -based methods [49][50].

5.6.3.2 Multi-view to multi-view gait recognition

Table 5.4 shows the experimental results and comparisons with the method in

[48] which is the only existing method that may address this same scenario. Our

method is the first time to introduce multi-view to multi-view gait recognition

without camera cooperation. To make a comparison, the method in [48] is reim-

plemented as mentioned in Section 5.6.2. For more comprehensive comparisons,

the relevant experimental results of two-view to one-view and cross-view gait

recognitions are also shown as the references.

From Table 5.4, two-view to two-view gait recognition achieves the highest

accuracy, followed by two-view to one-view gait recognition and cross-view gait

recognition respectively. It also can be seen that the proposed method clearly

outperforms the method in [48].

5.6.4 Cross-view gait recognition in a cluttered outdoor

environment

The proposed method is further evaluated using the practical dataset (outdoor)

i.e. the USF gait database. Among the 12 challenging experiments pre-defined for

the USF gait database, the experiment A is adopted for our evaluation because it
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observes view change for gait recognition which matches the focus of this study.

Probe and gallery gaits are recorded from different cameras L and R respectively.

From Table 5.5, the proposed method (which achieves 89%) outperforms other

methods in the literature (which achieve below 85%).

5.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, a new method has been proposed to address the gait recognition

under view change. Gallery and probe gaits from different views are co-clustered

into segments such that the corresponding segments from different views are the

most correlated. To bridge the gap across gaits from different views, CCA is

applied on these corresponding segments to maximize their linear correlation. As

a result, gallery and probe gaits in the CCA transformed subspaces are approxi-

mately linearly correlated. Then, gait similarity measurement is carried out based

on linear approximation and cosine similarity. The comprehensive experimental

results have shown that our method outperforms other methods in the literature.

To improve the gait recognition performance, the proposed framework for

cross-view gait recognition has been further applied for multi-view gait recognition

without camera cooperation. In our experiments, it has been also shown that

multi-view gait recognition performs better than cross-view gait recognition in all

cases. Besides, our method outperforms other methods for the same scenario of

multi-view gait recognition.

In the future work, a non-linear modelling will be attempted. The correlation

between gaits from different views will be modelled using a non-linear relationship,

and a non-linear correlation optimization will be then applied. Moreover, we will

also consider to use other types of gait features that may provide more useful and

reliable information for recognizing gaits across views, based on the proposed

method.
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Table 5.2: Comparisons on cross-view gait recognition (%) using different meth-

ods.

Probe view (θp) 0◦

Gallery view (θg) 18◦ 36◦ 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦ 144◦ 162◦ 180◦

Baseline [3] 24 4 2 1 1 2 1 4 12 41

View-rectification [44] – – – – – – – – – –

FT-dVTM [52] 26 9 4 5 3 5 6 9 19 42

GEI-dVTM [50] 69 33 12 11 9 11 15 19 45 67

SVR-rVTM [49] 84 45 23 23 25 21 23 29 67 94

GEI-CCA [48] 77 39 19 16 19 19 20 29 62 91

The proposed method 85 47 26 25 28 25 27 37 68 95

Probe view (θp) 54◦

Gallery view (θg) 0◦ 18◦ 36◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦ 144◦ 162◦ 180◦

Baseline [3] 4 9 30 22 18 17 38 19 2 3

View-rectification [44] – – 57 65 62 63 63 – – –

FT-dVTM [52] 8 31 72 43 28 19 24 18 14 12

GEI-dVTM [50] 13 46 87 81 49 31 27 19 18 16

SVR-rVTM [49] 22 64 95 93 59 51 42 27 20 21

GEI-CCA [48] 22 56 94 88 51 47 43 27 17 15

The proposed method 24 65 97 95 63 53 48 34 23 22

Probe view (θp) 90◦

Gallery view (θg) 0◦ 18◦ 36◦ 54◦ 72◦ 108◦ 126◦ 144◦ 162◦ 180◦

Baseline [3] 3 4 7 17 82 88 22 2 1 1

View-rectification [44] – – 53 74 73 69 67 – – –

FT-dVTM [52] 3 6 8 27 36 58 28 21 10 3

GEI-dVTM [50] 7 11 22 52 75 79 45 26 12 6

SVR-rVTM [49] 16 22 35 63 95 95 65 38 20 13

GEI-CCA [48] 12 18 30 55 89 91 51 32 16 8

The proposed method 18 24 41 66 96 95 68 41 21 13

Probe view (θp) 126◦

Gallery view (θg) 0◦ 18◦ 36◦ 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 144◦ 162◦ 180◦

Baseline [3] 2 5 13 29 21 15 37 43 2 4

View-rectification [44] – – 45 57 60 70 68 – – –

FT-dVTM [52] 4 6 7 17 16 22 55 76 26 8

GEI-dVTM [50] 16 17 21 31 42 53 80 95 49 14

SVR-rVTM [49] 22 26 26 42 57 78 98 98 74 19

GEI-CCA [48] 21 18 26 34 54 75 91 97 63 18

The proposed method 25 29 35 49 60 78 98 98 75 22
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Table 5.3: Comparisons on multi-view to one-view gait recognition (%) using

different methods.

Scenario two-view to one-view cross-view cross-view

Gallery view (θg) 54◦

Probe view (θp) 36◦, 72◦ 36◦ 72◦

GEI-dVTM [50] 95 81 85

SVR-rVTM [49] 99 92 90

The proposed method 99 92 92

Gallery view (θg) 54◦

Probe view (θp) 18◦, 90◦ 18◦ 90◦

GEI-dVTM [50] 74 34 52

SVR-rVTM [49] 80 46 63

The proposed method 83 53 66

Gallery view (θg) 54◦

Probe view (θp) 0◦, 108◦ 0◦ 108◦

GEI-dVTM [50] 40 12 38

SVR-rVTM [49] 54 23 42

The proposed method 57 26 44

Gallery view (θg) 126◦

Probe view (θp) 108◦, 144◦ 108◦ 144◦

GEI-dVTM [50] 97 84 92

SVR-rVTM [49] 98 96 97

The proposed method 99 96 97

Gallery view (θg) 126◦

Probe view (θp) 90◦, 162◦ 90◦ 162◦

GEI-dVTM [50] 72 45 50

SVR-rVTM [49] 88 65 53

The proposed method 90 68 59

Gallery view (θg) 126◦

Probe view (θp) 72◦, 180◦ 72◦ 180◦

GEI-dVTM [50] 35 31 16

SVR-rVTM [49] 54 45 34

The proposed method 60 47 34
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Table 5.4: Comparisons on multi-view to multi-view gait recognition (%) using

different methods.

Scenario two-view to two-view two-view to one-view cross-view

Gallery view (θg) 54◦, 90◦ 54◦, 90◦ 90◦

Probe view (θp) 72◦, 108◦ 72◦ 72◦

GEI-CCA [48] 96 96 89

The proposed method 99 98 96

Gallery view (θg) 72◦, 108◦ 72◦, 108◦ 108◦

Probe view (θp) 90◦, 126◦ 90◦ 90◦

GEI-CCA [48] 97 96 91

The proposed method 100 98 95

Gallery view (θg) 18◦, 90◦ 18◦, 90◦ 90◦

Probe view (θp) 54◦, 126◦ 54◦ 54◦

GEI-CCA [48] 83 73 51

The proposed method 89 80 63

Gallery view (θg) 36◦, 108◦ 36◦, 108◦ 108◦

Probe view (θp) 72◦, 144◦ 72◦ 72◦

GEI-CCA [48] 79 74 58

The proposed method 85 79 67

Table 5.5: Performance of cross-view gait recognition (%) in a cluttered outdoor

environment using the experiment A of the USF gait database.

Method Recognition rate (%)

GEI [27] 83

MSCT+SST [130] 80

pHMM [28] 85

PEI+LDA [29] 85

USF [2] 73

HMM [132] 80

CFET [129] 83

The proposed method 89
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Chapter 6

Gait Recognition Across Various

Walking Speeds Using Higher

Order Shape Configuration

6.1 Introduction

In a real-world environment, there are various factors significantly affecting hu-

man gait including dressing in different clothes, walking while carrying different

objects, walking on different surfaces, walking with different shoes, walking un-

der variable speeds, and walking being observed from arbitrary views [2]. Among

these factors, speed change has been regarded as one of most commonly seen

challenging factors. The change of walking speed can significantly change the

gait shape description. For example, the reduction of stride length can be caused

by slowing down the walking speed [14]. In fact, speed change also affects other

body parts including arm, hip, knee, and ankle. Moreover, different people may

react differently to the change of walking speed because of age, gender, individual

body structure, etc., which makes the situation more complicated. This chap-

ter will focus on effects of speed change on gait recognition. A new solution is

proposed to deal with the challenges raised.

In recent years, several methods (see Section 1.2.3) have been proposed for

cross-speed gait recognition from different perspectives. Based on their published
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results, it is observed that the problem can be resolved to some extent, partic-

ularly, when the speed changes are small. However, it is still challenging when

the speed changes are significant. The proposed method will tackle this problem

as one of the core research objectives in this chapter. To demonstrate the per-

formance improvements by the proposed method, the relevant comparisons have

been conducted in this study.

In this chapter, Procrustes Shape Analysis (PSA) is adopted for gait recogni-

tion because it has been proved as a special shape description which can tolerate

the change of orientation of an object [106][134][135]. It can help to conduct

shape registrations, in particular, to build up gait features. Somehow, PSA can

deal with the changes of gait pose and body size throughout the walking cycle al-

though its original scheme is still constrained to cross-speed gait recognition. The

main challenges raised in the current PSA framework are: 1) the existing shape

configuration method is based on the static shape description known as Centroid

Shape Configuration (CSC). It may not efficiently describe dynamic gait infor-

mation particularly with the variation of walking speed; 2) the existing similarity

measurement is carried out between two shapes as a whole without differentiating

significances between different segments of the shape. It will cause problems if

contributions of the different shape segments are not the same.

In order to adopt the PSA and to adapt it for our purpose, we carry out a

complete analysis on details of effects caused by various walking speed changes on

gait recognition. Moreover, we also demonstrate the various effects on different

body parts. Such analysis provides helpful references for future work in this area.

According to the analysis, this chapter proposes a new Higher-order Shape Con-

figuration (HSC) which satisfactorily extends traditional CSC to handle the gait

shape change caused by the walking speed change. In the meantime, we introduce

Differential Composition Model (DCM) which reflects different effects caused by

walking speed change on the different body parts. DCM further improves the

discriminability of the gait feature based on HSC. Based on our experiments,

the proposed method has achieved a much better performance when compared

with the benchmark methods, particularly, when the change of walking speed is

significant.
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In summary, the proposed PSA-based method for speed-invariant gait recog-

nition has the following significant points which are different from the traditional

PSA framework [90][92][106][134][135][136][137][138][139].

• In the proposed method for pre-processing, prior knowledge of human shape

structure is embedded in the re-sampling process to more precisely address

the point correspondences of shape configurations. Three key positions of

the human body (i.e. head, left foot, and right foot) are automatically

detected and adopted as the reference points for the re-sampling. This as-

sumption is reasonable for gait shape analysis since they are visible normally

in a standing posture under any speed and view.

• To describe gait shape, HSC is proposed to replace the traditional CSC in

the PSA scheme which is not efficient in handling the speed change prob-

lem. HSC describes gait shape using higher-order information of the shape

boundary such as tangent and curvature. Such information is consistent in

describing gait shape regardless of any global appearance change caused by

speed change. The Forward Divided Difference approximation is applied

for calculating higher-order derivatives [140].

• In order to handle the large speed change, DCM is proposed to decompose

the gait shape boundary into segments. Such segmentation reflects various

efforts caused by speed changes on different body parts. Each segment

is assigned a weight to differentiate itself. Fisher discriminant is used to

calculate the weight values. Then, the final similarity measurement between

any two gaits is a weighted sum of the distances of each corresponding pair

of boundary segments.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Pre-processing is explained

in Section 6.2. The framework of PSA for gait recognition is introduced in Sec-

tion 6.3. Effects of walking speed change on the PSA-based gait recognition are

comprehensively analyzed in Section 6.4, followed by the proposed method of

cross-speed gait recognition based on the improved scheme of PSA in Section

6.5. Experimental results are shown in Section 6.6, and conclusions are drawn in

Section 6.7.
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6.2 Pre-processing and Walking Speed Estima-

tion

As similar to other gait recognition methods, gait should be analyzed within

complete walking cycle(s) because it is a periodic action. The method for gait

period estimation is proposed in Section 3.2. A gait silhouette is extracted from

each frame as explained in Section 3.2. Then, a shape boundary is obtained from

each gait silhouette by using the Border Following algorithm [141].

In practice, gait shapes of an individual can vary in size and pose. For ex-

ample, gait shapes of a leg-crossing pose and a leg-apart pose are very different,

and gait shapes usually appear larger when they are closer to a camera. Thus, a

process of shape re-sampling is required for shape normalization and point cor-

respondence between different gait shape boundaries. So that, all re-sampled

shape boundaries will contain the same number of boundary points (Np) and

each boundary point approximately corresponds to the same body part. This is

important pre-processing in our gait recognition because: 1) PSA is rigid eval-

uations and requires a one-to-one point correspondence between the shapes; 2)

gait is a dynamic shape model such that it varies in pose and size throughout

a walking cycle and camera’s viewpoint; and 3) particularly, gait shape changes

when walking speed changes (see Analysis-A).

Selecting the proper number of re-sampling points (Np) is essential. The larger

number, the more details of shape are presented. However, it might increase

computational complexity and introduce more possible noises around the shape

boundary. On the other hand, the smaller number, the less details of shape are

presented. Insufficient details can lead to a possible poor performance for shape

analysis. In practice, Np is usually determined empirically in different cases based

on a training dataset.

In our study, prior knowledge of the human shape structure is integrated into

the re-sampling process in order to improve the accuracy of point correspondences

between different gait shapes. Based on the prior knowledge, the prominent posi-

tions of left foot, right foot, and head are used as the key reference points to pro-

visionally divide the gait shape boundary into three clockwise curves: head−right
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Table 6.1: Estimation of gait period for the CASIA gait database C.

Speed Tframe Tsecond

fs (slow speed) 29 1.16

fn (normal speed) 25 1.00

fq (fast speed) 22 0.88

foot, right foot−left foot, and left foot−head. These three points can be auto-

matically estimated based on the analysis of projection histogram on major axis

[142].

Then, the equal arc-length sampling [143] is applied independently on each

boundary segment instead of a whole shape boundary. The equal arc-length

sampling selects key points with the interval of equal arc length along the shape

boundary. The space between two consecutive key points is given by L/K, where

L is the perimeter of the boundary and K is the total number of re-sampled points.

The optimized total numbers of re-sampled points on each segment are empirically

determined by maximizing the recognition performance on the training dataset.

In our experiment, each boundary segments are tested with five different values

of K (i.e., 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25). The optimal combination is 15, 10, and 15

points for the boundary segments of head−right foot, right foot−left foot, and

left foot−head, respectively. For further analyses, the re-sampled gait shape

boundary will be reconsidered as a whole. In the rest of this chapter, boundary

points mean the points identified by the re-sampling process above along the gait

shape boundary.

After the re-sampling process, any gait shape boundary is represented as

{(xi, yi)}Npi=1 where (xi, yi) is x- and y-coordinates of the ith re-sampled boundary

point.

Moreover, since the objective of this study is to address the problem of walking

speed change for gait recognition, it is necessary to know a walking speed of each

gait sequence. The rest of this section proposes a reasonable way to automatically

estimate the walking speed.
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Table 6.2: Estimation of gait period for the OU-ISIR gait database.

Speed (km/h) Tframe Tsecond

2 105 1.75

3 81 1.35

4 68 1.13

5 60 1.00

6 54 0.90

7 49 0.82

Usually, walking speed is measured in a unit of km/h or m/s. Alternatively,

it can be approximately measured as the period (seconds) of one gait cycle. A

shorter period represents a higher walking speed. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the

estimated gait periods under the various walking speeds based on the CASIA

gait database C and the OU-ISIR gait database respectively. The gait period in

a unit of frame number (Tframe) is estimated based on the method explained in

Section 3.2.

When a video frame rate is given, the gait period in a unit of time e.g. second

(Tsecond) is calculated as follow.

Tsecond =
Tframe

frame rate (f/s)
(6.1)

The CASIA gait database C was recorded at 25 f/s, while the OU-ISIR gait

database was recorded at 60 f/s. The CASIA gait database C does not provide

any record of absolute walking speeds (km/h). However, they can be reasonably

estimated using the OU-ISIR gait database as a reference based on Tsecond (see

the 3rd columns in Tables 6.1 and 6.2). Therefore, fs, fn and fq in the CASIA

gait database C are approximately 4, 5 and 6 km/h respectively.
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Figure 6.1: The framework of PSA-based gait recognition.

6.3 PSA-based Gait Recognition

First of all, in this section, the standard scheme of PSA adopted for gait recogni-

tion is introduced in order to demonstrate the challenges of walking speed change.

The framework of PSA-based gait recognition is shown in Figure 6.1.

After gait shapes have been properly re-sampled as explained in Section 6.2,

CSC is used to describe the normalized gait shapes. It describes the shape

by recording the displacement of each boundary point from the shape centroid.

Then, Procrustes Mean Shape (PMS) of a set of CSC s in complete walking cy-

cle(s) is computed as a gait feature. The construction of PMS is based on a

procedure of superimposition along a set of shapes by considering affine trans-

formation (see Equation (2.31)) among them. Equation (2.31) is then extended

for PMS construction by superimposing of multiple shapes. Finally, Procrustes

Distance (PD) (see Equation 2.33) is subsequently used to measure dissimilarity

between two PMSs of any two gait sequences.

In order to have a detailed understanding on the PSA-based gait recognition,

brief discussions of the key components are given below.
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6.3.1 CSC-based shape descriptor and its constraint to

walking speed change

In the conventional framework [90][106][144], the re-sampled shape boundary is

described using CSC. CSC is related to r − s Curve that stores the distance r

from each boundary point s to origin of the shape which is the shape centroid.

By unwrapping the shape boundary into a set of boundary points, CSC can be

described as a vector of complex numbers as follow.

Z = {zi|i = 1, 2, ..., Np}T (6.2)

where zi = (xi − xc) + j ∗ (yi − yc), (xi, yi) is the ith boundary point, (xc, yc)

is the shape centroid, xc =
∑Np
i=1 xi
Np

, yc =
∑Np
i=1 yi
Np

, and Np is the total number of

boundary points. CSC is a global shape descriptor using the shape centroid as

a global reference. The shape centroid is utilized as the origin of the 2-D shape

space to register all shapes to a common center, which can handle translation

invariance.

However, CSC has some disadvantages due to its global representation. In

practice, gait shape of individual can be easily altered by many factors, partic-

ularly by the change of walking speed and the inconsistency of walking pattern

of the individual. Therefore, position of the shape centroid is not stable. Fur-

thermore, according to our experiments, CSC which describes the shape based

on its global shape appearance, is very sensitive to walking speed change. In this

chapter, HSC is proposed to replace CSC for describing gait shape.

6.3.2 PMS-based gait feature

Given a set of Ng gait shape configurations e.g. CSC s ({Zi}Ngi=1) from complete

walking cycle(s), PMS is estimated by extending the objective function in Equa-

tion (2.31), which minimizes a sum of PDs between the mean shape (ZG i.e.

PMS) and each gait shape configuration (Zi) as follow.

min
αi, βi

Ng∑
i=1

||ZG − αi1k − βiZi||2, βi = |βi|ej∠βi (6.3)
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where αi1k gives the translation of Zi, and |βi| and ∠βi give the scale and the

rotation of Zi, respectively.

Given Zi are invariant to translation (e.g. gait shapes are registered using

their shape centroids), the solution of Equation (6.3) can be calculated based on

the least square fit-based technique [92]. The corresponding ZG equals to the

dominant eigenvector of the complex sum of squares and products matrix (SZ)

as mentioned in Section 2.8.

SZ =

Ng∑
i=1

(ZiZ
∗
i )/(Z∗i Zi) (6.4)

6.3.3 PD-based gait similarity measurement and its con-

straint to walking speed change

Given two PMSs of two gaits (ZG1 and ZG2), PD can measure the similarity which

is invariant to translation, scaling and rotation as mentioned in Equation (2.33),

where dP ∈ [0,1]. The smaller value of dP (ZG1 , ZG2), the more possibility that

gait features ZG1 and ZG2 belong to the same subject.

In fact, boundary segments corresponding to the different body parts changes

differently (i.e. regarding both manners of magnitude and direction) due to the

change of walking speed. Thus, it will be inefficient to treat the gait shape as

a whole where PD is applied for similarity measurement between the gaits from

different walking speeds.

In this chapter, DCM is proposed to deal with this constraint. It improves

the performance of cross-speed gait similarity measurement. DCM contains key

parameters to decompose gait shape boundary into a few boundary segments in a

way such that each segment contains boundary points that are similarly affected

by walking speed change. Then, PD is applied on each boundary segment instead

of the whole shape boundary.
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 (a) 

fs

fn

fq

 (b) 

2 km/h

3 km/h

4 km/h

5 km/h

6 km/h

7 km/h

Figure 6.2: Examples of PMS-based gait feature from various speeds. (a) The

CASIA gait database C: fs is slow walking, fn is normal walking and fq is fast

walking. (b) The OU-ISIR gait database.

6.4 Impacts of Speed Change on PSA-based Gait

Recognition

This section comprehensively analyses the impacts of walking speed change on the

PSA-based gait recognition. It will reveal the following key points from different

perspectives: 1) how significant the impacts are when the walking speed changes

in various degrees? 2) how the individual body parts will be affected when the

walking speed changes? 3) how the individual person responds to the change of

walking speed differently?

Figure 6.2 shows examples of PMS-based gait feature under various walking

speeds. It can be seen that arms swing higher, legs lift up higher and stride length

is longer when walking speed is faster. To provide more detailed investigations

on these basic observations, the experiments are set up in the following way. Six

subjects from the OU-ISIR gait database are randomly selected and used in the

analyses. Through the analyses, each shape boundary contains 40 re-sampled

points. The first point is located at head position and the rest of the points are

distributed along the shape boundary in a clockwise direction as illustrated in

Figure 6.3 (a).
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Figure 6.3: Boundary point variations between different speeds. (a) Boundary

point index. (b) Change of position. (c) Change of x-position. (d) Change of

y-position.

6.4.1 The change of walking speed vs. the change of walk-

ing pattern

In this Analysis-A, when the walking speed changes, the experiments record the

traveling distance of each re-sampled boundary point on PMS from its original

position under a previous walking speed to its new position under a new walking

speed. The distance (dE) is measured on the relevant Cartesian coordinates shown

in Figure 6.3. If Pi,s1 = (xi,s1 , yi,s1) and Pi,s2 = (xi,s2 , yi,s2) are the ith boundary

points from two different walking speeds (s1 and s2) in Euclidean 2-space, then

the distance (dE) from Pi,s1 to Pi,s2 is given by Equation (6.5).

dE(Pi,s1 , Pi,s2) =
√

(xi,s1 − xi,s2)2 + (yi,s1 − yi,s2)2 (6.5)

In Figure 6.3, it can be clearly seen that large speed change has bigger im-

pact than small speed change. For the case without speed change (2 km/h to 2
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 (a)  (b) 

Boundary segmentation Boundary segmentation

Figure 6.4: Boundary segmentation. (a) The CASIA gait database C. (b) The

OU-ISIR gait database.

km/h), the small shape deviation is mainly caused by the minor inconsistency of

individual gait. Even more importantly, Figure 6.3 (c) shows that the boundary

points from index 10 to 21 (corresponding to back leg) shift to the right side and

the boundary points from index 21 to 32 (corresponding to front leg) shift to the

left side when speed increases. It is consistent with the observation in Figure 6.2

that stride length (index 10 to 32) is longer when walking speed is faster.

In Figure 6.3 (d), three major segments are observed to contain significant

changes on y-axis component when walking speed changes. They are back upper

body (index 1 to 11) which includes back arm, front upper body (index 30 to 40)

which includes front arm, and legs apart (index 17 to 25). That is, arms and legs

normally lift up higher when walking speed increases.

Based on this analysis, we can locate key boundary points to split the original

boundary into a few segments. Inside each segment, the variation trends of the

boundary points caused by walking speed change are similar. According to the

boundary point variations in Figure 6.3 (b), we locate local saddle points which

are the points of index 8, 18, 23, 31 and 34. Since the points of index 18 and 31 are

too close to the points of index 23 and 34 respectively, without over-segmenting

the boundary, the experiment keeps only the points of index 23 and 34. This

is because they are more clear to indicate changes of the variation trends (see

Figure 6.3 (b), (c) and (d)).

Therefore, the three reference saddle points (8, 23 and 34) are used to decom-

pose the shape boundary into four segments as shown in Figure 6.4. Inside each

segment, the variation trends of the boundary points caused by walking speed

change are similar. In this chapter, this boundary segmentation will be further
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optimized and used in the proposed DCM (see Section 6.5.2) in order to improve

cross-speed gait recognition performance.

6.4.2 The change of walking speed vs. the higher-order

derivatives of the shape boundary

In this Analysis-B, the impacts caused by walking speed change on the higher-

order derivatives of the shape boundary are further investigated. The first three

higher-order derivatives of the shape boundary (i.e. tangent, curvature, and

aberrancy) are briefed here, followed by the generic representation.

Given two boundary points P0 = (x0, y0) and P1 = (x1, y1), the first order

derivative f ′(P0, P1) of a discrete function, tangent, using Forward Divided Dif-

ference [140] is given in Equation (6.6).

f ′(P0, P1) =
y1 − y0

x1 − x0

=
y0

x0 − x1

+
y1

x1 − x0

(6.6)

Given three boundary points P0 = (x0, y0), P1 = (x1, y1) and P2 = (x2, y2),

the second order derivative f ′′(P0, P1, P2), curvature, is given in Equation (6.7).

f ′′(P0, P1, P2) =
f ′(P1, P2)− f ′(P0, P1)

x2 − x0

=
y0

(x0 − x1) · (x0 − x2)
+

y1

(x1 − x0) · (x1 − x2)
+

y2

(x2 − x0) · (x2 − x1)

(6.7)

In the same way, given four boundary points (x0, y0), (x1, y1), (x2, y2) and

(x3, y3), the third order derivative f ′′′(x0, x1, x2, x3), aberrancy, is given in Equa-
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Figure 6.5: Efforts caused by the walking speed change on the variance of Eu-

clidean distance, and its 1st order (tangent), 2nd order (curvature) and 3rd order

(aberrancy) derivatives respectively at each boundary point. The reference walk-

ing speed is 2 km/h. The updated walking speeds are shown on the corresponding

y-axis. (a) Variation of position. (b) Variation of tangent. (c) Variation of curva-

ture. (d) Variation of aberrancy. The darker color represents the higher impact.

tion (6.8).

f ′′′(x0, x1, x2, x3) =
f ′′(x1, x2, x3)− f ′′(x0, x1, x2)

x3 − x0

=
y0

(x0 − x1) · (x0 − x2) · (x0 − x3)
+

y1

(x1 − x0) · (x1 − x2) · (x1 − x3)
+

y2

(x2 − x0) · (x2 − x1) · (x2 − x3)
+

y3

(x3 − x0) · (x3 − x1) · (x3 − x2)

(6.8)

For a more generic representation, higher-order derivatives fn(P0, ..., Pn) of
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shape boundary can be calculated as follow.

fn(P0, ..., Pn) =
fn−1(P1, ..., Pn)− fn−1(P0, ..., Pn−1)

xn − x0

=
n∑
i=0

yi∏n
j=0,j 6=i(xi − xj)

(6.9)

From Figure 6.5, it is seen that impacts caused by the speed change on tangent,

curvature, and aberrancy (Figure 6.5 (b), (c), (d)) are much less than the impacts

on global shape appearance (Figure 6.5 (a)). Particularly, from Figure 6.5 (c)

and (d), it is seen that the speed change has no impact on legs motion (boundary

point index 10 to 30) and only has minor impact on arms motion (boundary

point index 4 to 8 and index 30 to 34). Therefore, the higher-order derivatives

of shape information are more robust to the speed change than the global shape

appearance.

The observations above motivate us to develop a new gait shape descriptor

which is based on the higher-order derivatives of shape boundary information and

is able to better tolerate the change of walking speed. The details can be referred

to Section 6.5.1.

6.4.3 The change of walking speed vs. the impacts on the

different body parts

From Analysis-A, it has indicated that different boundary segments corresponding

to various body parts are affected differently when the walking speed changes. In

this Analysis-C, a further investigation is conducted by measuring the difference

quantitatively using PD on each boundary segment before-and-after the walking

speed changes.

From Table 6.3, it can be seen that: 1) larger speed change causes larger

shape change; 2) walking speed change has the different impacts on the different

body parts; 3) the effect caused by the speed change on legs motion (segments 2

and 3: lower bodies) is much larger than the effect on arms motion (segments 1

and 4: upper bodies). This is because increasing in walking speed will increase
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Table 6.3: Gait shape change (based on the measurement with PD) caused by

speed change. Shape boundary is divided into four segments (see Figure 6.4)

including segment1 (orange curve), segment2 (blue curve), segment3 (red curve)

and segment4 (green curve).

Gallery Probe

Segment1: Segment2: Segment3: Segment4:

back back front front

upper body lower body lower body upper body

2 km/h 2 km/h 0.00011 0.00077 0.00072 0.00051

2 km/h 3 km/h 0.00018 0.00137 0.00204 0.00074

2 km/h 4 km/h 0.00038 0.00730 0.01009 0.00183

2 km/h 5 km/h 0.00040 0.01264 0.01709 0.00340

2 km/h 6 km/h 0.00041 0.01787 0.02137 0.00340

2 km/h 7 km/h 0.00044 0.02516 0.02846 0.00351

the stride length [14]. Naturally, arms will swing higher when the stride length

increases.

So, it is better to decompose the original shape boundary into segments prop-

erly. Then, further processing is carried out on each segment. This will provide

two major advantages for cross-speed gait similarity measurement. First, weights

can be assigned to each segment. Larger weight is assigned to the segment which

is less affected by the walking speed change and contains higher discriminabil-

ity for gait recognition. Second, performance of the transformation involved in

PD process will be improved by carried on the relevant operations on each seg-

ment instead of the whole shape boundary. This finding leads to the new DCM

proposed in Section 6.5.2.
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Figure 6.6: Patterns of shape change caused by speed change and view change.

(a) Change of position caused by speed change. (b) Change of position caused

by view change. (c) Correlations of x-coordinate between two different speeds

and between two different views. (d) Correlations of y-coordinate between two

different speeds and between two different views.

6.4.4 The change of walking speed vs. the response of the

individual person

It is shown above that arms swing higher, legs lift up higher and stride length

becomes longer when walking speed increases. However, each individual may

respond differently to the walking speed change. This is not like the change of

view which may cause the relatively same efforts on gaits of different persons

[49][52]. In this Analysis-D, we will compare the effects on the individual gait

caused by the changes of view and walking speed respectively.

Ten different persons are randomly selected and used in this analysis. The

same experiments have been carried out by using more or less than ten randomly

selected persons. The similar results were observed. The OU-ISIR gait database

is used for analyzing the impacts caused by the speed variation and the CASIA

gait database B is used for analyzing the impacts caused by the view variation.
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Results are shown in Figure 6.6. Figure 6.6 (c) and (d) illustrate correlations

of x- and y-coordinates respectively at each boundary point when walking speed

changes or view changes. The correlation coefficient of the ith boundary point (x-

or y-coordinate) between two different walking conditions (c1 and c2) is given as

following equation.

ρ
Pi,c1,Pi,c2

=
E[(Pi,c1 − µPi,c1 )(Pi,c2 − µPi,c2 )]

σ
Pi,c1

σ
Pi,c2

(6.10)

where Pi,c1 = (xi,c1, yi,c1) and Pi,c2 = (xi,c2, yi,c2) are the ith point on gait shape

boundary under walking condition c1 (e.g. walking speed is 2 km/h) and c2

(e.g. walking speed is 3 km/h) respectively, E is the expected value operator,

(µ
Pi,c1

, σ
Pi,c1

) and (µ
Pi,c2

, σ
Pi,c2

) are expected values and standard deviations of

Pi,c1 and Pi,c2 respectively. Equation (6.10) can be written as follow.

ρ
Pi,c1,Pi,c2

=

∑Ns
j=1(P j

i,c1 − P i,c1)(P j
i,c2 − P i,c2)√∑Ns

j=1(P j
i,c1 − P i,c1)2

∑Ns
j=1(P j

i,c2 − P i,c2)2
(6.11)

where P j
i,c1 and P j

i,c2 are the jth sample of Pi,c1 and Pi,c2 respectively in the experi-

mental dataset, P i,c1 and P i,c2 are the sample means of Pi,c1 and Pi,c2 respectively,

andNs is the total number of samples. The correlation coefficient (ρ
Pi,c1,Pc2

) shown

in Figure 6.6 (c) and (d) is calculated as follow.

ρ
Pi,c1,Pc2

= max
Pj,c2∈Si

|ρ
Pi,c1,Pj,c2

| (6.12)

where Si is a set of neighboring points of Pi,c2 in a shared local region.

In Figure 6.6, the pattern of shape change caused by walking speed change

is much less generic than the pattern of shape change caused by view change.

The intuitive explanation on the above observation is that view change is a kind

of external dynamic factor which will affect the shooting conditions but is in-

dependent to subjects being shot. Thus, it will have the similar impacts to all

subjects. However, walking speed change is up to every subject so it is a kind of

internal factor strongly related to each individual person. Thus, it is unlikely to
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Figure 6.7: The speed-invariant PSA-based gait recognition.

use a generic transformation model [9][54] to tackle the speed change problem.

Instead, this chapter will explore a solution to construct a new speed-invariant

gait feature.

6.5 Speed-invariant Gait Recognition based on

Improved PSA

According to the standard PSA framework for gait recognition in Section 6.3

and the comprehensive analyses on the impacts caused by walking speed change

in Section 6.4, we propose a new PSA-based gait recognition which can tolerate

the variation of walking speed. The framework of speed-invariant PSA-based

gait recognition is shown in Figure 6.7. An algorithm pseudo-code is given in

Algorithm 3. The pre-processing is referred to Figure 6.1 as discussed in Section

6.2. The proposed techniques to address the challenges of walking speed change

are marked by italic and underline in Figure 6.7 and will be explained in the rest

of this section.
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Algorithm 3 The speed-invariant PSA-based gait recognition

Input: A probe gait sequence (G0) and a set of gallery gait sequences (G = {Gi}Ns
i=1)

Output: Best identity matching of G0 in G
1: for i = 0 to Ns do
2: Estimate the gait period of Gi

3: Capture a set of gait shapes ({gj}
Ng

j=1) from Gi within complete gait period(s)
4: Estimate the gait speed (si) of Gi

5: for j = 1 to Ng do
6: Extract the shape boundary (bj) from gj

7: Estimate head (H) and feet (FL,FR) positions of bj

8: Compute the re-sampled shape boundary (rj) from bj using H, FL and FR as reference
points

9: Generate the shape descriptor (Zj) from rj using the higher-order shape information
10: end for
11: SZ ←

∑Ng

j=1(ZjZ
∗
j )/(Z∗j Zj)

12: ZGi ← dominant eigenvector of SZ

13: Generate Differential Composition Model (Γi) for ZGi

Γi ← {Pk, wsc◦

k , Zk
Gi
}Nd

k=1

14: end for
15: identity ← argmin

i

∑Nd

k=1 wsc◦

k dp(Zk
G0

, Zk
Gi

), i = 1, ..., Ns and sc◦ = |s0 − si|

16: return identity

6.5.1 Shape descriptor based on HSC

This section is related to line 9 in Algorithm 3 pseudo-code. From Analysis-B,

it is shown that walking speed change has no significant impacts on higher-order

derivatives of shape boundary such as tangent, curvature, and aberrancy. Hence,

HSC is proposed for describing gait shape. First, the higher-order derivatives

of the shape boundary are calculated on the corresponding x- and y-components

separately. Then, they are combined together to replace CSC inside the frame-

work of PSA. HSCr stands for r-order derivative of the shape boundary. HSCr

is a shape configuration (Z) which is written as follow.

HSCr =

{
0̃,
drzi
dir
|i = 1, 2, ..., Np

}T
=
{

0̃, (f rx(i), f ry (i))|i = 1, 2, ..., Np

}T (6.13)
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Figure 6.8: Information entropy representing quantity of gait information. (a)-(f)

Walking speeds are 2,3,4,5,6,7 km/h respectively. The darker color represents the

higher information entropy.

where 0̃ is (0,0) which is chosen as a reference, zi = (xi, yi) is the ith boundary

point, drzi
dir

is the rth-order derivative of zi on i, fx(i) is the x-component on

boundary point i such that fx(i) = xi, fy(i) is the y-component on boundary

point i such that fy(i) = yi. f
r
x(i) and f ry (i) are the rth-order derivatives of fx(i)

and fy(i) respectively. The derivative of a discrete function can be estimated using

Forward Divided Difference [140]. In this particular case, the data points fx(i)

and fy(i) are equidistantly distributed along the shape boundary. Then, general

Forward Divided Difference can be calculated via Forward Difference which is

defined as follow.

f rx(i) = f r−1
x (i+ 1)− f r−1

x (i)

f ry (i) = f r−1
y (i+ 1)− f r−1

y (i)
(6.14)

For example, HSC1 which stands for tangent geometrical information is cal-

culated from the first derivative as follow.

f 1
x(i) = fx(i+ 1)− fx(i) = xi+1 − xi
f 1
y (i) = fy(i+ 1)− fy(i) = yi+1 − yi

(6.15)
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HSC2 geometrically stands for curvature and is calculated from the second

derivative as follow.

f 2
x(i) = f 1

x(i+ 1)− f 1
x(i) = xi+2 − 2xi+1 + xi

f 2
y (i) = f 1

y (i+ 1)− f 1
y (i) = yi+2 − 2yi+1 + yi

(6.16)

In the same way, we can calculate HSC3 which represents aberrancy from the

third derivative as follow.

f 3
x(i) = f 2

x(i+ 1)− f 2
x(i) = xi+3 − 3xi+2 + 3xi+1 − xi

f 3
y (i) = f 2

y (i+ 1)− f 2
y (i) = yi+3 − 3yi+2 + 3yi+1 − yi

(6.17)

In our experiments, we observe that an increasing in the order of derivative

for HSC will be more robust to gait shape change caused by walking speed

change (see Analysis-B). However, the higher order of derivative can capture

less discriminative gait information. We adopt information entropy (H) [145] to

measure a quantity of gait information from various orders of derivatives. The

information entropy of the ith boundary point (Hi) can explicitly be written as

follow.

Hi = −
Ns∑
j=1

p(P j
i ) log p(P j

i ) (6.18)

where p denotes the probability mass function, P j
i is the jth sample of the

ith boundary point along a given dataset for each order of derivative (Pi =

(f rx(i), f ry (i))), and Ns is the total number of samples.

Figure 6.8 illustrates the information entropy of each boundary point from the

different order derivatives on gait shape boundary. The shape boundary contains

40 points. The last column (yellow column) represents the average information

entropy of the boundary points. The darker color represents the higher informa-

tion entropy i.e. more gait information. Figure 6.8 shows that the higher order

derivative of the shape boundary captures less gait information.
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However, from Figure 6.10 which shows the discriminability (in terms of Fisher

discriminant ratio) of different descriptions (in terms of different orders of deriva-

tive) of each boundary segment under various degrees of walking speed change, it

can be seen that HSC has the higher discriminability for cross-speed gait recog-

nition than CSC.

In practice, given the shape boundary is split into a few segments (see Section

6.5.2.1), a proper order of derivative (r̂) for HSC can be determined under a

degree of speed change (sc◦) as follow.

r̂ = argmax
r

Nd∑
i=1

wsc
◦

i,r (6.19)

where wsc
◦

i is the discriminability of the ith boundary segment for gait recognition

and sc◦ stands for the degree of speed change. In Section 6.5.2.2, we will propose

a method for calculating wsc
◦

i . Nd is the total number of boundary segments and

r is the order of HSC. According to our study, r ∈ [0, 4] is sufficient (see Tables

6.4 and 6.5 for the detailed experimental results).

6.5.2 DCM

This section is related to lines 13 and 15 in Algorithm 3 pseudo-code. It has

been shown in Analysis-A and Analysis-C that different boundary segments of

gait shape are affected differently by speed change. It will make more senses that

different boundary segments have to be treated differently and then integrated in

a proper way when analyzing and recognizing gaits. Therefore, DCM is proposed

to address this observed challenge. The model (Γi) representing the PMS-based

gait feature (ZGi) is described in its general form as follow.

Γi = {Pk, wsc
◦

k , Zk
Gi
}Ndk=1 (6.20)

where Pk is the kth decomposition boundary point (see Analysis-A and Section

6.5.2.1 for the details), Zk
Gi

is the kth clockwise boundary segment connecting

Pk and Pk+1 on ZGi , w
sc◦

k is the discriminative weight assigned to Zk
Gi

, sc is the

degree of speed change, sc = |si− sj| for any different values of sj in the training
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dataset, si and sj are walking speeds of Gi and Gj respectively, and Nd is the total

number of decomposed segments. The calculations of these model parameters will

be explained as follows.

When two gait features (ZG1 , ZG2) are reconstructed in the forms of DCM

(Γ1,Γ2), the overall dissimilarity DP between the two gaits is calculated as a

weighted sum of PDs as:

DP (ZG1 , ZG2) =

∑Nd
k=1 w

sc◦

k dp(Z
k
G1
, Zk

G2
)∑Nd

k=1 w
sc◦
k

(6.21)

6.5.2.1 Boundary decomposition

Based on the analysis in Analysis-A (see Figure 6.4), gait shape boundary is ini-

tially decomposed into four non-overlapped segments, namely segment1 (orange

curve, back upper body), segment2 (blue curve, back lower body), segment3 (red

curve, front lower body), and segment4 (green curve, front upper body) using

the set of reference boundary points (P = {Pk}Ndk=1) i.e. head position and the

other three local minimums. According to Analysis-A, Nd and the initial value

of P can be calculated. Given CPj standing for the movement of boundary point

Pj caused by walking speed change (see Equation (6.5)), the optimal set of P is

given as follow.

P̂ = argmax
P={Pk}

Nd∑
k=1

Ψ(CPk , CPk+1, CPk+2, ..., CPk+1
) (6.22)

where Ψ is the total correlation quantifying dependency among the set of variables

i.e. P and Pk + 1, Pk + 2, ... are boundary points in clockwise direction along the

boundary segment connecting Pk and Pk+1. Equation (6.22) can be regarded as

an optimization process which adjusts boundary segments of cohesive boundary
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points. The total correlation can be calculated [145] as follow.

Ψ(CPk , ..., CPk+1
) =

Pk+1−Pk∑
j=0

H(CPk+j)−H(CPk , ..., CPk+1
)

=
∑

cPk∈CPk

...
∑

cPk+1
∈CPk+1

p(cPk , ..., cPk+1
)log

p(cPk , ..., cPk+1
)

p(cPk), ..., p(cPk+1
)

(6.23)

whereH(CPk+j) is the information entropy of variable CPk+j (see Equation (6.18)),

H(CPk , ..., CPk+1
) is the joint entropy of the variable set {CPk , ..., CPk+1

}, cPk , ..., cPk+1

are training samples of CPk , ..., CPk+1
respectively, and p denotes the probability

mass function.

6.5.2.2 Weight calculation

Sets of weights of discriminability ({wsc◦k }
Nd
k=1) are calculated for the different de-

grees of speed change (sc◦). The weights are calculated based on Fisher discrim-

inant ratio [146][147]. Given the training dataset UT and the estimated walking

speeds as follow.

U sc◦

Ss,k = {(Zk
p , Z

k
g )| Zp, Zg ∈ UT , s(Zp) = s(Zg), |sp(Zp)− sp(Zg)| = sc}

U sc◦

Ds,k = {(Zk
p , Z

k
g )| Zp, Zg ∈ UT , s(Zp) 6= s(Zg), |sp(Zp)− sp(Zg)| = sc}

(6.24)

where U sc◦

Ss,k is the set of any two corresponding, kth, boundary segments of the

same subjects in UT with the degree of speed change of sc◦, U sc◦

Ds,k is the set of any

two corresponding, kth, boundary segments of different subjects in UT with the

degree of speed change of sc◦, Zk
p and Zk

g are the kth boundary segments of Zp and

Zg, Zp and Zg are shape configurations of any two gaits in UT , s(Zp) and sp(Zp)

are the subject ID and the walking speed of Zp respectively. To obtain Fisher

discriminant ratio, the relevant means and variances of U sc◦

Ss,k are calculated as

follow.

µsc
◦

Ss,k =
1

N sc◦
Ss,k

∑
(Zkp ,Z

k
g )∈Usc◦Ss,k

dp(Z
k
p , Z

k
q ) (6.25)
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(σsc
◦

Ss,k)
2 =

1

N sc◦
Ss,k

∑
(Zkp ,Z

k
g )∈Usc◦Ss,k

(dp(Z
k
p , Z

k
q )− µsc◦Ss,k)2

(6.26)

where N sc◦

Ss,k is the size of U sc◦

Ss,k. Mean (µsc
◦

Ds,k) and variance ((σsc
◦

Ds,k)
2) of U sc◦

Ds,k are

calculated in the same way as for µsc
◦

Ss,k and (σsc
◦

Ss,k)
2. Then, inter-class (Between

class) variance ((σsc
◦

B,k)
2), intra-class (Within class) variance ((σsc

◦

W,k)
2) and total

variance ((σsc
◦

T,k)
2) are calculated as follow.

(σsc
◦

B,k)
2 = Isc

◦

Ss,kI
sc◦

Ds,k(µ
sc◦

Ss,k − µsc
◦

Ds,k)
2 (6.27)

(σsc
◦

W,k)
2 = Isc

◦

Ss,k(σ
sc◦

Ss,k)
2 + Isc

◦

Ds,k(σ
sc◦

Ds,k)
2 (6.28)

(σsc
◦

T,k)
2 = (σsc

◦

B,k)
2 + (σsc

◦

W,k)
2 (6.29)

Isc
◦

Ss,k =
N sc◦

Ss,k

N sc◦
Ss,k +N sc◦

Ds,k

, Isc
◦

Ds,k = 1− Isc◦Ss,k (6.30)

Hence, the weight value (wsc
◦

k ) is calculated as follow.

wsc
◦

k =
(σsc

◦

B,k)
2

(σsc
◦

T,k)
2

(6.31)

The analyses of the weights (wsc
◦

k ) on each boundary segment k using different

types of shape descriptor (CSC,HSCr) under various degrees of speed change

(sc◦) are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. Six subjects from the OU-ISIR gait

database are used in these analyses.

Refer to CSC -graph in Figure 6.9, it can be seen that the discriminative

capability of each boundary segment decreases when the degree of speed change
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Figure 6.9: The weight analyses using different type of shape descriptors.
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Figure 6.10: The weight analyses on different boundary segments corresponding

to each body part.

increases. That is, larger speed change has higher impact on gait recognition.

Besides, walking speed change affects legs’ motion (lower bodies) much more

than arms’ motion (upper bodies). According to Figure 6.9, we may obtain more

weight values for more cases of speed change by a proper interpolation. Examples

of interpolated graphs for CSC, HSC1 and HSC2 are shown. Consequently, it

can adapt more situations in testing process.

Refer to Figure 6.10, it is shown that HSC can efficiently increase the dis-

criminative capability for every boundary segments, when compared with CSC.

This is because HSC can describe gait shape boundary in the way that is more

robust to gait shape change caused by walking speed change. When the order of

HSC increases, the discriminability rises until it reaches the highest value before
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gradually dropping down. The reason is that HSC can tolerate the shape change

caused by walking speed change but on the other hand undesirably captures less

gait information. In our study, we recommend to determine the order of HSC

according to Equation (6.19).

6.6 Experiments

In our experiments, four widely adopted gait databases are used to evaluate the

performance of the proposed method, which include 1) the CASIA gait database

C; 2) the OU-ISIR gait database; 3) the CMU Mobo gait database; and 4) the

USF gait database. The first three databases directly support the study of gait

recognition with respect to the variation of walking speed. The last database is

considered as a real scene with non-controlled walking speed. Moreover, from the

research perspective, there are different advantages from the first three databases:

1) the CASIA gait database C contains a large number of subjects; 2) the OU-

ISIR gait database includes a large range of walking speeds; 3) the CMU Mobo

gait database has been widely used by a large number of papers which can be

referred for the comprehensive comparison. In our experiments, Nearest Neighbor

(NN) [106] is used as a classifier.

In our experiments, the algorithm proposed in this chapter is implemented us-

ing the library functions of OpenCV 2.0 in Microsoft Visual C++ 8.0 environment

on the computer with Quad Processor 2.66 GHz and 4 GB Ram.

Regarding the computational complexity, the training process may take time

but the recognition process itself is fast given the trained models. There are three

main training components: 1) determination of the order of HSC for each degree

of speed change (see Equation (6.19)) takes about 5 minutes; 2) segmentation

of gait shape boundary in DCM (see Equation (6.22)) takes about 10 minutes;

3) weight calculation in DCM for each degree of speed change (see Equation

(6.31)) takes about 5 minutes. For example, total training time for the CA-

SIA gait database C with 33 training subjects and 3 different walking speeds is

approximately 40 minutes. The training process can be done offline beforehand.

In the recognition phase, given a probe sequence of gait silhouettes and the

trained models, identity matching can be computed in less than 0.1 second. Com-
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Table 6.4: Gait recognition performance (%) on the CASIA gait database C

using the proposed method based on different types of shape configuration and

PD without DCM.

Gallery Probe CSC HSC1 HSC2 HSC3 HSC4

fs fs 85 95 93 93 91

fn fn 91 96 95 94 92

fq fq 87 90 91 88 83

fn fs 53 82 87 83 82

fs fn 50 79 85 80 80

fn fq 65 88 89 85 83

fq fn 59 83 86 82 80

fs fq 33 70 78 86 80

fq fs 30 69 80 84 82

pared with the standard PSA framework for gait recognition (see Figure 6.1), the

improved PSA framework for speed-invariant gait recognition (see Figure 6.7 i.e.

HSC in place of CSC and adding DCM on top of PMS) takes approximately the

same amount of time for the recognition process.

6.6.1 Results on the CASIA gait database C

The database contains 3 different walking speeds, namely slow (fs), normal (fn)

and fast (fq). A total of 153 subjects are used in this experiment. 33 subjects are

randomly selected and used in the training process, and the rest of 120 subjects

are used to evaluate gait recognition performance. Refer to Section 6.2, fs, fn and

fq are estimated as 4, 5 and 6 km/h respectively.

Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show gait recognition performance on the CASIA gait

database C using the proposed method based on the different types of shape

configuration. The results in Tables 6.4 and 6.5 are calculated using PD as simi-
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Table 6.5: Gait recognition performance (%) on the CASIA gait database C using

the proposed method based on different types of shape configuration and PD with

DCM.

Gallery Probe CSC HSC1 HSC2 HSC3 HSC4

fs fs 86 96 93 93 92

fn fn 93 97 96 95 94

fq fq 88 91 95 92 86

fn fs 62 86 92 87 87

fs fn 60 81 88 83 80

fn fq 74 89 93 90 85

fq fn 68 85 89 85 82

fs fq 52 77 83 89 86

fq fs 53 79 83 88 87

larity measurement without and with DCM respectively. For the gait recognition

under the same walking speed (see the first three rows in Tables 6.4 and 6.5),

HSC1 can achieve the most reliable performance. It works well to handle shape

deviation caused by inconsistency of individual walking pattern. For the case of

fast walking speed, HSC2 achieves the best performance. This is because the

consistency among individual gaits is more unstable when the individual walks

faster. For the cross-speed recognition (see the last six rows in Tables 6.4 and

6.5), CSC absolutely fails but HSC still maintains high performance.

In our experiments, we may see that HSC2 is sufficient when speed change is

not significant e.g. ± 1 km/h (see rows 4-7 in Tables 6.4 and 6.5). For the case

involving larger speed change i.e. ± 2 km/h (see the last two rows in Tables 6.4

and 6.5), HSC3 achieves better performance. HSC successfully reduces impacts

caused by speed change but also undesirably maintains less discriminative gait

information which may have negative efforts on gait recognition performance.

Thus, the order of derivative (r) for HSCr has to be properly determined based
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Table 6.6: Comparison of cross-speed gait recognition performance (%) on the

CASIA gait database C using different methods.

(Gallery , Probe) (fn , fn) (fn , fs) (fn , fq) (fs , fq)

Uniprojective [30] 97 84 88 -

WBP [53] 99 86 90 60

GEI + 2DLPP [34] 65 62 63 -

EGEI + 2DLPP [34] 65 63 68 -

AEI + 2DLPP [34] 89 89 90 -

FDEI + 2DLDA [34] 88 89 90 -

HTI [56] 94 85 88 -

Pseudoshape [148] 98 82 92 -

Wavelet packet [112] 93 83 85 -

Orthogonal projections [113] 98 80 80 -

NDDP [114] 97 85 74 -

Gait curves [115] 91 65 70 -

The proposed method 97 92 93 89

on Equation (6.19). Moreover, the proposed DCM successfully improves the

performance as seen in Table 6.5 when compared with the results in Table 6.4.

When compared with other existing methods which use the same database

(see Table 6.6), the proposed method achieves comparable performance when

gallery and probe walking speeds are the same ((fn,fn)) but better performance

for cross-speed recognition ((fn,fs), (fn,fq), (fs,fq)) significantly for the case of

large speed change ((fs,fq)).
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Table 6.7: Gait recognition performance (%) on the OU-ISIR gait database using

the proposed method without DCM.

Gallery(km/h) \ Probe(km/h) 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 100 96 84 72 72 72

3 100 100 96 80 76 60

4 76 96 96 92 92 80

5 76 76 96 96 100 96

6 64 68 80 96 100 96

7 56 68 80 96 100 100

6.6.2 Results on the OU-ISIR gait database

The database contains 6 different walking speeds from 2 km/h to 7 km/h with

1 km/h interval. Total 31 subjects are used in this experiment. Six subjects are

randomly selected and used in the training process and the rest of 25 subjects

are used to evaluate gait recognition performance.

The advantage of this database is that it includes a large range of walking

speeds. The two benchmark methods [9][54] that directly address the challenges

of walking speed change will be compared in this experiment. However, [54]

uses a non-published gait database. The OU-ISIR gait database is the published

database that can closely cover the similar scenarios of walking speed change as

adopted in [54]. Thus, [54] is used only in a rough comparison and to indicate

the trend of cross-speed gait recognition performance under different cases of

walking speed change. The more accurate comparisons can be obtained in the

other experimental sections of this chapter based on the other 3 gait databases.

Gait recognition performance on this database is shown in Tables 6.7 and 6.8.

HSC1 is used for gait recognition under the same walking speed. HSC2 and

HSC3 are used for cross-speed recognition when speed change is up to 2 km/h

and 4 km/h respectively. For other cases of large speed change, HSC4 is used.

The proposed method achieves average accuracies of 99%, 98%, 93%, 85%, 83%
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Table 6.8: Gait recognition performance (%) on the OU-ISIR gait database using

the proposed method with DCM.

Gallery(km/h) \ Probe(km/h) 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 100 100 88 80 80 84

3 100 100 100 88 84 80

4 88 96 100 92 92 84

5 96 96 96 96 100 96

6 84 84 96 96 100 100

7 84 88 84 96 100 100

and 84% for gait recognitions when differences between probe and gallery speeds

are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 km/h respectively.

The results in Tables 6.7 and 6.8 are compared as shown in Table 6.9. DCM

significantly improves gait recognition performance especially for large speed

change. This is because walking speed change has different impacts on each

body part as shown in Analysis-C.

Table 6.10 shows the comparison between the proposed method (by using

DCM ) and the relevant published methods which have been investigated under

the same/similar scenarios. The method [9] and the proposed method use the

same OU-ISIR gait database of 25 subjects under the small speed change of ±
1 km/h (between 3 km/h and 4 km/h) and under the large speed change of ±
4 km/h (between 2 km/h and 6 km/h). In the experiments (as shown in Table

6.10), the dataset of slower walkers is used in Set A as the gallery, and vice

versa in Set B. In order to provide more reference information, the experimental

results of [54] are also included here in the comparison. Although [54] uses a

non-published gait database (of 24 subjects) which is different from the OU-ISIR

gait database, the reported speed change of ± 3.3 km/h (between 2.5 km/h and

5.8 km/h) is close (but less significant) to our case of large speed change.

From Table 6.10, when compared with [9] which uses the same OU-ISIR gait

database, the proposed method performs much better for both cases of small
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Table 6.9: Comparison of cross-speed gait recognition performance (%) on the

OU-ISIR gait database using the proposed method between with and without

DCM.

Degree of speed Shape Without With
Improvement (%)

change (km/h) configuration DCM (%) DCM (%)

0 HSC1 98.67 99.33 1

1 HSC2 96.80 98.00 1

2 HSC2 85.00 92.50 8

3 HSC3 75.33 85.33 10

4 HSC3 66.00 83.00 17

5 HSC4 64.00 84.00 20

and large speed changes. When compared with [54], it can be indicated that the

proposed method can well tolerate the large speed change.

6.6.3 Results on the CMU Mobo gait database

The database contains 2 different walking speeds, namely slow walking (3.3 km/h)

and fast walking (4.5 km/h). A total of 25 subjects are used in this experiment to

evaluate gait recognition performance. The trained models are obtained from the

training process based on the OU-ISIR gait database in Section 6.6.2. Therefore,

the generic training process across different databases can be evaluated in this

experiment. The proposed method is adopted with DCM. HSC1 is used for gait

recognition under the same walking speed while HSC2 is used for cross-speed

gait recognition.

From Table 6.11, when compared with other benchmark methods, it can be

seen that the proposed method achieves comparable performance when gallery

and probe walking speeds are the same. When the walking speed changes, the

proposed method demonstrates very promising performance.
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Table 6.10: Comparison of cross-speed gait recognition performance (%) using

different methods.

Speed Stride Transformation The proposed

scenario normalization [54] model [9] method

Small Set A - 84 100

speed change Set B - 96 96

Large Set A 38 64 80

speed change Set B 29 52 84

6.6.4 Results on the USF gait database

The proposed method is further evaluated using the USF gait database which is

a real scene captured in an uncontrolled environment. The USF gait database

contains a set of 12 challenge experiments which are designed to investigate the

effect of five factors affecting the performance of gait recognition. The five factors

do not include the change of walking speed. In this database, the walking speed

is not specifically controlled. That is, a person walks freely in various walking

speeds in a non-controlled environment.

As a case study of real scene, the experiment A from the USF gait database

which includes view variation is adopted to verify the proposed method. In the

experiment A, probe gaits are recorded from the left camera while gallery gaits

are recorded from the right camera. The two cameras’ lines of sight are verged

at approximately 30 degrees. A total of 122 subjects are used in this experiment.

22 subjects are randomly selected and used in the training process and the rest

of 100 subjects are used to evaluate gait recognition performance. HSC1 is used

in our experiment.

In this section, two different experiments with different data settings are

demonstrated here. The first experiment only adopts gaits from gallery dataset

(but not from probe dataset) of the experiment A, so the views of gaits are the

same. A gait sequence of each subject is divided into 2 subsequences of complete

walking cycle(s). One subsequence is used as a probe data while another is used
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Table 6.11: Comparison of cross-speed gait recognition performance (%) on the

CMU Mobo gait database using different methods.

(Gallery, Probe) (slow, slow) (fast, fast) (fast, slow) (slow, fast)

pHMM [28] - - - 84

CMU [103] 100 - - 76

MIT [104] 100 - - 64

NDDP [114] 100 100 80 88

Eigen feature [149] 96 96 - 75

LDT [150] - - 80 80

UMD [151] 100 100 84 80

SSP [152] 100 100 32 54

FSVB [153] 100 100 80 82

HMM [154] 72 68 56 32

SC [155] 100 100 84 80

The proposed method 100 100 88 92

as a gallery data. Leave-one-out cross-validation is applied in this evaluation.

The proposed method achieves approximately 92% recognition performance.

The second experiment directly adopts the Experiment A of USF gait database

which includes both gallery and probe datasets. Thus, both factors of view change

and non-controlled walking speed are considered.

Table 6.12 shows that the proposed method is still robust to view change with

non-controlled walking speed. It performs better or comparable when compared

with other existing methods evaluated on the same database. By taking into

account the encouraging performances for the cases of more significant speed

changes (see experimental results based on the other databases above), the overall

performance of the proposed method is clearly superior. For example, from Table

6.12, [28] performs slightly better than the proposed method. However, when
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Table 6.12: Comparison of gait recognition performance (%) on the experiment

A of the USF gait database using different methods.

Baseline [2] pHMM [28] GEI [27] MSCT+SST [130]

73 85 83 80

HMM [132] Eigen feature [149] CFET [129] The proposed method

80 78 83 83

walking speed change is more significant (see Table 6.11), the proposed method

performs better than [28].

6.7 Conclusion

This chapter has conducted a comprehensive study aiming to reveal the impacts

that different walking speeds exert on gait recognition. Our study has consider-

ably enriched the performance of speed-invariant gait recognition by proposing

the method based on the improved PSA. That is, HSC has been proposed as a

robust shape descriptor which has been shown to be invariant to walking speed

change. In this way, PMS is extracted as a novel speed-invariant gait feature

from a set of HSC s describing a sequence of gait shapes from complete walking

period(s). Then, PD has been used to measure gait similarity between two PMSs

of any two gaits.

To enhance the performance of the cross-speed gait similarity measurement,

DCM has been proposed to model PMS as a set of non-overlapped boundary seg-

ments. Then, the final gait distance is calculated from a weighted (i.e. Fisher dis-

criminant ratio) sum of PDs corresponding to each boundary segment. Based on

the comprehensive experimental results, our proposed method has outperformed

other existing methods in the literature including the state-of-the-art methods.
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Chapter 7

View-invariant Gait Recognition

based on Low-rank Textures

Analysis

7.1 Introduction

This chapter proposes a new method in the second category of cross-view gait

recognition (see Section 1.2.2.2), which has several advantages as below. Com-

pared with the first category (see Section 1.2.2.1), the second category uses a

simpler non-cooperative camera system. Compared with the third category (see

Section 1.2.2.3), the second category does not rely on supervised training for

view-normalization process. Thus, the normalization is not limited to the trained

views but is applicable for any view.

Compared with the state-of-the-art [44] of the same category (i.e. the second

category), the proposed method performs view-normalization on the gait silhou-

ettes instead of the key joints (i.e. lower limbs’ poses). This will have two main

benefits: 1) it does not require tracking of the key joints which can be unstable on

markerless motion estimation; 2) it contains more reliable gait information after

the view-normalization process, which can lead to better recognition performance.

The proposed method contains two main stages as summarized in this para-

graph. First, in the view-normalization stage, a new Gait Texture Image (GTI)

is proposed, which represents an original gait information on a sequence of gait
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silhouettes under a certain view. Transform Invariant Low-rank Textures (TILT)

(see Section 2.9) is applied on GTI in order to recover the optimized domain

transformation which represents the geometric projection of the gait information

from its original view onto the common canonical view. The obtained domain

transformation is then applied to project the corresponding gait silhouettes (that

are used to construct GTI in the first place) onto the canonical view. In this way,

a sequence of gait silhouettes from any view can be normalized onto the common

canonical view.

Second, in the recognition stage, Procrustes Shape Analysis (PSA) (see Sec-

tion 2.8) is applied on a sequence of the view-normalized gait silhouettes to con-

struct a novel view-invariant gait feature. Then, gait similarity measurement is

carried out under the common canonical view.

7.1.1 Rationale of the proposed method

The proposed GTI works well with TILT for the view-normalization. This is

because GTI of any individual always has a lowest rank when it is constructed

from the canonical view. Thus, TILT is to seek the domain transformation

which can project GTI obtained from a certain view onto the canonical view

by minimizing the rank of the texture image despite gross sparse errors. In

this chapter, the canonical view is approximately the side view which has been

regarded as the best view for recognizing gaits [6][7].

Such recovered domain transformation contains geometric representation of

the scene covering the sequence of gait silhouettes which is used to construct

GTI beforehand. Thus, the domain transformation can be used to project all

corresponding silhouettes from the original view onto the canonical view. These

view-normalized silhouettes will be used further for view-invariant gait recogni-

tion.

There are two main components in TILT : domain transformation (as men-

tioned above) and sparse error matrix. In our study, the sparse error matrix is

used to model the noises caused by occlusion, shadow, and silhouette segmenta-

tion errors. It is also used to model high-rank textures in GTI caused by the

asymmetry of partial walking pattern in a complete walking cycle. In this way,
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the domain transformation can better deal with high-rank textures in GTI caused

by the view factor rather than by the noises.

As explained above, the normalized GTI will not be used directly for rec-

ognizing gait, but to derive the domain transformation which is the core in our

view-normalization process. This is because it is not robust to the missing (i.e.

unseen) gait information caused by view changes. In fact, gaits from different

views contain different seen/unseen human body parts, while TILT can only

align seen information. That is, a quality of the normalized GTI s onto the

canonical view is degraded due to these degeneracies and singularities of gait

information. Moreover, without proper frame synchronization, silhouette regis-

tration, and time normalization, GTI and its normalized version through TILT

cannot be used directly for gait recognition.

In this study, to better recognize gait under view change, a new gait descrip-

tion is proposed and applied on a sequence of gait silhouettes after it is trans-

formed onto the canonical view by its corresponding domain transformation. The

new gait description is based on PSA.

PSA is a proper choice for our method because it has been proved as a sta-

tistical shape analysis which can tolerate the change of orientation of an object.

Particularly, the gait shape inconsistencies caused by view change can be ad-

dressed to some extent using the improved scheme of PSA which was proposed

in our previous work [62]. However, it solved only the problem of small view

change where major gait information is not affected. This is because there was

no proper process to rectify gaits onto a common view. In this chapter, PSA-

based gait description is carried out after the view change is rectified using the

proposed TILT -based domain transformation on GTI. In this way, PSA-based

gait descriptor will be more robust.

In addition, according to the previous study [6][7], the ideal view for gait

recognition is the side view which is very similar to the canonical view focused

in this study. When a gait is originally acquired under a view closer to the side

view, the performance of the proposed method will be better. However, when

an original view under which a gait is acquired is far from the side view, the

performance will drop because of the significant differences between gaits under

the two views (i.e. original view and canonical view) with large offsets. This
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chapter will discuss and provide a reference as to how view change from side view

to oblique view will affect the proposed method, although it still performs better

than other existing methods of the same category.

7.1.2 Summary of contributions and advantages

In summary, the main contribution of this chapter is to propose a new framework

of view-invariant gait recognition. It includes the following aspects.

• Seeking gait information (i.e. GTI ) that can be normalized across different

views.

• Proposing a novel view-normalization process through domain transforma-

tion by TILT on GTI.

• Normalizing gait silhouettes based on corresponding domain transforma-

tion.

• Computing a novel view-invariant gait feature through an improved scheme

of PSA on view-normalized gait silhouettes.

Moreover, the proposed method contains several advantages over the existing

methods. They are summarized as below.

• It does not require supervised learning in the view-normalization process.

Thus, it will not limit cross-view gait recognition only to the trained views.

• It does not require tracking of the body joints which may be sensitive on

markerless motion estimation [32].

• It achieves the high and stable recognition performance under approximate

side views even when view change is large. For example, in our experiment,

it achieves more than 80% recognition rate when view change is ±36◦ be-

tween 72◦ and 108◦ on the CASIA gait database B.
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A probe sequence of gait
silhouettes from one view

A gallery sequence of gait
silhouettes from another view

The probe sequence of the normalized
silhouettes under the canonical view

The gallery sequence of the normalized
silhouettes under the canonical view

The probe gait feature
under the canonical view

The gallery gait feature
under the canonical view

Gait similarity Gait similarity
measurement

Gait feature
extractionView-normalization

Figure 7.1: The proposed framework of view-invariant gait recognition.

• Unlike other methods especially in the third category, our view-normalization

is performed in the input layer (i.e. gait silhouettes) instead of the feature

layer (e.g. Gait Energy Image (GEI) [20], Gait Flow Image (GFI) [19]). In

this way, we can freely select any proper techniques for gait feature extrac-

tion and similarity measurement.

• It uses a simple non-cooperative camera system.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The framework is proposed

in Section 7.2. View-normalization is explained in Section 7.3. Gait feature

extraction and gait similarity measurement are discussed in Sections 7.4 and 7.5

respectively. Experimental results are shown in Section 7.6 and conclusions are

drawn in Section 7.7.

7.2 Framework of the Proposed Solution

Figure 7.1 shows the framework of the proposed solution for view-invariant gait

recognition (the detailed frameworks of its key processes will be illustrated in

Figures 7.2 and 7.8). In these figures, rectangles represent inputs/outputs, while

ellipses represent processing steps. Given a probe gait and a gallery gait recorded

from different views, they are individually processed through the processes of

view-normalization and feature extraction. Then, the similarity between the

probe and gallery gait features is measured under a common canonical view.

As explained in Section 3.2, given a gait sequence from a video, a silhouette

can be extracted from each frame using the method in [95]. However, some ex-
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tracted silhouettes are incomplete. In this chapter, mathematical morphological

operations [96] are used for holes remedy and noise elimination. Moreover, gait

is analyzed within complete walking cycle(s) because it is a periodic action. The

method proposed in Section 3.2 is adopted to estimate gait period of each gait

sequence.

In the view-normalization process, Gait Texture Image (GTI) is extracted

from a sequence of gait silhouettes within a complete walking cycle. It will be

the input of low-rank texture optimization. TILT (see Section 2.9) is applied

on GTI to seek a convex optimization that enables robust recovery of low-rank

textures based on domain transformation despite gross sparse errors. In this way,

TILT will transform GTI from any view into a common canonical view (i.e.

approximate side view) where the low-rank textures are optimized. Another key

component of TILT is sparse error matrix. It is used to eliminate errors/noises

caused by corruption, occlusion, or shadow on gait image which may interfere

the process of low-rank optimization. The recovered domain transformation is

then re-applied to transform each corresponding gait silhouette into the canonical

view. The sequence of view-normalized gait silhouettes will be further used in

gait recognition procedure.

As mentioned in the introduction above, to address the challenge remaining

from the view-normalization, a scheme of PSA is applied for gait feature extrac-

tion and similarity measurement as explained in Section 6.3. The pre-processes

of shape boundary extraction and shape re-sampling are applied on each view-

normalized gait silhouette to generate the re-sampled shape boundary which will

be described using the proposed Pairwise Shape Configuration (PSC). PSC de-

scribes a shape using a first-order derivative (i.e. tangent) of the shape boundary.

In PSA, Procrustes Mean Shape (PMS) is extracted from a set of PSC s in

complete walking cycle(s) as a view-invariant gait feature. PMS is an average

shape configuration computed from a given set of shape configurations (i.e. PSC s)

by minimizing a sum of Euclidean distances between PMS and each configuration

in the set. Then, the similarity between two PMSs of any two gaits from any

two views is measured based on Procrustes Distance (PD) under the common

canonical view. PD is calculated by minimizing Euclidean distance between two

shape configurations regarding translation, rotation, and scaling.
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Figure 7.2: The proposed framework of view-normalization. The numbers present

the orders of the processes.

7.3 View-normalization

Figure 7.2 shows the framework of the proposed view-normalization. The pro-

cesses of GTI extraction and TILT for view-normalization are explained in this

section.

7.3.1 Gait Texture Image

In this study, GTI is newly proposed to describe gait information based on the

original gait silhouettes. GTI is not used as the final gait feature descriptor

though. Instead, it is used as the input of TILT optimization process through

which an optimized domain transformation will be obtained. This recovered

domain transformation will be adopted and be applied on the original gait sil-

houettes to obtain the normalized silhouettes invariant to view changes.

Given a sequence of binary gait images {It(x, y)}Ngt=1 where It(x, y) is a pixel at

position (x, y) of gait image It and Ng is the number of gait images from complete

walking cycle(s), GTI is obtained as follow.

GTI(x, y) =

∑Ng
t=1 It(x, y)

Ng

(7.1)

where the gait image is defined as a binary image which is obtained directly from

foreground segmentation of each frame.
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Figure 7.3: GTI s under various views. The red rectangles are the regions of

interest in GTI s.
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Figure 7.4: Nuclear norm of GTI from various views.

Figure 7.3 shows examples of extracted GTI s from various views on the CA-

SIA gait database B. TILT will perform the optimization on the region of interest

(ROI) in GTI. ROI is defined as the area just containing walking motion (see

the red rectangles in Figure 7.3). It should not contain too much surrounding

background which can confuse the low-rank optimization by TILT.

It has been indicated in the previous study [93] that images of regular sym-

metric patterns always lead to low-rank textures. From Figure 7.3, under side

view (i.e. 90◦), any gait shape itself is approximately symmetric. Moreover, gait

shapes in the first half walking cycle roughly repeat the similar pattern of gait

shapes in the second half walking cycle. Thus, gait shapes in a complete walking

cycle also possess the (rough) symmetric property. In this way, GTI extracted

from side view should contain low-rank textures when compared with other views.

To further confirm this observation, the nuclear norm is used to measure the

rank of GTI from various views. The details of nuclear norm is explained in

the optimization problem of TILT (see Section 2.9). Twenty four subjects from

the CASIA gait database B are used in this analysis. From Figure 7.4, it can be

confirmed that GTI from side view contains low-rank textures.
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7.3.2 TILT for view-normalization

In this chapter, TILT (see Section 2.9) is applied for view-normalization of gaits.

Based on our analysis in Section 7.3.1, GTI observed from a certain view can

be regarded as a transformed version of the low-rank texture representing by

GTI0 from the canonical view (i.e. approximate side view). In addition, GTI

can also be affected by the presence of partial corruption, occlusion, or shadow

on gait images. All these factors can be modeled as sparse errors (E), which

typically affect only a small fraction of GTI. In this way, the following equation

is formulated.

GTI ◦ τ = GTI0 + E (7.2)

In this study, τ belongs to the homography group GL(3) because it precisely

describes a generic projective transformation in 2D. It can be used to approximate

the changes of perceived positions of gaits when the observed view changes.

Thus, given a corrupted GTI observed from a certain view, TILT is applied

on GTI to recover its low-rank texture GTI0, the sparse error matrix E, and the

domain transformation τ as the following optimization problem.

min
GTI0,E,τ

||GTI0||∗ + λ||E||1 s.t. GTI ◦ τ = GTI0 + E (7.3)

where || · ||∗ denotes the nuclear norm or the sum of the singular values, || · ||1
denotes the `1-norm or the sum of the absolute values of the entires, and GTI0 is

likely to represent gait from approximate side view. As mentioned in Section 2.9,

the optimization problem in (7.3) is solved by the practical solution via successive

convex programming [93].

The weighting parameter λ should be of the form C/
√
m where C is a constant,

typically set to unity [94]. In this study, m denotes the number of pixels of ROI

in GTI. Moreover, λ can also be determined empirically. It can be adjusted by

maximizing the recognition performance on the training dataset.

In the final stage, the computed domain transformation (τ) can well repre-

sent the geometric projection in the corresponding scene of GTI. That is, all gait
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Figure 7.5: Sample results from TILT optimization. The first column is the input

GTI. The red and green windows are the original ROI and the projected planar

returned by TILT, respectively. The second column is the output GTI ◦ τ . The

last column is the sparse error.

silhouettes embedded in GTI are also covered by the same geometric transforma-

tion. Thus, τ can be used to normalize the corresponding gait silhouettes (which

was used to generate GTI ) onto the canonical view as follow.

I0
t = It ◦ τ (7.4)

Thus, {I0
t }

Ng
t=1 is derived through (7.4) and will be used to generate view-

invariant gait feature for view-invariant gait recognition.

Figure 7.5 shows the sample results from TILT optimization. It can be seen

that GTI from any view can be well transformed into the common canonical

view that is close to the side view. The sparse error matrix E can model the

deviations caused by the corrupted pixels to some extent. In addition, it can also

model some non-symmetric walking patterns in GTI from a complete walking
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Figure 7.6: Sample transformed gait silhouettes from various views into the com-

mon canonical view. It is the original silhouette. I0
t is the transformed silhouette.

Two gait poses are shown as examples. The transformation well rectifies the de-

formation on leg areas (e.g. walking trajectory) especially under 54◦ and 126◦.

cycle. In this way, the domain transformation can better deal with the high-rank

texture deformed by view factor.

Figure 7.6 shows the sample transformed gait silhouettes using the corre-

sponding computed domain transformation. Particularly, under the views of 54◦

and 126◦, it is clearly seen that the transformation well rectifies the deformation

on leg areas.

To further evaluate the performance of the proposed view-normalization, we

analyze the differences between various gaits on their original views and their

transformed versions on the common canonical view after the transformation

through (7.4). The gaits originally recorded from various views should be more

close to each other on the canonical view after the view-normalization. To verify

this assumption, we calculate the difference between the gait silhouettes by simple

subtraction, where the positions of head [62] are used for silhouette alignment.

From Figure 7.7, the number of red and blue pixels (i.e. the differences) in

the bottom row (i.e. after view-normalization) is less than the ones in the top

row (i.e. before view-normalization). That is to say, the silhouettes from different

views become closer after the view-normalization process. However, they are still

dissimilar to some extent. This is because TILT can only normalize the visible

information as mentioned before. Thus, there still exists the degeneracies and
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72° 90° 108° 126°
before

view-normalization

after
view-normalization

Figure 7.7: The difference between two silhouettes (focusing legs of pose 2 in

Figure 7.6) from two different views (θ1, θ2). The reference view (θ1) is 54◦.

Another view (θ2) is listed in each column. The images in the first and second

rows are calculated before and after view-normalization, respectively. Red pixels

are gait information visible in θ1 but not in θ2. Blue pixels are gait information

visible in θ2 but not in θ1. Black pixels are gait information visible in both θ1

and θ2.

singularities caused by invisible gait information especially in the case of large

view difference (e.g. 54◦ versus 126◦).

Considering the dissimilarity between gaits originally recorded from different

views, it can be observed that the trend of the dissimilar gait parts on the canon-

ical view is quite consistent. This is mainly because the domain transformation

by TILT well rectifies the deformation of visible gait information, and invisible

gait information usually wraps along the visible gait parts. As long as the visi-

ble parts can be well rectified, the boundaries of invisible gait parts will be also

aligned. This will be further addressed in the process of gait feature extraction

based on the statistical shape analysis (see Section 7.4).

7.4 Gait Feature Extraction

In this study, PSA scheme as explained in Sections 2.8 and 6.3 is adopted for

gait feature extraction. As mentioned, PSA is a process of performing shape

preserving Euclidean transformation on a set of shapes. It is able to achieve

similarity measurement between two sets of shapes by properly superimposing.

This property is useful for gait recognition because gait is a periodic dynamic

action. During the superimposition, the positions and the sizes of gait shapes
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Figure 7.8: The proposed framework of gait feature extraction.

that vary throughout a walking cycle and a distance to camera are adjusted by

proper translation, rotation and scaling.

Figure 7.8 shows the framework of the proposed gait feature extraction. Given

the sequence of view-normalized gait silhouettes {I0
t }

Ng
t=1 (see Section 7.3), it is

used to construct view-invariant gait feature as explained in the rest of this sec-

tion.

The pre-processing (e.g. shape boundary extraction and shape re-sampling

process) of PSA-based gait recognition is discussed in Section 6.2. In this chap-

ter, the number of re-sampled boundary points (Np) is 100 where the boundary

segments of head−right foot, right foot−left foot, and left foot−head contain 40,

20, and 40 points respectively.

7.4.1 Shape descriptor

In the conventional framework [90][106][134][144], the re-sampled shape boundary

is described using Centroid Shape Configuration (CSC). CSC is a global shape

descriptor using the shape centroid as a global reference. The shape centroid is

utilized as the origin of the 2-D shape space to register all shapes to a common

center, which can handle translation invariance.

However, CSC has some disadvantages due to its global representation. In

practice, gait shape of individual can be easily altered by many factors, partic-

ularly by the change of view and the inconsistency of walking pattern of the

individual. Therefore, position of the shape centroid is not stable. Furthermore,
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according to our experiments, CSC which describes the shape based on its global

shape appearance, is very sensitive to view change.

As demonstrated in Section 7.3, although the proposed view-normalization

process can eliminate the significant shape inconsistencies caused by view change,

the global gait shapes still vary across views due to different seen/unseen gait

information recorded from different views. The proposed view-normalization

through domain transformation by TILT well aligns the visible gait informa-

tion (see Figure 7.7) which leads to the consistency of the local information (i.e.

tangent) of gait shape boundaries across views (see Figure 7.10).

This challenge is addressed by replacing CSC with the proposed Pairwise

Shape Configuration (PSC) which can better reveal the local shape information.

This is because each boundary point is described by measuring the relation be-

tween the point itself and its local consecutive neighbor. By unwrapping the

shape boundary into a set of boundary points, PSC can be described as a vector

of complex numbers as follow.

Z =
{

0̃, zi | i = 1, 2, ..., Np

}T
(7.5)

where zi = (xi − xi−1) + j ∗ (yi − yi−1), (xi−1, yi−1) and (xi, yi) are the (i − 1)th

and ith consecutive boundary points, 0̃ is (0,0), and Np is the total number of

boundary points. Since PSC encodes magnitude and direction of the tangent

vectors, 0̃ is chosen as a reference frame (zero-degree tangent). 0̃ is placed at the

starting point of PSC. The rest of boundary points are described relative to it.

7.4.2 PMS-based gait feature

As explained above, PSC provides a scheme to describe individual gait shape I0
t in

each frame where I0
t is the normalized gait silhouette produced on the canonical

view using domain transformation by TILT. Given the sequence of extracted

PSC s {Zt}Ngt=1 from {I0
t }

Ng
t=1, Procrustes Mean Shape (PMS) is calculated as gait

feature which integrates both shape and motion information.

In this chapter, Zt represents PSC which is invariant to translation because

each boundary point is described locally based on its neighboring boundary point.

As mentioned in Section 2.8, given Zt is invariant to translation, the corresponding
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(a) (b)
subject1 subject2 subject3 subject4sample1 sample2 sample3 sample4

Figure 7.9: Example of PMS-based gait features on the CASIA gait database B.

(a) Four samples of the same subject from the same view (90◦). (b) Four different

subjects from the same view (90◦).

(a) (b)
54° 90° 126° 54° 90° 126°

Figure 7.10: Example of PMS-based gait features of the same subject from three

different views (54◦, 90◦, 126◦) on the CASIA gait database B. (a) Without view-

normalization process. (b) With view-normalization process.

PMS (ZG) equals to the dominant eigenvector of the complex sum of squares and

products matrix (SZ).

SZ =

Ng∑
t=1

(ZtZ
∗
t )/(Z∗t Zt) (7.6)

In Figure 7.9 (a), it can be observed that PMS can efficiently preserve simi-

larity between samples of the same subject from the same view. Figure 7.9 (a)

also shows that small variation of PMS-based gait feature of an individual can

occur due to small inconsistency of the individual walking pattern. In Figure 7.9

(b), it can be observed that PMS can efficiently preserve discriminative features

between different subjects from the same view.

Figure 7.10 (a) shows that PMS-based gait features vary across views. In

Figure 7.10 (b), it can be seen that PMS-based gait features from different views

become more consistent when their corresponding gait silhouettes are aligned
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using the proposed view-normalization (through the domain transformation re-

covered in TILT ) beforehand.

7.5 Gait Similarity Measurement

In the framework of PSA as explained in Section 2.8, PD is used to quantify the

dissimilarity between two PMSs (ZG1 and ZG2) of any two gaits as follow.

dP (ZG1, ZG2) = 1− |Z∗G1ZG2|2

||ZG1||2||ZG2||2
(7.7)

where the superscript ∗ represents a complex conjugation transpose, and dP ∈
[0, 1]. The smaller value of dP (ZG1, ZG2), the more possibility that gait features

ZG1 and ZG2 belong to the same subject.

7.5.1 Constraint to view change

Naturally, the different parts of gait will be affected differently when view changes.

However, PSA performs proper rotation, translation, and scaling by considering

each gait shape as a whole. Thus, for adjusting rotation in PD process to match

PMS of gait from one view onto another view, the whole PMS will be properly

rotated in one direction. This is not effective in practice as can be seen in Figure

7.11.

From Figure 7.11, the shape boundary is roughly divided into four segments

using four reference points which are the boundary points at index 1, 20, 60 and

80 (P1, P20, P60, P80). These four points are manually detected regarding the

changes of rotating direction for shape matching. It can be seen from Figure 7.11

that to match PMS of gait from one view (e.g. 90◦) onto another view (e.g. 54◦),

the 1st boundary segment (connecting P1 and P20) and the 3rd boundary segment

(connecting P60 and P80) are rotated anticlockwise, while the 2nd boundary seg-

ment (connecting P20 and P60) and the 4th boundary segment (connecting P80

and P1) are rotated clockwise around the vertical axis. In this way, PD cannot

take its full advantages of affine invariance if gait shape boundary is considered

as a whole.
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54° 90°

P1

P20

P60
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Figure 7.11: Rotation adjustment between PMS-based gait features of the same

subject from two different views (54◦, 90◦). P1, P20, P60, and P80 are the boundary

points at index 1, 20, 60, and 80 respectively, which are used to decompose the

shape boundary into 4 segments. The arrows indicate the directions of rotating

the corresponding boundary segments from 90◦ to match the ones from 54◦.

Thus, the gait shape boundary should be decomposed into a few boundary

segments. Then, PD is applied on each boundary segment instead of the whole

shape boundary. The key reference points can be optimized by maximizing the

cross-view gait recognition performance on the training dataset based on various

cases of view changes. All cases of view changes are likely to have the same

shape boundary decomposition. In our experiment, the key reference points for

boundary decomposition are the boundary points at index 1, 18, 58, and 84.

7.5.2 PD-based gait similarity measurement

Given that two gait features (ZG1 and ZG2) are decomposed into segments based

on the analysis above, the total dissimilarity DP between the two gaits is calcu-

lated as a sum of PDs as follow.

DP (ZG1, ZG2) =

Nd∑
k=1

dP (Zk
G1, Z

k
G2) (7.8)

where Zk
G1 and Zk

G2 are the kth boundary segments of ZG1 and ZG2 respectively,

and Nd is the total number of boundary segments (i.e. Nd = 4 in this study).
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7.6 Experiments

The CASIA gait database B is used in our experiments (see Sections 7.6.1, 7.6.2,

and 7.6.3). It is a large multi-view gait database which contains 124 subjects. Five

views (54◦, 72◦, 90◦, 108◦, 126◦) are used to evaluate gait recognition performance

under various views. In this chapter, other approximate frontal views are not

considered in our experiments due to the fact that available visual features of

gaits from the frontal views are too different from the canonical view. Therefore,

it is inefficient to normalize them into the canonical view using the proposed

view-normalization.

The comparisons on cross-view gait recognition within the same category (i.e.

the second category) and across different category (i.e. the third category) are

demonstrated in Sections 7.6.1 and 7.6.2 respectively. The proposed method is

not compared with other methods in the first category because they are applicable

for different scenarios. The proposed method (and all other methods in the second

category) belongs to cross-view gait recognition where probe gait and gallery gait

are recorded from two different views. On the other hand, methods in the first

category belong to multi-view gait recognition where gallery gaits from multiple

views are used to recognize probe gait from at least one view. Also, the robustness

of the proposed method against increasing number of subjects in the dataset is

demonstrated in Section 7.6.3

Moreover, our experiment in Section 7.6.4 is carried out based on a more

practical database i.e. the USF gait database. It consists of persons walking in

elliptical paths in front of cameras. This database is challenging because of several

difficulties of the outdoor environment such as wind, shadow and illumination. It

contains 122 subjects from two cameras (L and R). The cameras’ lines of sight

are verged at approximately 30 degrees.

In our experiments, Nearest Neighbor (NN) is used as a classifier for gait

recognition.
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7.6.1 Comparison with other methods using view-invariant

gait feature (i.e. the second category)

The performance of cross-view gait recognition using the proposed method is

evaluated and compared with other four methods in the second category (see

Table 7.1) including: 1) GEI [27]; 2) view rectification using self-calibrating [44];

3) CSC+PSA [106]; 4) PSC+PSA [62]. For a fair comparison, the same number

of subjects (i.e. 65 subjects) are used by all methods in this experiment.

From Table 7.1, it is clearly seen that the proposed method significantly out-

performs the baseline method [27] which simply matches GEI across views with-

out any view-normalization, in all cases. When compared with the PSA-based

methods [62][106], the proposed method achieves much better performance es-

pecially for the cases of large view changes. This is because the proposed view-

normalization is applied to remove significant shape inconsistencies caused by

view change before PSA is adopted and adapted properly in our method.

Moreover, the proposed method also performs better than the state-of-the-

art of the second category [44] for most cases except a few cases related to 54◦

or 126◦. According to our analysis, the method in [44] adopts the information

of body joints in gait (which is not affected very much when view changes) so

it is less sensitive to view change. However, it may also lose discriminability

when removing such information highly sensitive to view change. The proposed

method, instead, attempts to cope with as much information as possible from

the original gait silhouette while eliminating the efforts caused by view change

through TILT optimization process.

As shown in Table 7.1, the proposed method significantly outperforms the

method in [44] for most cases including: 1) no view change (e.g. θp = 54◦ vs.

θg = 54◦); 2) small view change (e.g. θp = 72◦ vs. θg = 90◦); 3) large view change

under approximate side view (e.g. θp = 72◦ vs. θg = 108◦).
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7.6.2 Comparison with other methods relying on learn-

ing mapping/projection relationship of gaits across

views (i.e. the third category)

The performance of cross-view gait recognition using the proposed method is eval-

uated and compared with other four methods in the third category (see Table 7.2)

including: 1) FT-SVD [52]; 2) GEI-SVD [50]; 3) GFI+CCA [48]; 4) GEI+SVR

[49]. The methods in [49][50][52] use 100 subjects while the method in [48] uses 74

subjects from the CASIA gait database B for evaluating gait recognition perfor-

mance. Based on our experiments, the proposed method is robust to increasing

number of subjects. For a comprehensive comparison, it is evaluated using 100

subjects. Some missing results have not been reported by [48].

Obviously, the main advantage of the proposed method against the existing

methods in this category is that it does not need any training process to build up

the required mapping relations between different views. This is practically helpful

in many cases because it cannot guarantee that all needed data will be available

for training in the real world. Without the precise training process, the proposed

method, as indicated in Table 7.2, still outperforms both SVD-based methods

[50][52]. It also performs better than/comparable to the state-of-the-arts of the

third category [48][49] in many cases.

7.6.3 Robustness when increasing a number of subjects

in the dataset

This section is to evaluate robustness of our method when increasing number of

subjects in the dataset. Usually, it is more difficult to recognize gaits when there

are more subjects. Particularly, when view changes, gait of one subject from one

view can be misidentified as gait of another subject from another view.

In this experiment, three cases of cross-view gait recognition using the pro-

posed method are demonstrated including: 1) small view change (i.e. 72◦ vs.

90◦); 2) large view change under approximate side walks (72◦ vs. 108◦); 3) large

view change under oblique and side walks (54◦ vs. 90◦). Figure 7.12 shows the
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Figure 7.12: The performance of cross-view gait recognition using the proposed

method against increasing the number of subjects in the dataset.

performances when increasing the number of subjects (10, 20, ..., 100 subjects)

in the dataset.

It can be seen from Figure 7.12 that the performance of case 1 (72◦ vs. 90◦)

is very stable when the number of subjects increases from 10 to 100. This is

because the proposed view-normalization performs well on the case of small view

change. Moreover, the performances of cases 2 and 3 drop when the number of

subjects increases from 10 to 50, but become stable from 60 to 100. Overall,

the performance of the proposed method tends to be stable when increasing the

number of subjects in the dataset. This will be helpful for practical uses.

7.6.4 Cross-view gait recognition under outdoor environ-

ment

The proposed method is further evaluated using the practical dataset (outdoor)

i.e. the USF gait database. Among the 12 challenging experiments pre-defined for

the USF gait database, the experiment A is adopted for our evaluation because it

observes view change for gait recognition which matches the focus of this study.

Probe and gallery gaits are recorded from different cameras L and R respec-

tively. From Table 7.3, the proposed method (which achieves 85%) perfroms

better than/comparable to other methods in the literature.
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7.7 Conclusion

This chapter has proposed a novel method for view-invariant gait recognition.

GTI is first extracted from a sequence of gait silhouettes recorded under a cer-

tain view. TILT is then applied to seek a transformed version of GTI under

the canonical view by minimizing the rank of the texture image based on do-

main transformation despite gross sparse errors. The recovered domain trans-

formation is re-applied to normalize the corresponding gait silhouettes into the

canonical view. Then, PMS is constructed as a view-invariant gait feature from

PSC s describing the normalized gait silhouettes within a complete walking cycle.

Gait similarity between two PMSs of any two gaits from any two views is mea-

sured based on PD under the common canonical view. Based on our promising

recognition performance and several advantages over other existing methods, the

proposed method is efficient for view-invariant gait recognition.

Our current experiments have been carried out based on widely adopted gait

databases in which there are high quality gait silhouettes available. In the future

work, we will investigate the robustness of the proposed method for view-invariant

gait recognition in a cluttered environment where it has to deal with different

noisy gait silhouettes. It can be seen in [93] that the attributes of low-rank

optimization will be helpful for repairing such degraded dynamic texture by well

adopting the correlation between frames in a motion sequence.
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Table 7.1: Comparison on cross-view gait recognition (%) using different methods

in the second category

Probe view (θp) 54◦

Gallery view (θg) 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦

GEI [27] 91 22 18 17 38

View rectification [44] 80 72 74 70 57

PSC+PSA [62] 98 63 50 20 33

CSC+PSA [106] 86 28 25 19 30

The proposed method 98 79 69 54 59

Probe view (θp) 72◦

Gallery view (θg) 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦

GEI [27] 23 94 50 34 21

View rectification [44] 65 85 73 59 60

PSC+PSA [62] 71 98 93 55 28

CSC+PSA [106] 33 88 69 55 26

The proposed method 79 98 96 81 57

Probe view (θp) 90◦

Gallery view (θg) 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦

GEI [27] 17 82 93 88 22

View rectification [44] 62 64 87 64 70

PSC+PSA [62] 52 93 97 77 28

CSC+PSA [106] 27 71 85 67 21

The proposed method 69 97 98 93 56

Probe view (θp) 108◦

Gallery view (θg) 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦

GEI [27] 17 36 69 94 33

View rectification [44] 63 70 69 82 68

PSC+PSA [62] 32 67 84 97 65

CSC+PSA [106] 24 54 68 80 27

The proposed method 49 82 94 97 80

Probe view (θp) 126◦

Gallery view (θg) 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦

GEI [27] 29 21 15 37 92

View rectification [44] 63 67 67 73 81

PSC+PSA [62] 28 29 32 67 98

CSC+PSA [106] 22 22 19 33 87

The proposed method 63 55 56 80 98
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Table 7.2: Comparison on cross-view gait recognition (%) using different methods

in the third category.

Probe view (θp) 54◦

Gallery view (θg) 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦

GFI+CCA [48] – 88 60 54 47

SVR-rVTM [49] 91 93 59 51 42

GEI-dVTM [50] 91 81 49 31 27

FT-dVTM [52] 86 43 28 19 24

The proposed method 98 77 68 54 56

Probe view (θp) 72◦

Gallery view (θg) 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦

GFI+CCA [48] – – – – –

SVR-rVTM [49] 90 94 91 67 44

GEI-dVTM [50] 85 94 84 52 31

FT-dVTM [52] 56 89 57 45 33

The proposed method 79 98 96 81 54

Probe view (θp) 90◦

Gallery view (θg) 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦

GFI+CCA [48] 60 96 – 94 95

SVR-rVTM [49] 63 92 93 91 65

GEI-dVTM [50] 52 75 93 79 45

FT-dVTM [52] 27 36 87 58 28

The proposed method 70 97 98 93 55

Probe view (θp) 108◦

Gallery view (θg) 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦

GFI+CCA [48] 60 85 95 – 92

SVR-rVTM [49] 42 77 95 94 92

GEI-dVTM [50] 38 57 91 94 84

FT-dVTM [52] 29 34 53 91 74

The proposed method 47 80 95 97 78

Probe view (θp) 126◦

Gallery view (θg) 54◦ 72◦ 90◦ 108◦ 126◦

GFI+CCA [48] 53 70 75 94 –

SVR-rVTM [49] 42 57 78 96 92

GEI-dVTM [50] 31 42 53 80 92

FT-dVTM [52] 17 16 22 55 86

The proposed method 58 53 55 77 98
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Table 7.3: Comparison on cross-view gait recognition (%) in the experiment A of

the USF gait database using different methods.

Baseline [2] pHMM [28] GEI [27]

73 85 83

MSCT+SST [130] HMM [132] Eigen feature [149]

80 80 78

PEI+LDA [29] CFET [129] The proposed method

85 83 85
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Works

8.1 Summary of Research

In this thesis, changes of two key factors (i.e. an observed view and a walking

speed) have been studied regarding their impacts on gait recognition. They are

summarized as follow.

First, in practice, individual gaits can be observed from different views be-

cause: 1) a person can walk freely in any direction facing a camera; and/or 2)

a person can walk across multiple cameras which have different settings. An

‘observed view’ is an external factor which will not affect an individual walking

manner. However, view change will significantly alter available visual gait infor-

mation for matching. Recently, there are three possible tracks of solutions: 1)

reconstructing 3D gait models; 2) seeking view-invariant gait features; 3) learning

mapping/projection relationships of gaits across different views.

Second, in practice, a person can walk freely in any speed. A ‘walking speed’

is an internal factor which will directly affect an individual walking manner.

When walking speed increases: 1) arms swing higher; 2) legs lift up higher; 3)

stride length becomes longer; 4) gait period is shorter. Recently, there are two

possible tracks of solutions: 1) seeking speed-invariant gait features; 2) learning

mapping/projection relationships of gaits across different walking speeds.

This thesis has proposed five main methods for gait recognitions under various

walking variations focusing on view changes and speed changes. These methods

have been developed from various perspectives, which contain different benefits
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and limitations. The detailed summaries of the proposed methods are given in

each conclusion section of each chapter. This section is to summarize them briefly

in terms of key concepts, adopted techniques, advantages, and disadvantages.

First, the method in Chapter 3 is proposed for gait recognition under changes

of various walking conditions such as view, walking speed, and carrying condition.

Key concept. The binary pattern is generated as a robust gait feature by

using binary derivatives to describe surrounding of a pixel in GEI. This process

makes GEI more robust against uncertainties of gait information due to changes

of walking conditions. Adopted technique. Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is

applied to perform the binary derivatives. Advantage. It is robust to changes of

various walking conditions. Disadvantage. Its performance drops when changes

of walking conditions become significant. This challenge can be addressed by

using the proposed methods in Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7 which directly address the

problems of view change and speed change.

Second, the methods in Chapter 4 are proposed for gait recognition under

view change. Key concept. VTM is used to transform gait from one view into

another view. The methods are proposed based on two types of VTM (i.e. dVTM

and rVTM ). dVTM is to decompose gait information into subject-independent

and view-independent components. Such subject-independent component is de-

pendent to view factor, which is used to project gait across different views. On the

other hand, rVTM is to bridge correlated walking motions across different views

based on regression models. Adopted technique. Singular Value Decomposi-

tion (SVD) is applied for the gait matrix decomposition in dVTM construction.

Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Support Vector Regression (SVR), and Sparse

Regression (SR) are used as regression tools in rVTM construction. Advan-

tage. 1) It is applicable for both cross-view and multi-view gait recognitions.

2) Its performance is very high and reliable, particularly when view change is

not too significant (e.g. ≤ 36◦). Disadvantage. 1) It is not applicable for un-

trained/unseen views. The practical solution is given in Section 4.10. Moreover,

this limitation can also be avoided by using the proposed method in Chapter

7 which does not rely on supervised learning and thus is applicable for unseen

view. 2) Its performance is not fully satisfied when view change is very large. The

practical solutions are given in Sections 4.8.2 and 4.8.3. This limitation can also
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be avoided by using the proposed method in Chapter 5 which relies on segment

(i.e. group of pixels) mapping and thus is more robust to small/none correlated

features of gaits from largely different views.

Third, the method in Chapter 5 is proposed for gait recognition under view

change. Key concept. Gaits from different views are co-clustered into corre-

lated segments. Each pair of such correlated segments across different views is

projected into a common subspace through the processes of linear correlation

optimization and linear approximation. Adopted technique. Bipartite graph

multipartitioning is applied for co-clustering of gaits from different views. Canon-

ical Correlation Analysis (CCA) is applied for optimization of correlation between

gaits from different views. Advantage. 1) It is applicable for both cross-view

and multi-view gait recognitions. 2) It is also applicable for multi-view to multi-

view gait recognition. 3) It outperforms other existing methods in the literature,

especially for the case of large view change. Disadvantage. As similar to the

proposed method in Chapter 4, the proposed method in Chapter 5 also relies on

supervised learning. Thus, it is not applicable for untrained/unseen views. As

mentioned above, this limitation can be addressed by using the practical solution

given in Section 4.10 or can be avoided by using the proposed method in Chapter

7.

Fourth, the method in Chapter 6 is proposed for gait recognition under walk-

ing speed change. Key concept. Each gait shape is described using HSC which

takes higher-order derivatives along the shape boundary. In this way, HSC well

represents local-static gait information which is robust to walking speed change.

Later, HSC is used further in the statistical shape analysis to generate a speed-

invariant gait feature. The shape boundary is also decomposed into several seg-

ments where each segment covers gait parts that are similarly affected by speed

change. This makes it more accurate in the process of statistical shape analysis

for gait feature extraction and similarity measurement. Adopted technique.

Procrustes Shape Analysis (PSA) is applied for gait feature extraction and sim-

ilarity measurement. Advantage. 1) It is applicable for any walking speed. 2)

It achieves very high performance and thus outperforms other existing methods

in the literature, significantly for the case of large speed change.
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Fifth, the method in Chapter 7 is proposed for gait recognition under view

change. Key concept. A domain transformation representing a scene of gait

under a certain view is obtained through low-rank textures analysis on its cor-

responding gait texture image. The domain transformation can then be used

to normalize gait silhouettes in the scene onto the common canonical view.

The view-normalized gait silhouettes are used further to generate a novel view-

invariant gait feature based on the statistical shape analysis. Adopted tech-

nique. Transform Invariant Low-rank Textures (TILT) is applied for the view-

normalization process. Procrustes Shape Analysis (PSA) is applied for gait fea-

ture extraction and similarity measurement. Advantage. 1) It is applicable

for any trained/untrained view since it does not rely on supervised learning. 2)

Its performance is high and reliable for the difficult case of large view change,

especially on approximately side views. Disadvantage. It is not efficient for

approximately frontal views which are too different from the canonical view (i.e.

approximately side view). This is a common limitation for all methods in the

second category of gait recognition under view change (see Section 1.2.2.2).

8.2 Future Works

The future works to improve each proposed method are discussed in the con-

clusion of each chapter. This section gives discussions of how to, logically and

maturely, combine the proposed methods for more practical situations. Moreover,

the discussions also include extensions of our study on gait to closely related re-

search areas.
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8.2.1 Combination of the proposed methods for more prac-

tical situations

8.2.1.1 Combination of the proposed methods of gait recognitions un-

der view change and speed change

It can be seen that both proposed methods in Chapters 6 and 7 are based on PSA,

but are with different additional processes for specific solving different problems of

speed change and view change respectively. These two methods have a potential

to be combined for developing a new view- and speed-invariant gait feature. This

will make it more practical in the real-world when a person walks with different

directions and speeds.

The proposed methods in Chapters 6 and 7 can be properly merged by combin-

ing the frameworks in Figures 6.7 and 7.2. As in Figure 7.2, the proposed method

based on low-rank textures analysis is used to obtain the view-normalized gait

silhouettes which will be used as an input of the proposed method in Figure 6.7.

In Chapter 6, the proposed method in Figure 6.7 is used to generate the speed-

invariant gait feature based on PSA. However, by using the view-normalized gait

silhouettes as the input, it can be used to generate a new gait feature which will

be robust to both speed and view changes.

Moreover, HSC (in Chapter 6) will be used as a shape descriptor instead

of PSC (in Chapter 7) because PSC is equivalent to HSC1. The first-order

derivatives of the shape boundary in PSC/HSC1 is usually sufficient to tolerate

view change. However, the higher-order derivatives are required to address the

problem of speed change. Thus, in this future work, the order of derivative in HSC

will be traded off between a degree of view change and a degree of speed change.

As mentioned, the higher order of derivative will contain less gait information

although it will be more robust to walking variations (see Figures 6.8, 6.9, 6.10).

In addition, DCM will be constructed in the same way as it does for speed change

in Chapter 6, but will take into account both view and speed changes.

The current difficulty is that there is not any database available to verify this

work. The database must contain gaits of individuals under both variations of

view and speed. Such database will be collected in the future.
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Figure 8.1: Combination of the proposed methods of gait recognition under view

change.

8.2.1.2 Combination of the proposed methods of gait recognition un-

der view change.

As mentioned that the proposed methods have been developed from various per-

spectives to address diverse aspects of gait recognition under view change, they

can be logically combined to build up a more efficient solution. This can be

achieved by considering advantages and disadvantages of each proposed method,

as illustrated in Figure 8.1.

As can be seen in Figure 8.1, when view θp of probe gait data exists in gallery

database, gait recognition can be directly carried out under the fixed view θp.
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Otherwise, it means that views (θp, θg) of probe gait data and gallery gait data

are different. Thus, view-normalization process will be required.

When θp and θg do not exist in the training dataset which is used to construct

view-normalization models, the proposed method in Chapter 7 will be adopted

because it can generate view-invariant gait feature without requiring any super-

vised learned model.

On the other hand, when θp and θg exist in the training dataset and the view

difference |θp - θg| is small, the proposed method in Chapter 4 will be adopted since

it can achieve very accurate and reliable performance. However, when the view

change is relatively large, the proposed method in Chapter 7 will be adopted for

the case of approximately side view. Otherwise, the proposed method in Chapter

5 will be adopted. This is because the proposed method in Chapter 7 can achieve

very high performance for the case of large view change under approximately side

view, while the proposed method in Chapter 5 can achieve fine performance for

the case of large view change under any trained view.

In the future work, this proposed system will be verified in the real-world

surveillance application.

8.2.2 Combination of gait with other biometrics

Rather than gait, human can also be identified by using other biometrics such as

face, iris, finger-print, palm-print, and voice. Among these biometrics, gait and

face can be simultaneously obtained by most surveillance systems. Thus, they

can be combined to achieve a more reliable human identification in surveillance

applications. Many methods on fusion of gait and face for human identification

have been published recently based on three strategies.

First, the fusion is operated in feature level [156][157][158]. The individual face

and gait features are normalized to have their values lie within similar ranges.

Then, they are concatenated to form feature vectors based on characteristics

of both face and gait, by using statistical tools such as Multiple Discriminant

Analysis (MDA), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and Linear Discriminant

Analysis (LDA).
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Second, the fusion is operated in match score level by using static fusion

rules [7][39][159][160][161][162]. Before combining match scores of face and gait

classifiers, it is necessary to normalize them onto same range of values by using

analytical tool such as Gaussian model. Then, they can be fused based on different

static fusion rules including sum, product, min, max, hierarchical fusion, and

Bayesian decision.

Third, the fusion is operated in match score level by using adaptive fusion

rules which can be dynamically adjusted to suit real-time external conditions

[110][163]. As a typical example, adaptive fusion of gait and face can be driven

by using a subject-to-camera distance and an observed view. That is, face is more

reliable when a person is closer to a camera, while it is less efficient than gait

when a person is relatively far from a camera. Moreover, face is most informative

when it is observed under frontal view, while the best view to recognize gait is

side view. Also, face is totally lost under rear view.

In the future work, based on our study on gait recognition under various

walking variations, it can be said that quality of gait for recognizing human drops

when there is a difference between walking conditions of probe and gallery gaits.

Thus, in practical situations, an ability of recognizing gait/face across conditions

will be also taken into a consideration for adaptive fusion of gait and face. For

example, cross-view face/gait recognition of views between 90◦ and 108◦ is more

reliable than views between 90◦ and 126◦. Also, gait may be more reliable than

face under same degree of view change.

Moreover, there are other factors that also have impacts on weighting of face

and gait in the fusion, including an image resolution and a shadow. An image

resolution may affect face more than gait. In contrast, a shadow may affect gait

more than face.

In the future work, these factors will be carefully used to build up a multi-

factors model for fusing gait and face in match score level for human identification.

8.2.3 Gait analysis for other research fields

Currently, most studies (including this thesis) on gait focus on gait recognition

for human identification. However, gait can also be used in other research fields
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such as aged care [134][164][165][166], health science [167][168][169][170][171],

forensics and security [172][173][174], sport science [175][176][177], age estima-

tion [178][179][180], and gender classification [181][182][183].

8.2.3.1 Aged care

Home accidents such as accidental stumbles and falls are major sources of mor-

bidity and mortality among elders. Recently, gait monitoring system is used to

help caregivers to detect and/or prevent these incidents.

In the future work, our study in this thesis can be extended and applied on

home monitoring for aged care. Specifically, a method will be proposed to detect

near falls and/or walking patterns that may cause injury. Our current research

based on speed variations will be further studied and used for this purpose. Ac-

tions leading to injury can be caused by improper manners of walking speed,

arms’ and legs’ lifting, stride length, joints’ angle, etc. These gait qualities will

be measured. Then, risky actions will be warned to gain more attention from a

caregiver.

8.2.3.2 Health science

An unsteady gait is an abnormality in walking that can be caused by diseases, in-

juries of legs and feet, and/or damages to nervous system that controls movements

necessary for walking. For example, it has been found that walking disorders (e.g.

decreases of walking speed, cadence, and stride length) may be early signs of cog-

nitive health decline such as Alzheimer’s disease and degenerative neurological

disorder such as Parkinson’s disease.

Based on our reviews, it can be seen that gait is enormously related to health

science. In the future work, we will propose an automatic and intelligent system

for clinical usages based on gait analysis. Our works in this thesis based on walk-

ing variations and their impacts on walking patterns will be further studied to

detect abnormal gaits, and then used to automatically indicate diseases. More-

over, early detection of abnormalities will also help to prevent physical injuries

of proximal joints such as knee and hip.
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In addition, gait analysis will be newly applied to improve a quality of physical

therapy. It can be used for monitoring patients to perform the therapy properly

which will help them to recover faster. This idea will also include seeking of

specific areas which may require more attention.

8.2.3.3 Forensics and security

In the research area of forensics and security, gait is majorly used for human

identification. However, it can also be used to detect suspicious actions such as

fighting, robbery, and terrorist. Abnormal gait can be used to generate early

warning of alarming actions in public areas such as airports and subway stations.

For example, gait analysis can detect whether a person hides an heavy object

(which can be weapon or bomb) under his jacket. In this case, a police officer

may ask him to undergo security check.

In the future work, we will propose an automatic security system in public

area by using gait analysis under multiple cameras. This system will be much

more reliable than existing single camera-based systems. Our works of multi-view

gait analysis in this thesis will be adopted and adapted to build up such system.

8.2.3.4 Sport science

In sports, gait analysis can be used to improve athlete’s performance, prevent

injury, and optimize enjoyment. Gait analysis examines aspects and qualities

of muscle length, joint mobility, joint stability, motor control and coordination,

appropriate muscle action, resiliency and resistance to fatigue, and functional

strength. This provides a progressive and objective view of where weak links,

asymmetries, and other compensations exist. These compensations in movement

pattern can ultimately lead to poor biomechanics, lower efficiency and power, and

even injury.

In the future work, we will propose a system based on gait analysis to help

athletes become stronger, faster, and more injury-resistant. The system will also

look at various methods used to assess posture and stability in athletes. From

this thesis, our analyses of walking speed change and its impacts on gaits will be
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used in sport science. For example, a right speed of movement can result in a

proper action which will lead to an optimized athlete’s performance.

8.2.3.5 Age estimation

It has been proved that gait analysis can be used to approximately estimate

human age. The existing methods rely on statistical analyses without considering

actual relations between age and gait. However, there are scientific evidences

[184][185] showing that age and gait are strongly related. For example, it has

been demonstrated that a person walks slower with shorter stride length when

he gets older.

Therefore, our works based on walking speed change and its impacts on gaits

(e.g. stride length, arms’ and legs’ swing) will be applied to improve estimation

of human age.

8.2.3.6 Gender classification

It has been proved that human gaits vary between males and females although

they are in a same age group. The analysis in [186] has shown that females

walk with lesser step width and more pelvic movement. Moreover, females walk

with hip sway, while males walk with swagger in shoulder. The main kinematics-

differences between male and female walking patterns are dependent to hip joint.

Based on our study in this thesis and scientific evidence in [186], it can be

said that some walking manners including stride length, arms’ swing, and legs’

lifting are dependent to both walking speed and gender. Thus, our study will be

further extended to make gender classification based on gait analysis more robust

to various walking speeds.
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